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The methods, tactics and procedures listed herein are intended to convey totally legal ways to expose,
terminate and cause the arrest of any target. Do not cross the legal line when you undertake these

actions. Use your best judgment.

This is a wikipedia-style document produced by the internet.
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HOW THE PUBLIC IS ENDING POLITICAL CORRUPTION 
FOREVER
This is about powerful and greedy people abusing the public system in order to manipulate     
TRILLIONS of government treasury and stock market dollars into their own pockets. They lie, cheat, 
bribe, steal, attack, and even kill, in order to grab this money (provided from the pockets of the 
taxpayers). They create fake "political issues" in order to steer massive amounts of government money 
to "solutions" that they just happen to own the companies of. ("Follow the Money") They collude on 
cover-ups, cover-stories, pump-and-dumps, fake "Stimulus Funds" redirection and other illicit deeds. 
Famous politicians are a very big part of this crime. They are easy to spot via the tens of millions of 
dollars, in their personal bank accounts, which only appeared after they took office. They broke and 
separated America by promoting their fake causes, which divide the public, in order to benefit off of 
their exclusive stock market scams. In fact, if the, completely computer manipulated, stock market did 
not exist, political corruption in America would be reduced by 95%. 

One part of them is: The Silicon Valley Tech Cartel; an anti-trust violating organized-crime operation 
based on quid-pro-quo. They manipulated the Dept of Energy to only fund political favorites and to 
sabotage the competitors of those favorites in an epic violation of anti-trust and anti-racketeering laws. 

How YOU can use the public "Corruption Kill Box" to wipe out crooked politicians and their 
financiers: A Corruption Kill Box Procedure combines federal police investigations created by formal 
filed criminal referrals and Form 302 overview drafts, public class-action lawsuits, massive news 
media disclosure blasts, formal regulatory agency complaint filings, individual lawsuits against 
political and agency executives, documentary film production and distribution, the promotion and 
organization of Congressional hearings, crowd-sourced social media public forensics and open-source 
AI financial crimes tracking software. The procedure is an extinction-level event with a 100% success 
rate against corrupt entities. CKB's only work on the corrupt, so non corrupt parties are safe from it's 
effects. ANY member of the public can engage in these totally legal anti-corruption actions. Just do it! 

The most effective interdiction process for political corruption is now here. It is called "Citizen 
Forensics".  It is the process of the crowd-sourced deep investigation of public officials, and their 
shills, followed by the global public exposure and shaming of their illicit deeds. Federal law 
enforcement groups will even help you do this because you, and they, both have a common goal: to 
take down crooks.

Over the last decade, these procedures have been proven to work. This manual guides you through 
procedures that work totally, magnificently and effectively against evil people and scumbags!

Taking Down Corrupt California Politicians, Dirty Government Agency Executives
And Their Tech Oligarch Bosses
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KEY TACTICS:

• We identified potential targets

• We developed an investigative theory

• We chose the best investigative techniques

• We examined issues unique to these proactive corruption investigations

• We mitigated special considerations in public corruption investigations

IDENTIFYING POTENTIAL TARGETS:

• We asked law enforcement and government sources, including inspectors general, and contract 
compliance, Congress members and oversight personnel who they suspect

• We asked citizens; business competitors or political rivals; disgruntled current or former employees; 
paid informants and cooperating defendants; individuals involved in the illegal activity who are seeking
to limit or eliminate their criminal exposure by blowing the whistle on corrupt conduct

• We read print, television, and internet media outlets for tips

• We examined if each specific target may be identified via credible tips. Does source have a motive to 
lie? Is there corroboration?

• We looked at transactions that were identified or appear suspect without specific targets and used 
those to identify the entities and individuals involved and make a preliminary assessment of the roles 
played by these individuals, such as decision makers, knowledgeable actors, unwitting participants, and
knowledgeable but uninvolved potential witnesses.

We always follow the money ‐ We determine who profited from the transaction and how ‐ Political 
corruption cases are always about the money! Use modern AI around-the-clock tracking software on 
the target and their family members to spot money laundering.

Each corrupt politician and operative made a profit from their corrupt actions and those benefits can 
always be traced with modern forensic accounting and tracking AI. The recent leaks from CPA, VC, 
law firm and lobbyist records make it even easier. The hack-and-disclose foreign actor campaigns (ie: 
Supernova, Spectre, Solarwinds, etc.) have even added to those disclosures.

WE DEVELOPED AN INVESTIGATIVE THEORY:

• Theory gives direction to the investigation, but we stay flexible as new facts are leaked or exposed
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• We make an initial assessment of whether the alleged corrupt conduct appears to be criminal, or 
whether it is civil or administrative in nature

• We then identify the elements needed to prove the crimes

• We then try to anticipate possible factual and legal issues and defenses and build our case to rebut or 
avoid them

•  We then identify corrupt officials in jurisdictional law enforcement and regulatory agencies who may
be stopping investigations in order to protect a Senator or tech oligarch that pays them or promises 
them a career advance

MAIN TYPES OF OUR INVESTIGATIONS:

- Historical cases ‐ based on document analysis and witness interviews

- Proactive/undercover cases ‐ running gamut from one day and one deal to elaborate and long‐running 
multi‐transaction and multi‐target operations

CHOOSING THE BEST INVESTIGATIVE TECHNIQUES:

• We determined which investigative tools to use depending on a variety of factors, including the nature
of the alleged violations, the type of investigation our members are conducting, and the resources we 
had available

• We used the normal progression from simple to complex, with information from initial steps leading 
to more advanced steps, such as search warrants and federally assisted wiretaps

• We mix and match our methods as appropriate

•  Due to the hybrid public/private/citizen investigative team, an “insurance policy” encrypted file set is
pre-distributed to journalists, lawyers and Congressional insiders to protect citizen team members

NOTES ON SOME OF THE INVESTIGATIVE TECHNIQUES WE USE: 

• Public Source Information

• Internet and media sources

• Court filings, including criminal histories, divorces and other lawsuits, bankruptcy filings, and 
administrative proceedings before agencies such as the SEC, FTC, and insurance and banking 
regulators
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•  Leaks and hacks

• Choicepoint, Autotrack, property records

• Financial disclosure forms; Campaign contribution records; Lobbyist registrations and disclosures

• Information from Parallel Proceedings

• Corruption cases are often set in backdrop of contract disputes and fraud cases. There may be ongoing
civil litigation or administrative proceedings generating valuable information, and you should obtain 
relevant depositions, pleadings, transcripts and court orders.

• Despite common interests, do not work in tandem or actively use the civil litigant to further your 
investigation, such as by giving them questions to ask at depositions or having them seek documents 
for you.

• Mail Covers

• Very useful in identifying target's banks, investment firms, et al

• Trash Pulls ‐ "Dumpster Diving"

• Can be very useful if target has recently become aware that they are under suspicion ‐ panic can cause
carelessness in disposing of valuable records

• Grand Jury Subpoenas ‐ Documents

• Used to gather foundational materials. Consider whether the entity being served can be relied on to 
not disclose the subpoena, or whether the records sought are worth the risk

• Issue as early as possible ‐ document production can be slow, particularly with voluminous requests, 
older records, and/or smaller producing institutions

Subpoenas ‐ Documents to Obtain:

• Bank, brokerage, and other investment account records

• Credit reports & credit card records

• Loan and mortgage records

• Telephone records

• Corporate records
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• Do quick initial review to determine subpoena compliance. Do not assume full compliance since 
many institutions see subpoena compliance as a nuisance and distraction from their "real" business.

• Documents must reviewed and cataloged for use during the investigation and for discovery and trial 
evidence purposes.

• Document review is time and labor intensive, but is usually the heart of any meaningful historical 
corruption case.

• Witness Interviews

• Essential investigative steps which require serious thought, planning, and preparation. When possible,
conduct interviews after you have obtained and reviewed the documents related to the witness.

• General rule ‐ your way up the chain of involvement and culpability

• Remember to consider interviewing the current and former confidants

Subpoenas ‐ Testimony:

• General rule ‐ do not use the grand jury as your interviewing forum. Usually far better to get 
voluntary interviews first.

• Two main situations to use grand jury testimony as an investigative tool

• Witnesses who may have useful information but will not agree to a voluntary interview

• Possible defense witnesses ‐ find out what they will say and lock them into that story.

• Immunity

• A double‐edged sword. Gets you needed testimony but can cast doubt since people tend to dislike and 
distrust immunized witnesses.

• Weigh the costs and benefits carefully. Jurors will understand immunizing lower‐level witnesses to 
build a case against the main targets.

• Attempt to secure testimony through cooperation plea agreements Jurors are more likely to believe a 
witness who has accepted responsibility for their actions by pleading guilty than one who has received 
a "free pass."

Evidence - Laboratory Analysis:
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• Handwriting and fingerprint analysis can be very useful in cases with key documents and knowledge, 
intent, and/or participation questions. Fingerprints can often be found on documents even after an 
extended period of time.

• Before requesting handwriting analysis, speak to your examiner to find out if the questioned 
documents can be analyzed with any degree of certainty. If there is little chance of success, you may 
not want to do the analysis, particularly if fact witnesses can identify the handwriting or signature.

• Make the analysis request as early as possible

• Tax Return Disclosure Requests ‐ 26 USC Section 6103

• Very useful since targets often understate income on tax returns and overstate it on loan applications, 
corporate filings, and financial statements.

• Disclosure requests take a significant showing and a court order, and normally come after the 
investigation has substantiated some level of wrongdoing.

• After tax information is obtained under a disclosure order, there are important restrictions on their use 
and handling.

• E‐Mail Account Information from Internet Service Providers ("ISP")

• Two main types of information you will want: identification of the account holder; and, the stored 
content of the e‐mails maintained on the system.

• Can be very valuable since people use e‐mail freely and do not realize or care that hitting erase or 
delete does not remove the content from the system.

• Court orders and search warrants are needed to get this information.

Since ISPs frequently delete content from their systems, use preservation letters asking ISPs to save the
content while you obtain the necessary court orders and search warrants for disclosure.

• Search Warrants

• One of the most powerful investigative tools in corruption cases. Obtains evidence on a surprise basis,
before it can be redacted, destroyed, or withheld even when production is required by a grand jury 
subpoena.

• Provides an opportunity to identify and interview those present at search site.

• Serve contemporaneous grand jury subpoena for the same documents
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Search Warrants On Senators And Tech Oligarchs:

 ‐ Timing is Key Issue

• Need to be far enough along in investigation to develop probable cause and to know what you are 
actually looking for.

• The search exposes the investigation, so it generally should not be done until you have exhausted any 
covert opportunities.

• But, if you wait too long and your target becomes suspicious or aware of the investigation, valuable 
evidence may be destroyed or moved.

• Search Warrants ‐ They are Not Cost Free

• First and foremost, must commit to promptly and thoroughly review everything seized. This can be an
extremely time and labor intensive. If you are not ready, willing, and able to do this review, don't do the
search.

• Second, be aware of the public impact of a search on a high‐profile target or location. It may bring 
attention to your investigation, increase public scrutiny on you and the target, and raise expectations 
that charges are imminent.

• Third, need to plan to best execute the warrant while limiting disruption of important functions when 
searching a government office. public building

Search Warrants ‐ Computers and Computerized Data:

• Any business or office search warrant is going to include computers and computerized data, and you 
must be able to seize and use this information.

• Have computer specialists involved in planning and executing the search so that computers and 
system data can be copied on the scene. It is not desirable or feasible to take away the computers and 
deal with it later.

• Before searching, try to determine if review the seized data will require specialized assistance and 
equipment, and how you will make this information available for discovery and later trial use

Physical Surveillance:

• Surveillance is valuable to corroborate information which has been received, to link targets, and 
identify people associated with the known targets
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• Trackers ("Bumper Beepers")

• A slap‐on tracker put on in a public place does not require a court order. An order is required to hard‐
wire a longer‐lasting tracker onto a vehicle.

• Beware that under federal law, you are now required to disclose a tracker warrant to the person whose
vehicle was tracked at the conclusion of its use. Delays of this notification are at the discretion of the 
court.

• Pen Register and Trap and Trace Orders

• Allows real‐time capture of the incoming and outgoing phone numbers for a particular phone number,
and can also order phone company to provide subscriber information for each captured number.

• Requires a court order which can be based on a showing that the information sought is likely to be 
relevant to the criminal investigation.

• Consensual Recordings

• Audio or video recordings where one party to the call or meeting (normally an undercover agent or 
cooperating witness) has agreed to record the conversation. These are authorized without any court 
order so long as the consenting party is on the line or in the room.

• Consensual recordings are the "bread and butter" of proactive investigations.

• Title III Wiretaps and Recording Devices

• Extremely effective tools to investigate ongoing criminal activity, since they allow recording of phone
calls and conversations without the presence or participation of an undercover agent or cooperating 
witness.

• Requires court order based on probable cause and satisfaction of other requirements, including 
exhaustion of other investigative options. The internal review process for a federal Title III is very 
demanding.

• Title III's are labor intensive, requiring real‐time monitoring and minimization, and regular progress 
reports to the authorizing judge

Undercover Operations – put a plant inside the Senator’s office or the Google , 
Netflix, Tesla, Youtube or Facebook executives personal office or home office staff:

 ‐ Development and Planning Stage Is Key

• First step is determining what you are trying to achieve (i.e. proving a completed crime, infiltrating 
ongoing criminal activity, developing new cases on suspected corrupt officials, identifying criminals).
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• Second step is creating and implementing a scenario designed to effectively and efficiently achieve 
those goals. Scenario must be realistic in light of targets, resources, and objectives

• Undercover Operations ‐ Avoiding the Usual Defenses

• Any undercover scenario needs to squarely present the criminal opportunity to the targets. Do not give
the target a lack of knowledge or intent defense.

• Plan to avoid entrapment claims. Don't push too hard, offer too much money, or make it too easy, and 
offer opportunities for the target to back out.

• Undercover Operations ‐ Time, Labor, and Resource Intensive

• Must be patient ‐ will take time to develop trust and opportunities

• Money will have to be spent for payoffs and to set up an undercover business, create appearances, 
wine and dine targets, etc

• Manpower will be needed ‐ UCAs, case agents, surveillance, et al

• Undercover Operations ‐ Undercover Agents are Crucial

• Should make every effort to introduce a UCA into the scenario.

• UCA is essentially unimpeachable in contrast to either a cooperating defendant who is attempting to 
avoid charges or get a sentence reduction, or a paid informant, both of whom may have motives to lie

• Undercover Operations ‐ Lights, Camera, Action!

• With or without UCA, to the extent possible, you should have consensual or Title III recordings of 
every meeting and call.

• Tapes are unimpeachable and jurors expect them.

• Predication

• A reasonable basis to suspect the target is or has engaged in criminal activity. Much lower than 
probable cause standard.

• Criminal investigations should not be fishing expeditions or integrity testing operations, and 
predication helps prevent overreaching

• Predication helps overcome entrapment defense, claims of selective or vindictive prosecution, and 
Hyde Amendment (attorney's fees) claims

• Handling the Cooperating Witness ("CW")
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• Give specific directions to the CW and make sure that the CW is told that no "freelancing" is 
permitted. Enforce this from the beginning, and do not let the CW seize control, even if he or she 
appears to be producing results.

• Corroborate the CW as much as possible, even on small points, and make sure all contacts between 
the CW and the targets are recorded. Jurors tend to disbelief the uncorroborated, unrecorded word of a 
paid witness.

• Plan for impact of CW's plea agreement, immunity, or payments on the jury.

Flipping a Corrupt Senator or tech Insider:

- The tactical "Silver Bullet"

• Leaving a flipped insider in place can be an extremely effective tool in an ongoing public corruption 
case because of the knowledge and access they can bring to the investigation.

• Can be used to strengthen or build cases against existing targets and to identify, predicate, investigate,
and prosecute other targets.

• In setting with institutional or high‐level corruption, a flipped target in place may be the key to 
gaining entry to a "closed-shop" of corruption.

• Flipping a Corrupt Insider ‐ Inherent Risks

• Beware of: being double‐crossed by a flipped insider who warns other targets and/or helps them 
generate exculpatory recordings; inadvertent leaks; the insider committing other crimes or wrongdoing 
while "on our side."

• Must also make sure that you keep the insider safe.

• The Flip Attempt

• Determine the right target to pitch. Normally neither the top nor the bottom target. Assess which 
target may be most effective as a continuing cooperator

• Use the element of surprise and make strongest presentation possible.

• If target wants to cooperate, start by getting a confession.

• If target wants to consult an attorney, they need to do it on the spot.
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SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS IN THESE PUBLIC CORRUPTION 
INVESTIGATIONS:

• Impact of charges is enormous on elected officials or high‐level appointees. Mere existence of an 
investigation can destroy a career or a life.

• Proceed carefully ‐ you do not want to be used by someone looking to settle a political score or strike 
back at a business rival.

• Conduct the investigation and prosecution "by the book." Expect the defense to attack not only the 
charges, but also the conduct of the investigation.

• Be prepared for heightened public and press scrutiny. Remember that in any big corruption case, the 
"world is watching.

Who We are Taking Down – The Targets:

- See the related list of publicly known targets who have already been disclosed in the press. Other 
targets are not identified yet

For example; let’s look at a corrupt political "crime family" known as the "Paypal Mafia". They are 
also known as “The Deep State”, “The Silicon Valley Cartel” and other quaint names.

They promote their criminal boys club with mobster-emulating pictures of themselves like this:
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They have based their lives and culture around the Godfather movies and openly refer to themselves as
a “cartel”. They have gotten away with it, so far, because they have more money than most law 
enforcement agencies have. They have thousands of law firms, lobbyists and dirty tricks operatives 
who spend all day denying, deferring and delaying the justice that is coming for them.

The indisputable facts about them are the assertions that the Silicon Valley oligarchs: 

1. Control business and politics like a crime Cartel

2. Are a white male fraternity who attack outsiders in organized manners

3. Come from dynastic families that systematically ran them through Stanford, Harvard and Yale men's 
clubs

4. Were socially trained and programmed to operate in a closed, tribal, exclusionary manner

5. Operated the "Angelgate" collusion scandal

6. Operated the "Silicon Valley High Tech Employee Collusion" for which they were sued in a famous 
class-action case

7. Controlled the Obama Administration and the Obama White House and traded most key staff with 
that Administration

8. Have been sued, indicted and charged in divorce proceedings with an unusually massive amount of 
sex trafficking matters

9. Use the same 10 law-firms who have been charged with public policy manipulation

10. Control internet news, media and information

11. "Own" certain U.S. Senators by virtue of direct bribe payments and securities/stock payola 
payments

12. Use a variety of tools like GUST, Private Google Docs sites, covert Facebook pages and similar, to 
secret conspire and plan collusion and organized monopolistic practices

13. Have their venture capitalists spy on entrepreneurs and copy their technology to be deployed by 
Google, or Facebook under a new name

14. Are a Mafia-like criminal organization

15. Have "command and control and exclusive beneficiary positions in ongoing, coordinated, criminal 
and anti-trust activities involving government and stock market funds...".

As a case-in-point relative to how hard it is to arrest these kinds of mobsters: the sex crime victims of 
Cartel member Jeffrey Epstein reported him to the DOJ a decade ago, yet nothing was done. 

Our peers reported this Cartel to federal agencies in 2008, STILL, nothing has been done! 

These people run Ponzi schemes with State and Federal funds in "stimulus" after "stimulus"! 

They use free government money (your money), stock valuation pump-and-dump and black-lists to 
make certain that no competitor can ever operate against them in any market. The public has had 
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enough of them. In addition to filing many formal federal requests for FBI, SEC and FTC investigation,
you as a member of the public, can do much more

YOU can fight back and destroy these kinds of dirty oligarchs! 

The tech Cartel is evil because they steal any technology they desire; they run a prostitution ring and 
sexually extort young women and interns in Silicon Valley; they are misogynists, ageists and racists as 
their history of abuses has proven; their Palo Alto Cartel operates AngelGate-type collusion and stock 
market insider trading schemes that harm independent business and the public; Their Cartel ran the "no 
poaching" CEO ring which was class-action sued by DOJ and tech workers; 90% of their divorce court 
files reveal horrific abuses and sex trafficking; They have an army of lobbyists that pay cash, stock 
market and revolving door bribes to U.S. Senators; They can even evade FBI & SEC investigations; 
They hire women to act as 'trophy wives' and 'beards'; they have lobbyists rig the U.S. Patent Office in 
order to block inventor patent rights because they are using stolen technologies; they have been caught 
on video and recordings beating, kicking and harming women hundreds of times; They have bought up 
all of the Tier-One tech law firms and order them to never help those who seek equal tech rights; they 
collude to abuse your privacy and make databases on the public for political control; they have to cheat 
to compete because they are only good with spread sheets instead of innovation; They run black-lists, 
character assassination attacks, collusion and other anti-trust violating acts in violation of RICO laws. 

When the bad guys, and their lap-dog politicians, attack you because your products are better than 
theirs they are proving that they are frat boy scumbags, from Stanford and Yale, that operate in a little 
pack, like dogs! Their Sandhill Road VC operation should be raided by the FBI! 

Indeed, the best thing that could come from the COVID pandemic is that they all are forced into 
bankruptcy!

When your Senator holds stock market shares in companies that exist to profit on the backs of 
consumers, then it is impossible for that Senator to ever do anything but be corrupt!

The crooks at Google, Facebook, Tesla, Linkedin, Netflix, etc., broke felony laws and the basic 
principles of Democracy.

They bribed your Senators, White House Staff, insider agency staff and operated a Silicon Valley 
Oligarch sociopath political Cartel.

As Mother Jones top editor says: "In 18 years of living here, I find zero evidence that the "City 
Family" is benefiting anybody but its members, developers, old-school socialites, and tech 
billionaires..."

— Clara Jeffery (@ClaraJeffery) February 14, 2020

"I can't even with how insular and incestuous and corrupt SF is. Mayor @londonbreed acknowledges 
she had relationship with DPW Nuru two decades ago and that they remained close friends 
https://t.co/HEhIlulkyj"

— Clara Jeffery (@ClaraJeffery) February 14, 2020 

Your public officials set-up, operated and maintained an organized crime scheme for personal profit at 
the expense of every taxpayer. They went after Five Trillion treasury dollars of your tax money for 
their personal interests via rigged stock market scams, rigged government contracts, exclusionary 
policy manipulations and other schemes that harmed American taxpayers.
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YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF AND THE NATION TO TAKE 
THEM DOWN!

You can wipe them out, all  by yourself, in 100% legal ways.

You can wipe them out even faster with crowd-sourced forensics and anti-corruption ai software! join 
the rest of the public in an epic anti-corruption effort!

You will learn to write FBI-quality criminal activities reports and file those reports, by certified mail, 
with every law enforcement and regulatory agency in every country in the world, including the FBI, 
OSC, GAO, EU, Interpol, FSB, UN, etc. CC the social media sites with your reports.

You will use basic private investigator websites to track and back-ground every person, organization 
and company involved in the corruption and trace their RICO law violations. You can provide that data 
to The U.S. Congress and every agency, with a copy to every social media posting.

You will use open-source, free, collaborative NSA-class global databases that can track all of the 
locations, hookers, fake fronts, family trusts, bank accounts, stock market accounts, bribes and other 
goodies, of any corrupt public official, in minutes! You get that free anti-corruption software from 
GitHub, CodePen, Torrents, Onion Project, The Guardian, ICIJ and all over the web.

YOU will run your own private investigator/citizen sleuth crowd-sourced investigations into the 
following:

- Every stock market account they or their family owns

- Every Uber or Lyft ride they ever took for any meeting or transport of sex workers

- Every flight manifest they appeared on

- Every bank account they have ever held

- Every lawsuit, divorce record and police record they have ever appeared in

- Every trust fund they or their family holds

- Every shell corporation they, or their family holds

- Every person named in the Epstein Pedo book: https://www.scribd.com/document/416207833/Jeffrey-
Epsteins-Little-Black-Book-Redacted    cross referenced across all of the other databases and then 
supplied to the FBI and Child Protection Agencies

- Every item in the Swiss Leaks that cross connects to their holdings

- Every item in the Panama Papers Leaks that cross connects to their holdings

- Every item in the WikiLeaks that cross connects to their holdings
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- Every item in the Snowden Leaks that cross connects to their holdings

- Every sex trafficking incident that connects to each of them alone, and in groups

- Every financial transaction between any of the parties on the master list and the character 
assassination and hit job firms of: Google, Univision, Gawker Media, Unimoda, Jalopnik, 
Gizmodo,Black Cube, Fusion GPS, Media Matters, Think Progress, IN-Q-Tel, K2 Intelligence, 
WikiStrat, Podesta Group, YouTube, Alphabet, David Drummond, Larry Page, Facebook, Correct The 
Recor, Stratfor, ShareBlue, Sid Blumenthal, David Brock, Eric Schmidt, Sunshine Sachs, Covington 
and Burling, Buzzfeed, Perkins Coie and Wilson Sonsini or their derivatives with common owners.

- Every item in the Quest Leaks that cross connects to their holdings

- Every tactical deployment, by a campaign financier, of the tactics listed in this manual: 
https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP89-01258R000100010002-4.pdf

- Every sex service that their credit card payments every connect too

- Every real estate transaction that any name or company they, or their family, were involved in, tracks 
to

..... and hundreds of thousands of other information points about them that prove that they benefit from 
crimes that they engage in for others who engage in crimes using the America public policy system.

It all goes into shared 100% legal public collaborative databases that work like XKEYSCORE, or MS 
Access, or Oracle Databases.

The proof of collusion, organized criminal actions and raw covert corruption is indisputable. The actors
are all the same people. The beneficiaries are all the same people. The communications between the 
parties all coordinate the same actions.

Demand their arrests, indictments, exposures and bankruptcies in public ads, letters to the editor, blog 
posts, bumper stickers, lawsuits, flyers, newsletters, email and every other outreach manner.

Say "Fuck You" to the Silicon Valley Oligarch 'Illuminati' scumbags and the crooked Senators and 
Governor's they bribed. 

Show these oligarch crooks what billions of taxpaying voters with collaborative FBI-class forensics 
investigation software can do to their corrupt tech Cartel!

You can show up at the front door of their home, office, hotel room or vacation cabin and legally arrest
them with a citizen’s arrest execution. More on that later.
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HOW TO WRITE UP THE DOSSIER ON EACH CROOK

YOU will hunt down each corrupt politician, oligarch and their operatives

First, send them a note, anonymously, to tell them that you, and the rest of the public, are coming for 
them. 

Include a copy of this manual so that they know what is headed their way. Let them know that none of 
their New Zealand bolt holes, Cayman and Virgin Island hide-aways, private islands or Ukrainian 
dachas will protect them and that the public is EVERYWHERE that they are.

If they have nothing to hide, as they say, then they should not care. They should only be afraid of the 
truth if the truth is as disgusting as everyone says. If they are not buying hookers and rent-boys, 
laundering money, bribing politicians, manipulating elections, supporting sex cults, abusing interns, 
violating ant-trust laws and doing the other bad things they are charged with, it should not matter to 
them.

You undertake the investigative tasks using your personal computer and your free time completing 
tasks like the following:

1. Dig through their trash and buy their trash bags from the garbage man after they pick 
them up or pay the local homeless guy to do it for you

2. Locate a beneficiary for a probate proceeding with the name of their family on it

3. Research current and / or historical property holdings of every family member of the 
crooks

4. Identify mortgage information for each family member of the crooks

5. Identify secured lenders each family member of the crook has used

6. Identify related-party property transactions for money laundering

7. Determine current market value of real property that the crook or family members owns

8. Locate bankruptcy filings for any of their family members or companies

9. Retrieve and analyze bankruptcy records for any of their family members or companies

10. Uncover improper relationships with prostitutes, rent boys, sex cults, BDSM groups, 
One Taste, Nexium, Inner Circle and other sex abuse operations

11. Locate federal civil lawsuits against them on Pacer.gov

12. Locate federal criminal records against them on Pacer.gov and the 120+ private 
investigator websites

13. Retrieve and analyze federal civil and criminal records on each of their names
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14. Retrieve mug shots from arrest records 

15. Provide independent analysis from other investiagtors

16. Locate state and local criminal arrest records 

17. Retrieve and analyze review criminal records 

18. Acquire pictures of them entering or leaving restaurants, hotels, offices and other 
locations and identify who they are with

19. Locate home phone numbers 

20. Locate cell phone numbers 

21. Identify the owner of related home or cell phone numbers

22. Determine owners of corporations they were involved with

23. Retrieve and analyze corporate records 

24. Locate current or former executives 

25. Interview current or former executives 

26. Find and retrieve judgment and lien filings 

27. Research familial history 

28. Connect the dots via AI software analysis tools

29. Locate witnesses for a civil or criminal lawsuit 

30. Interview witnesses for a civil or criminal lawsuit 

31. Find all of their assets hidden under family trusts and facade corporations

32. Find current or historical boat registrations 

33. Find current or historical aircraft registrations 

34. Search for hidden assets 

35. Conduct business intelligence 

36. Conduct discreet intelligence gathering 

37. Determine connections between parties 

38. Locate bank account information 

39. Locate current or former employees of a company 

40. Interview current or former employees of a company 

41. Locate significant inheritances 

42. Show you routes of all of the tail numbers of their aircraft

43. Identify a will for an estate they or a family member might own
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44. Locate probate records 

45. Identify foreign assets 

46. Locate regulatory records 

47. Identify regulatory actions 

48. Identify professional licenses 

49. Determine prior disciplinary records for professional licenses 

50. Analyze state and federal political contributions 

51. Analyze state lobbyist records 

52. Analyze federal lobbyist records 

53. Identify potential whistle-blowers from their ex employees and contractors

54. Vet expert witnesses 

55. Interview industry sources 

56. Gather competitive intelligence 

57. Identify related party business transactions 

58. Retrieve and analyze non-profit financial filings 

59. Knock on doors for surveys about them

60. Obtain and analyze Department of Labor Form 5500 Filings 

61. Submit FOIA / FOIL requests to government agencies 

62. Obtain driving record history (in applicable states) 

63. Find current vehicle registrations 

64. Find historical vehicle registrations 

65. They use Google, Facebook and Linkedin to spy on you. Get the information that  
Google, Facebook and Linkedin sells to Axciom, Equifax and hundreds of other spy 
databases and run searches on THEM!

66. Determine current market value of motor vehicles 

67. Assist with jury selection 

68. Background checks on prospective jurors 

69. Analyze documents for potential fraud 

70. Identify Risks 

71. Identifying corporate relationships 

72. Find all of their ex lovers and aides on Linkedin

73. Identify Uniform Commercial Code filings 
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74. Foreign corporation research 

75. Help you manage sensitive situations 

76. Overseas litigation research 

77. Identify stock ownership 

78. Find facts 

79. Locate online resume 

80. Identify online networking profiles 

81. Locate historical video or news footage 

82. Conduct historical newspaper research 

83. Conduct mobile or stationary surveillance 

84. Perform clandestine operations 

85. Find undisclosed ties 

86. Identify and retrieve U.S. Tax Court cases 

87. Locate a missing person 

88. Identify and confirm education history 

89. Identify and confirm previous employment history 

90. Scour the Internet 

91. Research presence on social networks or message boards 

92. We will tell you what those bastards are up to! 

93. Send the IRS information about how Google, Netflix, Alphabet are cheating on their 
taxes and hiding money in Ireland and the Cayman Islands. Get the IRS to sue the 
oligarchs in tax court. 

94. Enhance the publishing of research articles proving that Silicon Valley tech companies 
destroy the minds of children with tech addiction and brain manipulation and get parents
to sue those companies for harming their children 

95. Expose every secret cash conduit that the oligarchs use to bribe politicians 

96. Demand new laws in Congress to stop politicians from owning any stock because that is
the #1 source of bribes 

97. Use lip-reading software to see what they are saying or have an actual deaf-person do it 

98. Photograph them with any hotties they are seen with and then face-track the hotties to 
see if they are hookers or ill-repute escorts 

99. Use one of the many free on-line news publishing softwares and make a global online 
newspaper that constantly exposes their crimes 
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100. Write every federal agency and demand investigation and prosecution of the perps 

101. Assemble the massive number of news reports about their sex scandals and distribute 
those reports as books, articles, documentaries and news aggregations to prove what a 
bunch of sick perverts these people are 

102. Publish the speaker list from Techonomy, Davos, TED, Burning Man, etc. to show that
it is always the same little group of arrogant assholes that self-promote their hype at each
of these elitist events 

103. Leave notices on the windshield of any of their Tesla's reminding them what douche-
bags they are 

104. Organize petitions and letter-writing campaigns to have the overtly corrupt ones 
removed from their jobs 

105. Go to their share-holder meetings and hand-out flyers about their corruption 

106. Hire Charles Spies ( https://www.dickinson-wright.com/our-people/charles-spies?
tab=0  ) to sue them 

107. Hire Harmeet K. Dhillon  (http://www.dhillonlaw.com ) to sue them 

108. Hire COA ( http://www.causeofaction.org) to sue them 

109. Hire law firms from China or Russia to sue them for a very low price 

110. Hire Steven S. Biss  ( http://   www.linkedin.com/in/steven-s-biss-6517037   ) to sue 
them 

111. Blog about the corruption of the political targets every day with the day's news each 
day 

112. Read their divorce filings in court records and see who else might help expose their 
corruption 

113. Read their locations over the last 12 months -   https://www.protocol.com/government-  
buying-location-data 

114. Talk to every neighbor that has filed a complaint about them 

115. Hire Pierce Bainbridge Beck Price & Hecht LLP to sue them, especially tech media 
companies 

116. Re-read all of the latest "How To Be A Private Investigator" books and brochures 

117. Ask Paul Kangas in San Francisco how he investigates the corrupt 

118. Go back to http://www.pacer.gov and read each of the lawsuits against them to get 
more clues about them 

119. Put a card table and a pop-up booth outside their office and hand out flyers about them

120. Publish every stock market share they, and their family, owns 

121. Produce a dossier on every corrupt partner of every Silicon Valley VC firm 
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122. Know that there are over 3000 additional forensic tools you can use to expose them 
100% legally…

123. Read  The Big   Book  https://www.amazon.com/Big-Book-Revenge-Serious-
Getting/dp/0806521414      and many "How To      Be A Private Investigator"-type books.  
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NEW SOFTWARE REVEALED THAT EXPOSES CROOKS 
IN PUBLIC OFFICE

- New open-source, and free, public software let's any citizen get any corrupt official arrested. Any 
voter can use the software from the comfort of their living room. The AI replicates itself (Like A benign 
digital version of Covid) across the entire web.

- You can download a copy of the software or build-your-own version of it from freely available code at
Github, CERN and Linux repositories.

- We have consulted to the SEC and the GAO on this technology.

- After suffering millions of dollars of losses from public official's Insider Trading schemes, we decided
to do something about that!

Illegal and corrupt Congressional insider trading tends to be something we don't hear about until it's hit 
the big news networks and newspapers as the SEC goes for the throat of the accused. By then, 
unfortunately, those committing it have made their gains, usually in the multi-millions of dollars, and 
the damage has been done to the stock, its company, investors and the American Way. Covert stock 
market trades are now the #1 form of bribes in California and Washinton, DC.

Quite frankly, the jail time assessed doesn't correct the damage done, and the fines rarely aid the 
investors, or the voters, in getting their money and their democracy back. Many of those hurt are 
Average Joe's and Jill's who were just trying to save their retirement nest eggs. Shame is the tool that 
works best on the corrupt!

These crimes involve an investment banker spouse and a Senator or other top official, using 
information, which was not available to the public, buying and selling a company's stock in an 
underhanded manner. In many cases bribes have been paid with Google, Tesla or Facebook stock in a
covert manner. It is particularly onerous when a Senators buys Tesla, Google, Facebook or Solyndra
stock, and makes laws that only benefits Tesla, Solyndra, etc, while sabotaging their competitor 
constituents. Because the dealings involved are pretty much done on the sly, it's been difficult, until 
now, for the governing body of the SEC to prove illegal insider trading, unless one of the cohorts tattles
on the others or their actions become glaringly obvious. In some cases, a sharp mind around the action 
may take notice and become what's called a whistle-blower.

Previously, writes Andrew Beattie of Investopedia: "... insider trading is often difficult for the SEC to 
spot. Detecting it involves a lot of conjecture and consideration of probabilities." That was the 'old 
days', though. Today, the new AI software can bust through these scams like a hot knife through butter!

With this new open-source, free, public spy agency-class software, detecting illegal insider trading is 
actually less complicated than it sounds.

To the eyes of this new super-powerful AI observer server bot and peer-to-peer databases, it is easy 
work.

You, the citizen, just type the politician or agency employee name into a field and hit the "analyze" 
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button. A few minutes later you receive a multi-page PDF report similar to an FBI report on the target. 
You can either research the subject in more detail or send copies of the report to the FBI, GAO, OSC, 
SEC or other enforcement group.

The software is an automated AI temporal matching system which includes 24/7 analysis of all stock 
trades involving politicians to its information source, politician finances, communications and policy 
participators. it uses some of the same software code used by the CERN mega-research center in 
Switzerland.

The technology Core Evaluation Points:

• Analyst estimates - these come from what an analyst estimates that a company's quarterly or 
annual earnings will be. They are important because they help approximate the fair value of an 
entity, which basically establishes it price on the stock exchange. 

• Share volume - this reflects the quantity of shares that can be traded over a certain period of 
time. There are buyers and there are sellers, and the transactions that take place between them 
contribute to total volume. 

One Way The AI Detects Congressional Insider Trades

Metricized signs of illegal insider trading occur when trades occur that break out of the historical 
pattern of share volume traded compared to beneficiary participation's of those connected to company 
and political entity. Another clue of the illegal insider trading is when a lot of trading goes on right 
before earnings announcements. That tends to be a sign that someone already knows what the 
announcement is going to indicate, and it's an obvious violation. One module of the new software hunts
these trends around-the-clock in an unmanned manner like a detective who never needs to sleep.

The software red alerts are issued when trades are linked closer to the actual earnings and politicians 
bills instead of what the predicted earnings were. In a corruption case, it's clear the trades - especially 
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made by politicians close to the company - stemmed from information that was not readily available to 
the general public.

In other words, at the time an insider makes a trade, the trade has a stronger relationship to earnings 
guidance rather than to earnings results achieved.

Part Of The Insider Trading Detection AI Uses 'Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)'

In econometrics, which is a concept frequently used by quantitative analysts to evaluate stock market 
prices, dynamic time warping (DTW) is an algorithm that can be used for measuring similarity between
two data sequences by calculating an optimal match between the two. This sequence "matching" 
method is often used in time series classification to properly "line things up."

The method, coupled with AI machine learning ensemble methods, can provide a clear path between 
the trades made by insiders and public data used to make the trades.

This is a product of artificial intelligence that has been expanded by Indexer, Splunk, Palantir and other
firms fast becoming experts in products that can be used to advance the art of manipulating political 
and social trends in business and markets by using social media, financial data and news stories. The 
new software process has taken that sort of approach to the next level and targeted every member of 
Congress, their staff, family and friends. The first emphasis is on California and Washington, DC public
figures.

In a hypothetical example, a group of executives failed to trade by industry standards by leveraging 
material non-public information and policy manipulation. Although consensus estimates called for 
higher commodity prices at the end of 2015, it appears key executives traded for their personal 
accounts as a result of the forecast provided by a specialist system within the firm that was adept at 
predicting prices alongside lobbyist manipulations. Flash-boy trading is now dirtier and powered by 
Google-class server systems.

In the hypothetical scenario the software aggregates executive trades in 2014 and 2015 and finds a 
strong link between buys and sells of executive stock options, which line up with material non-public 
estimates of commodity prices that were provided by the specialist system.

For example, in a "Exec Sell and Exec Buys" graph, a green line represents sells, while a black line 
represents buys. In the corresponding period, one finds a red line represents unrevised prices provided 
by the specialist system, and green line represents consensus estimates.

During Q1-2014, there was $28M in purchases of executive stock options, while in Q2-2014, there was
$25M in sales of executive stock options. The specialist system called for Q3-2014 commodity prices 
to make a precipitous decline going into the end of 2014. Remember, under this scenario, no revisions 
were made to the specialist systems' price forecast. In this example, executives were afforded a 
significant advantage using price predictions from the specialist system.

In a final bullet chart, there was a dynamic time warping distance between trades and consensus 
estimates of 7.23, but this distance is only 2.19 when comparing specialist system estimates and 
executive trades. Please note, the closer the distance score is to zero, the more similar the trades are to 
the estimates they are measured against.

We have applied this process to companies well-known for influence buying like, Google, Tesla 
and Facebook
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It's obvious that the tech executives involved did not follow industry standards in their actions and 
make public the "insider" information they had access to prior to the trades they made. The lobbyists 
they hired promoted this rigged trend and paid off Senators with perks. These are the kind of violations 
the SEC and other governing bodies can look to in attempting to protect the trading public and the 
integrity of financial marketplaces. Artificial intelligence tools are a major factor in assisting the 
tracking of insider trading.

"Every facet of our everyday lives has been impacted, infiltrated and greatly influenced by artificial 
intelligence technologies," says Vernon A. McKinley, a multi-jurisdictional attorney, based in Atlanta. 
"In fact, the U.S. government and its multiple agencies have developed specialized intelligence units to 
detect, track, analyze and prosecute those unscrupulous individuals seeking to profit from the use of 
such tools, specifically in the financial industry, and to protect the integrity and strength of the U.S. 
economy and its investors." Now these tools are being turned against the corrupt!

The public can now detect trading anomalies in financial situations using this artificial intelligence 
software on their desktop computers. No public official will ever be able to do these kinds of 
corruptions, again, without getting caught.

This approach has already had an impact on how political insiders trade on Wall Street and in financial 
markets around the world.

This technology can end this corruption forever! 

A module of the software uses data from The Center for Responsive Politics, ICIJ Panama Leaks 
records, Swiss Leaks records and FEC files to reveal covert routes. Famous politicians own part of 
Tesla Motors, Facebook, Google, Netflix, YouTube and other companies they helped get government 
money for. All of their competing constituents have suffered for it or been put out of business by 
exclusive deals that only Tesla Motors, Facebook, Google, Netflix and YouTube got. That is a crime 
and charges have been filed with federal law enforcement.

A large volume of forensic research proves that Silicon Valley Cartel tech firms receive benefits from 
politicians and politicians,at the same time, benefit from these firms.

This evidence on the exchange of benefits between politicians and firms proves an agreement between 
the politicians and the companies. This agreement, however, cannot be in the form of a written contract 
as writing direct fee-for-service contracts between a politician and a firm is considered bribery 
(Krozner and Stratmann 1998; 2000). In addition, either party to this agreement might renege on its 
promise and the other party cannot resort to the courts.

Procon.org, for example, reports: “Less than two months after ascending to the United States Senate, 
and before becoming President, one Senator bought more than $50,000 worth of stock in two 
speculative companies whose major investors included some of his biggest political donors. One of the 
companies was a biotech concern that was starting to develop a drug to treat avian flu. In March 2005, 
two weeks after buying thousands of dollars of its shares, this Senator took the lead in a legislative 
push for more federal spending to battle the disease. The most recent financial disclosure form this 
Senator . . . shows that he bought more than $50,000 in stock in a satellite communications 
businesswhose principal backers . . . had raised more than $150,000 for his political committees.” See 
more examples from the Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington (CREW) report (2009).)

The literature and eye-witness experience proves that politically-connected Silicon Valley tech firms 
monthly obtain economic favors, such as securing favorable legislation, special tax exemptions, having 
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preferential access to finance, receiving government contracts, or help in dealing with regulatory 
agencies. The evidence proves that Google's support, for example, can help in winning elections. For 
example, firms can vary the number of people they employ, coordinate the opening and closing of 
plants, and increase their lending activity in election years in order to help incumbent politicians get re-
elected. (SeeRoberts 1990; Snyder 1990; Langbein and Lotwis 1990; Durden, Shorgen, and Silberman 
1991; Stratmann 1991, 1995, and 1998; Fisman 2001;Johnson and Mitton 2003; Ansolabehere, Snyder, 
and Ueda 2004; Sapienza 2004, Dinç 2005; Khwaja and Mian 2005; Bertrand, Kramarz,Schoar, and 
Thesmar 2006; Faccio 2006; Faccio, Masulis, and McConnell 2006; Jayachandran 2006; Leuz and 
Oberholzer-Gee 2006; Claessens,Feijen, Laeven 2008; Desai and Olofsgard 2008; Ramanna 
2008;Goldman, Rocholl, and So 2008, 2009; Cole 2009; Cooper, Gulen, and Ovtchinnikov 2009; 
Correia 2009; Ramanna and Roychowdhury 2010;Benmelech and Moskowitz 2010.)

The software can see that the share ownership of politicians serves as a mechanism to quid-pro-quo 
their relationships with big tech firms, is as follows: The ownership of politicians plays multiple 
distinct (but not necessarily independent) roles; one that relies upon the amount of ownership and one 
that does not. First, as investors in firms, politicians tie their own interests to those of the firm. Thus, 
harming (benefiting) the firm means harming (benefiting) the politician and vice versa. By owning a 
firm's stock, politicians commit their personal wealth to the firm and reduce a firm’s uncertainty with 
regard to their actions toward the firm. This will,in turn, enhance the firm's incentive to support the 
politician-owner during both current and future elections in order to prolong the incumbency period for
as long as possible. Firms have their lobbyists push to be able to know the amount of ownership likely 
to be material to politicians. This knowledge, in turn, enables them to judge whether the politician’s 
interest is aligned with the firm’s interest and optimize quid-pro-quo.

The Political Action Committee (PAC) contribution of firms (which is a direct measure of benefits 
flowing from firms to politicians) is a significant determinant of ownership allocations by members of 
Congress. The ownership of Congress members in firms that contribute to their election campaigns is 
roughly 32.8% higher than their ownership in noncontributing firms even after accounting for factors 
that are associated with both ownership and contribution (such as familiarity, proximity and investor 
recognition).

The committee assignments of politicians is a proxy for whether their relations with firms are enforced 
(Krozner and Stratmann 1998). Silicon Valley tech firms like Facebook, Tesla and Google obtain 
private benefits out of their mutual relations with politicians. When the strength of the association 
between ownership and contributions at the firm level increases, the provision of government contracts 
to those firms increases.

Members of Congress, candidates for federal office, senior congressional staff, nominees for executive 
branch positions, Cabinet members, the President and Vice President, and Supreme Court justices are 
required by the Ethics in Government Act of 1978 to file annual reports disclosing their income, assets, 
liabilities, and other relevant details about their personal finances.

Personal financial disclosure forms are filed annually by May 15 and cover the preceding calendar year.
The Center for Responsive Politics (CRP) collected the 2004–2007 reports for Congress members from
the Senate Office of Public Records and the Office of the Clerkof the House. The Center then scanned 
the reports as digital images, classified the politicians’ investments into categories including stocks, 
bonds, and mutual funds, and built a database accessible via a web query.

Using CRP's data, you can use the software to collect the shares in S&P 500 firms held by members of 
Congress between 2004 and 2007, for example.You can collect the stock ownership data for every firm 
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that joined the S&P 500 Index any time between January 2004 and April 2009;regardless of when it 
joined the index,  and the software can obtain all the available stock ownership data for that firm 
between 2004 and 2007. Likewise, if a firm dropped out of the index at any time during 2004–2008, 
the software, nevertheless, will retain the firm in a sample for the target period. As such, the sample 
would include stocks in hundreds of unique firms owned by politicians between 2004 and 2007, for 
example.

Politicians are required to report only those stocks whose value exceeds $1,000 at the end of the 
calendar year or that produce more than $200 in income. They are CURRENTLY not required to report
the exact value of the holding, but instead must simply check a box corresponding to the value range 
into which the asset falls. The CRP then undertakes additional research to determine the exact values of
these stocks. When the Center makes these determinations, it reports them instead of the ranges and I 
use these values in my study. When only the range is available, you should use its midpoint as the 
holding's value. You would, thus have data on the stock holdings of hundreds politicians for that time 
period.

Using the software, you can search for all Political Action Committees (PACs) associated with tech 
firms. It then collects data on each contribution these PACs made to candidates (both the winners and 
losers) running for the Senate and House elections. Tricky corrupt Silicon Valley firms establish several
PACs, each in a different location, and each of these PACs can contribute to the same candidate. In 
such cases, the software would total, for each candidate, every contribution he or she received from 
PACs affiliated with the same firm. To parallel the investment data sample period, for example, the 
software collects every contribution made from the 2003–2004 cycle up to and including the 2007–
2008 cycle. Many Silicon Valley tech firms use deeply covert Fusion GPS, Perkins Coie, BlackCube, 
Psyops-type service to make very hidden additional payola payments to California politicians.

For sources, for example, the software collects government contract data from Eagle Eye Publishers, 
Inc., one of the leading commercial providers of Federal procurement and grant business intelligence 
and http://www.usaspending.org. Eagle Eye collects its contract data from Federal Procurement Data 
System–Next Generation (FPDS-NG), the contract data collection and dissemination system 
administered by the U.S. General Services Administration (GSA). FPDS-NG provides data on 
procurement contracts awarded by the U.S. Government. When these contracts are awarded to 
company subsidiaries, Eagle Eye searches for the names of their parent companies and assigns each 
subsidiary to its appropriate parent. The software collects both the number and aggregate value of 
government contracts that were awarded to sample firms between 2004 and 2007 in this example time-
frame..

The software reveals, for example, that one Representative is a ten-term member of Congress and a 
senior member of the House Financial Services Committee. They arranged a meeting between the 
Department of Treasury and One United Bank, a company with close financial ties to themselves, 
involving both investments and contributions.

“In September 2008, the Representative asked then-Secretary of the Treasury Henry Paulson to hold a 
meeting for their friends in banks that had suffered from Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac losses.

The Treasury Department complied and held a session with approximately a dozen senior banking 
regulators, representatives from those banks, and their trade association. Officials of One United Bank 
have close ties to the Representative and attended the meeting along with the Representative's chief of 
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staff. Kevin Cohee, chief executive officer of One United, used the meeting as an opportunity to ask for 
bailout funds.

. . . Former White House officials stated they were surprised when One United Officials asked for 
bailout funds. . . . In December 2008, the Representative intervened again, asking Treasury to host 
another meeting to ensure their banks received part of the $700 billion allocated under the Troubled 
Asset Relief Program. . . . Within two weeks, on December 19, 2008, One United secured $12.1million 
in bailout funds. . . . This was not the first time the Representative used their position to advance the 
interests of the bank.  the Representative's spouse became a shareholder in One United in 2001, when it
was known as the Boston Bank of Commerce. In 2002, Boston Bank of Commerce tried to purchase 
Family Savings, a friend of  the Representative in Los Angeles. Instead, Family Savings turned to a 
bank in Illinois. The Representative tried to block the merger by contacting regulators at the FDIC. 
The Representative publicly stated they did not want a major bank to acquire a bank that the 
Representative was friends with.

When the Representative's efforts with the FDIC proved fruitless, the Representative began a public 
pressure campaign with other community leaders. Ultimately,when Family Savings changed direction 
and allowed Boston Bank of Commerce to submit a winning bid, the Representative received credit for 
the merger. The combined banks were renamed One United. . . . In March 2004, the Representative 
acquired One United stock worth between $250,001 and $500,000, and the Representative's spouse 
purchased two sets of stock, each worth between $250,001 and $500,000. In September 2004, the 
Representative sold their stock in One United and their husband sold a portion of his. That same year, 
the husband joined the bank’s board. . . . One United Chief Executive Kevin Cohee and President Teri 
Williams Cohee have donated a total of $8,000 to the Representative's campaign committee. . . .On 
October 27, 2009, less than two months before One United received a $12 million bailout, the bank 
received a cease-and-desist order from the FDIC and bank regulatory officials in Massachusetts for 
poor lending practices and excessive executive compensation . . . the bank provided excessive perks to 
its executives, including paying for Mr. Cohee’s use of a $6.4 million mansion . . .” (Ref: CREW report 
2009,pp. 123–125)

Thanks to Crony quid-pro-quo revelations by an earlier version of the software, you can also see that 
Fisker Automotive, Inc.'s $529 Million U.S. Taxpayer Loan Approval by the Department of Energy was
dirty. Fisker Automotive's Chief Operating Officer Bernhard Koehler pleaded with the Department of 
Energy in a panicked Saturday midnight hour email to receive a $529 million loan as the company was 
2 weeks from Chapter 7 liquidation, that it was laying off most of its employees, that no private sector 
investors would fund the company without DOE guarantees, and that Fisker was unable to raise any 
further equity funding from independent private-sector investors given the company's financial 
condition.These statements were made to a Loan Officer at the DOE . No private sector Loan 
underwriting (approval) committee would ever grant a low interest loan to a desperate buyer that had 
just confessed it was in a state of insolvency and was about to layoff most of its staff. Yet within a few 
weeks the DOE would approve a $529 Million Credit Facility to Fisker. Despite the DOE Loan Officer 
official's sworn testimony at April 24th's House Oversight Committee that the DOE used "same private 
sector underwriting standards when approving Fisker and other approved Taxpayer Funded Loans" - 
likely perjury based in documents.

In a 'U.S. GOVERNMENT CONFIDENTIAL EMAIL': FISKER AUTOMOTIVE: August 2009: Co-
Founder Bernhard Koehler emails U.S. Dept. of Energy Loan Officer in Sat. midnight Panic admitting 
VC Firms all declined to invest, and company is out of cash. Weeks later the U.S.Department of Energy
approves $529M U.S. Taxpayer Funded Loans to FISKER. NO PRIVATE SECTOR Lender would 
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every authorize a Loan for even $5 Million let alone $529 Million after receiving this email stating 
private sector investors had examined the company and declined equity investments, that they might 
loan money as more secure Debt, and the Chief Operating Officer of the company further stating that 
the borrower is totally insolvent. (Weeks after this email the U.S. Federal Government Dept. of Energy 
Loan Committee Approves Fisker Automotive as a credit-worthy borrow for $529 Million in U.S. 
Taxpayer Funded Loans). Fisker got the cash because President Obama said to "give it to them" in 
order to please his campaign financiers.

The same thing happened with Tesla Motors. Elon Musk and Tesla Motors were broke when DOE gave
them the money.

PrivCo CEO Sam Hamadeh stated in an official statement: “The documents obtained by PrivCo paint a
picture of how an insolvent,unproven automaker received $192 million in taxpayer funding. The 
Department of Energy made a loan that no rational lender would have made. This loan was the 
equivalent of staying execution on a company that was terminally ill to begin with." Tesla and Fisker 
could not have been taxpayer funded unless bribes and criminal quid-pro-quo was underway by 
President Obama and the U.S. Senator insider traders.

Since its ruling in Buckley v. Valeo, the U.S. Supreme Court has expressed concern regarding 
corruption or the appearance of corruption stemming from political quid pro quo arrangements and the 
deleterious consequences it may have on citizens’ democratic behavior. However, no standard has been 
set as to what constitutes “the appearance of corruption,” as the Court was and continues to be vague in
its definition. As a result, campaign finance cases after Buckley have relied on public opinion polls as 
evidence of perceptions of corruption, and these polls indicate that the public generally perceives high 
levels of corruption in government. The present study investigates the actual impact that perceptions of 
corruption have on individuals’ levels of political participation. Adapting the standard socioeconomic 
status model developed most fully by Verba and Nie (1972), an extended beta-binomial regression 
estimated using maximum likelihood is performed, utilizing unique data from the 2009 University of 
Texas’ Money and Politics survey. The results of this study indicate that individuals who perceive 
higher levels of quid pro quo corruption participate more in politics, on average, than those who 
perceive lower levels of corruption.

Quid pro quo is not a difficult concept to understand. Too bad the media doesn’t endeavor to investigate
and explain it. Your politicians don't work for you, they work for their own insider trading stock market
holdings for themselves!

 SOURCE CODE RESOURCES FOR YOU TO FORK OR MODIFY AS ANTI-CORRUPTION 
TOOLS:

-Spoke: Spoke is a peer-to-peer texting platform for collaborative investigation with several forks 
under active development.
-Pollaris, A polling location lookup tool modified to track bad guys. You can integrate this with 
your website and other tools. An API is provided.
-Caucus App: A way to quickly calculate citizen and pro member evidence sets and report results from
each investigator.
-Switchboard (FE and BE): This software takes new potential volunteers, or "hot leads," from your 
online channels and assigns them to state or section-based based volunteer leads for personal follow up 
calls offering ways to get involved with the investigations. This is also a great tool for investiagtion 
team recruitment.
-Automated organizing email: Your teams can work together to scale email outreach to the widest 
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possible audience and bypass any cover-up.
-Redhook: Investigations run on data, and redhook is a tool that makes data happen. As a system, 
Redhook ingests web hook data and delivers it to Redshift/Civis in near real time.
-I90: This tool makes a long file name or hard to remember legal evidence document into a short, easy-
to-remember, link.
- opendata.cern.ch: The CERN Database Open Source
- https://github.com:     One of the collaborative development nets  
- https://citizensleuths.com:   An example of over 1000 public forensic groups working on crowd-  
sourced crime-fighting

You are building a forensic anti-corruption version of XKEYSCORE and submitting your results 
reports to law enforcement and news outlets. Simply look in torrents and code databases like GITHUB,
and similar sites, for forensic database and mass collaboration code and you will have a working 
module up in no time at all if you are a Tier 2 coder, or better.

Also read this book:

Amateur Web Sleuths are Solving Cold Cases, You can Too! Read How

The Skeleton Crew: How Amateur Sleuths Are Solving America's Coldest Cases, by Deborah Halber, 
describes how amateur web sleuths are helping with cold cases.
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HOW TO USE 'THE STREISAND EFFECT' TO SHUT 
DOWN BAD GUYS

- How a private-property dispute birthed a web phenomenon.

In 2003, a picture of Barbra Streisand’s beachfront home hit the web as part of a public collection of 
images displaying coastal erosion. In response, in February 2003, Streisand sued the photographer for 
$50 million for invasion of privacy, claiming violation of a state law aimed at the telephoto lenses of 
paparazzi.

Ironically, the media attention surrounding the lawsuit made the photo of her house go viral (at least in 
2003 terms). In the month before the lawsuit, the picture had been downloaded only six times, 
including twice by her lawyers—whereas the image was downloaded more than 420,000 times during 
the month following the lawsuit. This paradoxical result—where an attempt to silence, suppress, or 
stop something backfires—was dubbed the Streisand effect.

Let’s take a closer look at the Streisand effect.

Examples of the Streisand Effect

Here are three different times the Streisand effect was apparently reified by real-world examples.

In 2012, a Scottish schoolgirl named Martha Payne started blogging about her school lunches and 
included pictures of the meals, which, as could be expected by anyone who has ever been to school, 
were unappetizing.

Soon, celebrity chef and food activist Jamie Oliver tweeted out his support, and the blog garnered three
million hits in two months. Consequently, local government authorities banned Payne from taking 
photos of the lunches because (they claimed) cafeteria workers were worried about getting fired. Even 
though the authorities quickly reversed this decision, for them it was too late, and the British national 
media and the Internet ran with the story.
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In 2013, Buzzfeed ran a list titled “The 33 Fiercest Moments From Beyoncé's Halftime Show.” 
Although the intention of the list was likely laudatory, some of the still photos were considered 
"unflattering."

Consequently, Queen Bey’s publicist contacted Buzzfeed to request that the unflattering photos, which 
were cited, be switched out. Buzzfeed responded with a follow-up piece titled “The 'Unflattering' 
Photos Beyoncé's Publicist Doesn't Want You To See,” which included an email from the publicist and 
the cited shots.

Subsequently, the Internet did its thing, and a meme was born. Countless “unflattering” shots of 
Beyoncé as a zombie, powerlifter, anime cartoon, and so forth popped up.

In 2014, cab drivers from across Europe went on strike to decry the lack of regulation of the ride-
hailing app Uber. Without cabbies on the roads, riders turned to Uber, with downloads of the app 
increasing more than eight times in London alone.

Deconstructing the Streisand effect

In an article published in the International Journal of Education, Sue Curry Jansen and Brian Martin 
explained how the Streisand effect is a consequence of failed censorship attempts. These outrage-
management processes include cover-up, defamation of the target, reframing events, false justice, and 
intimidation or rewards.

The authors also argued that censorship is a process that requires active maintenance to conceal the 
actions of powerful people. Furthermore, they wrote that a clearer understanding of outrage-
management processes “stimulates awareness of tactics for challenging censorship by exposing its 
existence, validating the censored information, explaining the importance of free expression, not 
relying on official channels for solutions but instead mobilizing wider awareness and support, and 
resisting intimidation and rewards.”

By the way, you may be wondering how Babs's court case turned out. The chanteuse not only brought 
viral attention to her bluff-top estate by bringing the suit in the first place but the suit was dismissed in 
December 2003.

Google, YouTube and Facebook have commercialized "The Streisand Effect" by deploying 
computerized processes to steer the public towards, or away from, one product, candidate or point-of-
view using manually programmed directions.

Former motor racing boss Max Mosley is suing Google for continuing to display photographs he says 
breach his privacy. But does pressing for information to be kept private, or suppressed, often have the 
opposite effect?

At first sight not much unites Beyonce and Max Mosley. But they, and several other celebrities and 
organisations, have become victims of the "Streisand effect".

In 2005, Mike Masnick, founder of the Techdirt website, coined the term. Two years earlier singer 
Barbra Streisand unsuccessfully sued photographer Kenneth Adelman, who was documenting the 
coastline of California, for including her clifftop home in Malibu. The resulting publicity helped drive 
420,000 visits in a month to the site where the photo was published. According to documents filed in 
court, images of Streisand's house had been downloaded only six times before the legal action.

It's not always a fight over privacy. In February last year the Buzzfeed website published a selection of 
singer Beyonce's "fiercest moments" - mocking her facial expressions while performing at the 
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Superbowl. Her publicist reportedly contacted it to ask that seven of the most "unflattering" photos be 
removed. Buzzfeed refused and republished exactly this selection with the headline: "The 'Unflattering'
Photos Beyonce's Publicist Doesn't Want You To See". The exposure of the unflattering photos was 
magnified.

A few months later it was reported that lawyers for Pippa Middleton, sister of the Duchess of 
Cambridge, had asked for the removal of a parody Twitter feed, which offered ridiculously obvious 
lifestyle advice in her name, such as "Avoid getting lost by consulting with a map" and "A party isn't 
much fun without people attending". Its following increased.

In 2008 the Church of Scientology reportedly tried to get a video featuring film star Tom Cruise talking
about his faith, designed for viewing by its followers only, removed from websites after it was leaked. 
The publicity meant it became shared more widely.

In 2012, Argyll and Bute Council banned nine-year-old Martha Payne from taking pictures of her 
school meals and posting them, along with dismissive ratings out of 10, on a blog. Her family 
complained and this was overturned, amid much publicity. To date the blog has had more than 10 
million hits and Martha has raised more than £130,000 for charity.

You don't need to be famous to suffer from the Streisand effect. Spaniard Mario Costeja Gonzalez 
fought a long legal battle for the right to be forgotten. He complained that a search of his name in 
Google brought up newspaper articles from 16 years ago about a sale of property to recover money he 
owed. He enjoyed a landmark victory to establish the right to be forgotten. But it is unlikely he will 
ever be forgotten. As of this moment, his name conjures up hundreds of thousands of Google search 
results.

The Streisand effect history

• Term first used in 2005 by Mike Masnick, founder of the website Techdirt 

• Denotes increased publicity as a result of attempts to remove embarrassing online content 

• Followed a failed attempt in 2003 by singer Barbra Streisand to sue a photographer who posted 
a picture of her seaside home on a website 

But Max Mosley is arguably the greatest example. He is suing Google for continuing to display in 
search results images of him with prostitutes at a sex party, citing alleged breaches of the Data 
Protection Act and misuse of private information. Every time he makes a legal move in his crusade 
over privacy, there's a danger it becomes more likely people will seek out the very images he is 
complaining about.

The 74-year-old former president of Formula One's governing body FIA wants Google to block 
pictures first published in the now-defunct tabloid News of the World, which he successfully sued in 
2008. "As the gateway to the internet Google makes enormous profits and has great influence, so I have
not taken this action lightly," he has said in a statement. His lawyers add that the company should not 
be allowed "to act as an arbiter of what is lawful and what is not". Google says it has been working 
with Mosley "to address his concerns".

But is there a risk that Mosley will cause himself more embarrassment by bringing a fairly old, and 
perhaps half-forgotten, news story back to people's attention? A survey of Twitter shows some users are
posting the pictures that he is keen to remove.
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"Anyone trying to get something banned is always going to be of more interest than something that 
people don't seem bothered by," says Jenny Afia, head of talent at the law firm Schillings. "It's a spark 
for curiosity."

In previous generations there's no doubt it was more straightforward to attempt to suppress information 
or images. The ease of sharing now almost means that nothing can really be suppressed.

You could argue that the internet makes attempts to guard your privacy risky on a scale proportional to 
the likelihood of your privacy being meaningfully breached in the first place. If there was a danger that 
lots of people would circulate a private photo of you doing something embarrassing, it's very likely that
trying to suppress it will have the opposite effect. If there was little danger that the photo would have 
been circulated, an attempt at suppression might not trigger the Streisand effect.

There are endless mischief-makers who would dedicate themselves to propagating information that 
someone wanted hidden, just for the very fact of the attempt to hide it.

Mosley is a wealthy man used to publicity. Yet suing could mean a stressful, drawn-out court case, 
covered in detail by the media.

"It's a horrible dilemma for people who are faced with horrible or untrue stories," says Afia. "That's 
where Max Mosley is very brave to keep fighting. Many people decide to let it go."

For the likes of Mosley and Costeja Gonzalez, the principle surely supersedes the actual effect of legal 
action. They effectively end up fighting for the right of others to more easily safeguard their privacy. 
Even at the de facto cost of their own.

And there's a clear difference between those fighting for a right to privacy and those, like Beyonce's 
representatives, who are merely trying to manage a reputation or public image. There the Streisand 
effect is potent. If your reaction to mockery is to try and squash it, there will be lots more mockery.

Google's and Facebook's servers are built and programmed to manipulate the The Streisand Effect for 
commercial goals. Should Congress allow that?
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WHEN THE SILICON VALLEY FRAT CARTEL TRIED TO 
BURY OUTSIDERS, THEY DISCOVERED THAT THEY 
WERE SEEDS
By Andrew Cosgrove

When you bury a seed, it blooms, and blooms and blooms and millions like it fill the fields...

As American streets are flooded with protests so large that they have changed the course of history, 
eyes are now turned towards the exclusionary, misogynist, money-laundering, bribery-based, hooker-
trafficking frat boys that run Silicon Valley.

In the latter half of the 19th century, before the advent of income tax, there existed a class of 
millionaires in this country who used many unscrupulous means to gain immense wealth, separating 
themselves from the working class of the country by previously unheard-of multiples.

The Vanderbilts, the Astors, the Carnegies, the Mellons, the Rockefellers and numerous other 
“industrialists” (today, we would call them globalists) were able to amass great fortunes and live like 
royalty, with much of their power enabled through the workings of the politicians they influenced via 
graft.

In their day and age, they were known as “robber barons,” after the wealthy lords of aristocratic 
Germany, where landowners charged commoners an illegal tax for passing over their land.

Historian Hal Bridges wrote that the robber barons were “business leaders in the United States from 
about 1865 to 1900… a set of avaricious rascals who habitually cheated and robbed investors and 
consumers, corrupted government, fought ruthlessly among themselves, and in general carried on 
predatory activities comparable to those of the robber barons of medieval Europe.”

Many students of history argue that America’s robber barons were only tamed by the introduction of 
antitrust laws such as the Sherman Act and the Clayton Act of 1890 and 1914, respectively, as well as 
the introduction of income tax in 1913 and the stock market crash of 1929. Until that time, the power of
these business titans was left mostly unchecked.

Many politicians — especially in large cities like New York — were bought off by their riches and 
voted for (or even created) laws that would favor and broaden these men’s empires. Regulations, 
agreements, waivers and amendments were passed that allowed many of these wealth-hoarders to 
assemble legal monopolies that would almost certainly be outlawed today.
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In fact, if one took the wealth of some of these men (like the Rockefellers) and adjusted it for inflation 
into today’s dollars, their riches would surpass those of even Bill Gates or Jeff Bezos.

But it’s these latter figures who now belong to today’s equivalent class of men that can be considered 
the “robber barons” of our own era — the billionaires of high-tech Silicon Valley.

When the Internet boom first occurred in the 1990s, Silicon Valley was quick to tell Congress that 
Internet sales should not be subject to taxes and that the Internet should not be regulated, lest this 
burgeoning marketplace be trampled to death before it could fully blossom.

But that was then. In the interim, fortunes have been made, and a very small number of players 
(Amazon, Google, eBay, Facebook, Craigslist, Netflix, Airbnb, Uber) have dominated specific product 
niches and made certain savvy players such as the aforementioned Bezos and Gates — along with 
Mark Zuckerberg, Eduardo Saverin, Larry Page, Sergey Brin, Eric Schmidt, Pierre Omidyar, Craig 
Newmark, Brian Chesky, Steve Ballmer and Larry Ellison, among others — insanely rich.

In fact, these people’s extreme wealth, along with the relatively unregulated and untaxed industry that 
gave them that wealth, has convinced many of them that they have the innate right to tinker with 
markets and monopolies without undue fear of being legislated against or taxed as other industry 
leaders have been.

In many cases — Bezos, Zuckerberg and Gates being some of the most notorious examples — they’ve 
been falling all over themselves to enter still further niches — automated cars, robotics and drones, for 
example — in order to dominate those markets also by using their tremendous fortunes to either 
acquire the leading players in these industries or to drive them out of business through ruthless 
competition.

Along the way, the enormous power their market monopolies have given them in terms of the data 
they’ve been able to compile and the information they’ve been able to acquire on ordinary American 
citizens has enriched them even further — some would say dangerously so.

In many ways, these men (there are virtually zero women among their number) are the proper 
inheritors of the “robber baron” title today; they’ve become so wealthy, most often through unique, 
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once-in-a-lifetime opportunities of timing and markets, that the rest of us can’t ever hope to come 
anywhere near their gargantuan fortunes.

Their companies have a permanent presence in Washington, D.C. and rank among the very top 
retainers of lobbying firms. Left unencumbered, these “masters of the universe” could have a very real 
potential of ruling over the lives of nearly everyone on the planet in some way for the rest of our 
lifetimes.

Even now, rumors have been floated that tech billionaires Mark Zuckerberg and Mark Cuban might 
want to run for president in 2020 or 2024. Nearly all of these men are large contributors to the 
Democratic Party and have met with Democratic politicians, including Barack Obama, Hillary Clinton, 
Bill Clinton, Nancy Pelosi and Kamala Harris both one-on-one and in groups.

High among their concerns are that immigrants keep flowing across the country’s borders in order to 
keep their biggest costs — intelligent labor — low. Quick to outsource to foreign countries and even 
quicker to leave profits offshore to evade taxes, these billionaires are extremely adept at using the law 
and corrupt politicians to their advantage.

For most of them, the concerns of the common man (the users of their properties) rank far beneath 
whatever it is that will further expand and perpetuate their empires. The gap between their ilk and that 
of the working class has multiplied in the last two decades, at the expense of America’s middle class.

Like the robber barons of old, these men are addicted to money, and they can never have enough of it to
satisfy their own egos. To them, the laws of the United States are just a tool to access more wealth, and 
whatever political levers and switches they need to throw in order to get their way are simply a means 
toward an ultimate end.

After more than 20 years in many cases, it’s now long past time to put the regulatory brakes on these 
people’s ventures and business power grabs before we turn into a society ruled by technology and a few
men behind thin, oversized flat-panel displays. Companies that have too much power and too much 
wealth concentrated in too few hands may need to be broken up just as the railroad concerns, oil cartels
and steel companies of the original robber baron days were by Washington. Trent Lapinski says: 
"Silicon Valley is run like a cartel, and they are essentially modern day robber barons.... 

"...I’ve actually been working on a similar article myself called “Is Silicon Valley A Cartel?” but I 
haven’t had a chance to finish writing it yet. Perhaps I need to revisit it and publish.
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Most of the major tech companies are now using technology to segregate the masses, and social 
engineer the entire planet much like Hitler and the Nazis attempted previous to WW2, except now the 
technology exists to do this on a massive scale.

To understand Silicon Valley today, you have to look back to the past and understand how we got here. 
When Silicon Valley was first founded as a tech hub in the late 1940-50’s it was under the intention of 
developing computer technology for military industrial purposes. The intention was always to further 
America’s technological superiority over the rest of the world.

Many people do not realize that Google and Facebook were both initially funded with both VC and 
defense contractor money, and many of the tech companies like Amazon have contracts with the CIA 
and Deep State. Modern day Silicon Valley is the surveillance arm of the Deep State, and has always 
been an arm of the military industrial complex.

Meanwhile, social media has purposely been engineered to put people in echo chambers, and control 
the masses. Even Medium is guilty of this, I have nearly 13k followers, yet every time I publish I 
barely reach 10% of my following. Twitter and Facebook are even worse.

To make matters worse, it gets even more complicated politically. What a lot of people do not know or 
realize is that after the 2008 market crash Obama was financed by Silicon Valley to get him into office. 
Once he was in office he struck a deal with the Federal Reserve to bail the economy out and printed a 
bunch of money which was handed to the Silicon Valley VC firms and tech companies to rebuild the 
economy.

What those VC firms did with the money was inflate the current tech bubble with printed money by 
driving up housing costs, pricing out locals and Millennial’s outside the tech industry, and pretty much 
destroying the local economy in the Bay Area. While the Bay Area was arguably screwed anyway with 
the market crash, and the tech industry does provide many jobs, they ultimately didn’t give those jobs 
to the locals and brought in indoctrinated college grads to displace much of the local population and 
pay them just enough to survive but not enough to buy property.

They then invested in companies that either launder money to increase their power, collect everyones 
data, spy on their users, or distract and divide them with propaganda. They also invested heavily in 
machine learning and A.I. so that they can automate most jobs in the future, and we are now at a point 
where A.I. is advanced enough to censor the Internet (which Google/Youtube, and Facebook are 
already doing). This is enabling these companies to become complete and total monopolies, and push 
political ideologies on the masses with no basis in logic, reason, or reality.

Meanwhile, the billionaires, investors, and CEOs of these companies are so far disconnected from the 
struggles of every day Americans they actually believe what they’re doing is for the greater benefit of 
humanity. Many of them fancy themselves as superior to the rest of the country, and world, and all their
political nonsense is mostly hypocritical virtue signaling rooted in identity politics. The very same 
identity politics the Nazis used so successfully to divide and conquer the masses during WW2 but with 
a hypocritical modern day left leaning political spin.

With all that said, what Silicon Valley billionaires are doing is wrong, and hypocritical. However, 
please don’t blame the people, even the tech bros, because even they’re all just brainwashed and trying 
to survive just like everyone else and most don’t even realize they’re slaves to a system that does not 
have their long-term interests in mind.

Source: Born and raised in the Bay Area..."
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Bill Snyder of globally published InfoWorld Magazine says: " Silicon Valley: Land of the 21st-century 
robber barons... Apple, Amazon.com, eBay, Facebook, Google, and the other technorati believe 
someone else should pay taxes, hire Americans, or support the society they sell to. When it comes 
to paying taxes, Apple doesn't "think different." Like every other global corporation, it does its best to 
pay as little as is legally permissible. The difference, though, is that Apple does it better than most and 
tries to convince the people who are stuck with the bills that this is a perfectly normal state of affairs.

In just three years, Apple's tax avoidance ("evasion" is such a tacky word) efforts shifted at least $74 
billion from the reach of the Internal Revenue Service, according to an explosive report by a Senate 
subcommittee.

I'm no Apple hater; it makes great products I'm happy to use, and it employs tens of thousands of 
people directly and in its supply chain. But the more I think about its role in public life, the angrier I 
get. Apple, in its own way, is un-American. Sadly, it has plenty of company in Silicon Valley. 

The new aristocracy lives in Silicon Valley, says Snyder. The princelings of technocracy aren't bad 
people, but their wealth insulates them from the shared experiences that create community. They are a 
class apart -- maybe even a nation apart. They're the 21st-century successors to the rail and banking 
tycoons that ruled in the late 19th and early 20th century: the robber barons.

Consider this anecdote told by George Packer in his thoughtful piece in the May 27 issue of the New 
Yorker: When state budget cuts threatened the quality of their local school, parents in Woodside, Calif. 
-- one of the wealthiest enclaves in Silicon Valley -- stepped up their fund-raising efforts. The 
Woodside School Foundation now brings in about $2 million a year for a school with fewer than 500 
children. In a fund-raising auction, one parent bid $20,000 for a tour of the Japanese gardens of Oracle 
CEO Larry Ellison, while others paid twice that much for seats at a Mad Men Supper Club dinner for 
16 guests.

I'm sure that many of those people would be appalled and upset by the terrible conditions of the 
underfunded schools in nearby East Palo Alto, and they might even make donations to help out. But I 
doubt many of them connect the very obvious dots: When big companies and wealthy individuals fail 
to pay taxes, legally or not, the community suffers.

What makes this so galling in my mind is the hypocritical and egotistical belief in Silicon Valley itself 
that it is the most enlightened patch of real estate on the planet.

Silicon Valley won't pay fair share, then decries poor public results. As Alec MacGillis of the New 
Republic points out, it's a bit rich for Apple to argue -- as Steve Jobs did for years, and Tim Cook does 
now -- that the company needs more visas and green cards for foreign engineers because there aren't 
enough qualified Americans to fill tech jobs (patently false, by the way), while Apple does its 
damnedest to keep its contribution toward federal education aid as paltry as possible.

Comments Packer:

This is an example so blatant I couldn't have dreamt it up, of the self-deception that exists alongside the
hard work, idealism, and engineering brilliance of Silicon Valley. It's the kind of blind spot to which 
young, self-confident, super-successful industries are especially prone.

One of the subsidiaries set up by Apple in Ireland has paid no corporate income tax to any nation for 
the past five years, although it reported $30 billion in net income from 2009 to 2012. Another 
subsidiary has paid a tax rate to Ireland of 0.1 percent or less in 2009, 2010, and 2011, far below the 
normal Irish corporate income tax rate of 12 percent, according to the Senate subcommittee's report.
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Valley of the dolts
Silicon Valley's power brokers want you to think they're different. But they're just average robber 
barons.

Emmett Rensin In February 2012, after Facebook announced what was in time to become the largest 
IPO in the history of internet firms, The Economist put a parody of Mark Zuckerberg’s profile page on 
its cover. Next to an insipid, beaming profile picture of the young CEO, there was a status update: 
“VENI VIDI VICI!!! Am I richer than Bill yet? lol.” They were not the first magazine to draw the 
comparison. In October 2010, Vanity Fair beat them to it, declaring Zuckerberg the No. 1 most 
influential person in the United States and calling him “our new Caesar.”

Zuckerberg, of course, had not conquered Gaul. He had not scattered the German armies nor 
subjugated Britain, nor crossed the Rubicon and become first consul. He had not visited death and 
terror upon a continent, nor brought an end to an old republic, setting off a chain of intrigues that would
birth the mightiest empire in the history of the world. No. Mark Zuckerberg had made a shit ton of 
money.

By April of this year, Facebook stock was worth more than $116 a share, up from its initial offering of 
$38. The social network had made its early investors even richer than they had ever anticipated. That 
same month, The Economist put Zuckerberg on its cover for the second time but now without 
detectable irony. His face appeared on a marble statue of Augustus, seated in cape and laurel crown 
beside a tiny globe. “IMPERIAL AMBITIONS” roared the headline. Mark’s outstretched arm gave the 
imperial thumbs-up. He liked it.

The press enjoys excitedly praising tech titans by comparing them to fantastical and mythical figures. 
Zuckerberg is Caesar. Elon Musk, a wizard. Peter Thiel, who believes that he lives in the moral 
universe of Lord of the Rings, is a vampire. I do not know if these men believe that they have the 
supernatural powers the media claims. Maybe they do. I do know that they do not mind the perception, 
or at least have done nothing to combat it, even among those critics who believe that they’re cartoon 
villains.

The press enjoys excitedly praising tech titans by comparing them to fantastical and mythical figures.

This might not be so bad if the phenomenon were limited to daft profiles by fawning magazine writers. 
But this Hegelian fan fiction is nowhere more potent than from the mouths of the Disruptors 
themselves. Mark Zuckerberg speaks in the voice of God. Shane Smith, by his own account, is the 
Stalin of Vice. Silicon Valley investor Carl Icahn was called “evil Captain Kirk” by fellow billionaire 
Marc Andreessen, before he was himself dubbed Dr. Evil by Rod Dreher, who has evidently not 
absorbed a cultural reference since 1999. When Elon Musk worries that Larry Page is hurtling toward 
AI without a sufficient appreciation of the risks, he calls it “summoning the demon.” Seamless CEO 
Jonathan Zabusky, a typical case, says his food delivery application for depressed millennials is 
“disrupting the paradigm” by showing people that “the era of the paper menu” is over. AirBnB’s 
mission statement laments “the mechanization and Industrial Revolution of the last century,” which 
“displaced” “feelings of trust and belonging”; their mission is to turn the world back into the “village” 
of simpler eras by encouraging longstanding residents of gentrifying areas to rent out their homes to 
monied travelers. Some firms are more modest: HubSpot, a marketing and sales platform, is merely on 
a mission to make the whole world “more inbound,” which is to say, more reliant on their blogging tips
for small businesses.
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Even President Obama speaks of Silicon Valley as if it were an industry for madcap geniuses alone, a 
land of such earth-changing potential that it’s somewhere he might find himself once he’s left the Oval 
Office. When he chides citizens of the Valley, he chides them like a Dr. Frankenstein warning his 
monster about hubris: “Sometime we get, I think, in the scientific community, the tech community, the 
entrepreneurial community, the sense that we just have to blow up the system or create this parallel 
society,” he told the Frontiers Conference last October. The president believes that sense is wrong, of 
course, but where did he get the idea that tech CEOs were capable of these feats in the first place?

Let us state the obvious: None of these men are Roman Emperors, and they haven’t got the 
wherewithal to “blow up” anything but a stock market bubble. They are not Lex Luthors or Gandalfs or
Stalins. Their products do not bring about revolutions. They are simply robber barons, JP Morgans and 
Andrew Mellons in mediocre T-shirts. I have no doubt that many are preternaturally intelligent, 
hardworking people, and it is a shame that they have dedicated these talents to the mundane 
accumulation of capital. But there is nothing remarkable about these men. The Pirates of Silicon Valley 
do not have imperial ambitions. They have financial ones.

The vast majority of Silicon Valley startups, the sort that project lofty missions and managed 
improbably lucrative IPOs despite never having graced the cover of The Economist or the frontal 
cortex of the president, work precisely like any other kind of mundane sales operation in search of a 
product: Underpaid cold-callers receive low wages and less job security in exchange for a foosball 
table and the burden of growing a company as quickly as possible so that it can reach a liquidation 
event. Owners and investors get rich. Managers stay comfortable. The employees get hosed. None of 
this is particularly original. At least the real robber barons built the railroads.

Emily Chang, of Bloomberg, points out that sex trafficking and black-lists run Silicon Valley.

Like all slim ranks of oligarchy, the Silicon Valley billionaires hate and fear nothing more than ordinary
people. This manifests itself in mundane ways, in their open, cartoonish class spite (why, they ask, must
Innovators in San Francisco be burdened by the existence of homeless riff-raff?); it is revealed in their 
most contemplative moments too. Peter Thiel has said that when the history of the 21st century is 
written, René Girard will be remembered as one of its greatest intellectuals. Girard is best known for 
the contention that all human desire is mimetic, that not only aesthetic taste but even hunger and lust 
are modeled on the desires of others. Perhaps this is why Thiel does not believe that capitalism and 
democracy are compatible. We know which side he’s chosen. So long as he and his fellows can 
continue to exploit that same mimetic tendency to persuade people that they are superhuman and 
essential to their flourishing, his side will continue to win.

The sins of the prestige firms are no less mundane. While each at least can claim a real and viable 
product, their evil is nothing so spectacular as the demonic. As The New York Times, Guardian, and 
others have reported, even the well-compensated white-collar workers of companies like Amazon and 
Facebook face notoriously brutal labor conditions. For the warehouse workers and contract laborers 
required to keep those companies running, matters are even worse. “When you’re in shipping and they 
double or triple their workforce over the winter holidays, you’re working at times in below zero temps 
INSIDE the warehouse,” one Amazon warehouse worker wrote to Gawker’s Hamilton Nolan in 2013. 
Efforts to unionize employees have been met with duplicity beyond ordinary managerial resistance. 
Quartz reported in February on sinister attempts to thwart organization at Uber. Not content to resist 
their own employees’ efforts to unionize, Uber has also worked to undermine other labor guilds, 
including illegal operations in cities that have led to the destruction of local taxi businesses.
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Like all slim ranks of oligarchy, the Silicon Valley billionaires hate and fear nothing more than ordinary
people.

AirBnb, despite its Keatsian mission, has mainly succeeded in ravaging the housing market for low-
income families. Seamless hasn’t disrupted the “paper menu world” half so much as it has disrupted 
tipping standards and wage prospects for its delivery workers.

The racist hiring practices of Silicon Valley prestige firms are an open secret, with only 5 percent of 
technical roles held by black or Latino workers. (“We are not where we want to be,” their diversity 
reports intone with all the sincerity of a Soviet bureaucrat adjusting potato projections down again). 
Their collusion with federal spy agencies, assisting in surveillance efforts and voluntarily turning over 
FISA-court-approved user data in exchange for cash, was a secret, until it wasn’t. Peter Thiel did not 
use magic to destroy Gawker; he used money.

In 2010, the Department of Justice exposed what it called an “overarching conspiracy” to suppress 
wages among companies like Apple, Google, Intel, Adobe, Intuit, eBay, and Pixar. The Silicon Valley 
supermen were aware as far back as 2005 that what they were doing was illegal. “[Google’s Eric] 
Schmidt instructed his Senior VP for Business Operation Shona Brown to keep the pact secret and only
share information ‘verbally, since I don’t want to create a paper trail over which we can be sued later?’”
reported Mark Ames. “At times,” he said of the Disruptor’s behavior, “it reads like something lifted 
straight out of the robber baron era that produced those [anti-trust] laws. Today’s inequality crisis is 
America’s worst on record since statistics were first recorded a hundred years ago — the only 
comparison would be to the era of railroad tycoons in the late 19th century.” Although Amazon CEO 
Jeff Bezos takes only $81,000 in salary every year – barely more than the average Facebook intern! – 
he has managed to accrue a net worth in excess of $65 billion. Perhaps he really is a wizard.

The cultivation of power requires the projection of power in excess of its reality. When Julius Caesar – 
the real one – made up his mind to annihilate the German tribes who had once again invaded Gaul, he 
ordered his engineers to build a bridge over the Rhine as wide as a two-lane highway, big enough for 
10 soldiers to march across side by side. He wanted the Germani “to experience fear… when they 
realized that the army of the Roman people was both capable of crossing the Rhine and brave enough 
to venture it.” It worked. When the bridge was finished, the Roman army marched across it as if on 
parade in the streets of Rome. They went slow with their horns blasting and their flags aloft, led by 
cavalry draped in ceremonial colors. They found no army on the other side. Terrified of the Roman 
engineering feat, the Germani had fled in terror, and for 18 days they cowered in the forest while 
Caesar pillaged every defenseless village he could find. When he was done he marched back to Gaul 
and ordered the bridge torn down.

If your enemies can convince you that they are an unprecedented species of madman, you will 
convince yourself that you need unprecedented weapons to fight back or that you may be better off just 
hiding in the forest. But you are not.

The rigged contracts and wage suppression, the racism and surveillance collusion (soon to be playing 
voluntary footsie with Donald Trump’s NSA, with further chicanery to follow), all these sins of Silicon 
Valley have come about and been overcome before in the short history of American capitalism. They 
require only the same weapons as before. Organization and agitation. Strikes and labor laws. The 
ordinary practice of radical politics. Some of these efforts have begun already, with militant organizing 
and unionization drives beginning to organize Silicon Valley laborers against their exploiters. But these 
movements require national and popular support, support that cannot begin until the pretense and terror
of world-conquering wizards is abandoned and the truth is laid bare: These are only rich assholes, the 
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same as they ever were. All that superman bullshit is just the cheap propaganda of the powerful, 
propaganda so thoroughly saturated in the American mind that its own inventors might believe it.

This fall, Silicon Valley Shakespeare (“Innovate • Illuminate • Inspire”) staged Julius Caesar for the 
first time in the company’s 16-year history. The press release promised that audiences would have a 
chance to “see this classic political thriller set in a modern world, showing the power and problem of 
the mob mentality, and how far people will go to rule a nation.”

This summary is instructive. To the entertainers of the Valley, Julius Caesar is a play about “mob 
mentality,” the dangers of unruly herds who upset the proper order of the world. This is an assessment 
that might surprise anyone who has read Shakespeare’s history and noticed that with the exception of a 
soothsayer and a single servant, every character in it is an aristocrat. But more than that, it is 
remarkable because as any high school student can tell you, Julius Caesar is not a play about the 
dangers of the mob; it is a play about the dangers of ambition and power. It is about hubris. You do not 
see the crowds that Brutus and Antony address because the crowds do not matter. They only exist to 
cheer the rivals as they sort out the pretense of the coming war. The fault that was not in their stars but 
in themselves has been corrected. They are underlings no more.

Julius Caesar is about a man believed to be a God, a man who cultivated divinity so well that he 
believed it himself. It is about a man who believed it until the mid-March afternoon when he 
discovered to his great surprise that even Caesar can be overthrown with old and ordinary weapons.

Per The United States Congress, The FBI and the FTC: The High-Tech Antitrust Black-Listing 
Litigation is a United States Department of Justice (DOJ) antitrust action and a civil class action 
against several Silicon Valley companies for secret collusion agreements which targeted high-tech 
employees. This case was one of the most famous federal lawsuits in Silicon Valley. Scam fronts for 
Silicon Valley oligarchs are being exposed daily.

The tech Cartel is evil because: they steal any technology they desire; they run a prostitution ring and 
sexually extort young women and interns in Silicon Valley; they are 'rape culture' take-what-they-want 
misogynists, ageists and racists as their history of abuses has proven; their Palo Alto Cartel operates 
AngelGate-type collusion and stock market insider trading schemes that harm independent business 
and the public; their Cartel ran the "no poaching" CEO ring which was class-action sued by DOJ and 
tech workers; 90% of their divorce court files reveal horrific abuses and sex trafficking; They have an 
army of lobbyists that pay cash, stock market and revolving door bribes to U.S. Senators; They can 
even evade FBI & SEC investigations; They hire women to act as 'trophy wives' and 'beards'; they have
lobbyists rig the U.S. Patent Office in order to block inventor patent rights because they are using 
stolen technologies; they have been caught on video and recordings beating, kicking and harming 
women hundreds of times; They have bought up all of the Tier-One tech law firms and order them to 
black-list, and never help, those who seek equal tech rights; they collude to abuse your privacy and 
make databases on the public for political control; they have to cheat to compete because they are only 
good with spread sheets instead of innovation; They run black-lists, character assassination attacks, 
collusion and other anti-trust violating acts in violation of RICO laws.

Silicon Valley has become the largest assemblage of douche-bags and yuppie frat boy criminals in 
human history. Theranos is not the exception, it is the standard. Tesla, Google, Theranos, Wework, 
Facebook are lies backed by famous political insiders to protect their insider trading and covered-up by
fake news operators. They are also fronts to fund political campaigns via the ill-gotten profits from 
their endeavors.
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When the bad guys, and their lap-dog politicians, attack you because your products are better than 
theirs they are proving that they are frat boy scumbags, from Stanford and Yale, that operate in a little 
pack, like dogs! Their Sandhill Road operation should be raided by the FBI! The best thing that could 
come from the COVID pandemic is that they all are forced into bankruptcy!

When your Senator holds stock market shares in companies that exist to profit on the backs of 
consumers, via corruption, then it is impossible for that Senator to ever do anything but be corrupt! We 
have reported this in writing to winklerm@sec.gov, sanfrancisco@sec.gov and 30+ other federal 
officers but have yet to see our whistle-blower rewards...or any action! Do you wonder how big 
politician insider stock trading is? Take a look at how many TRILLIONS of dollars pass through the 
stock markets annually and then look at the reported, AND UNREPORTED, securities holdings of 
famous U.S. Senators and government agency staff. That is what Seth Rich and the people in the "In 
Memory Of" section, below, were disclosing. These are massive crimes!

The crooks at Google, Facebook, Tesla, Linkedin, Netflix, etc., broke felony laws and the basic 
principles of Democracy.

Google faces $5 billion lawsuit in U.S. for tracking 'private' internet use. Google WILL pay for their 
crimes or be killed off as a business because of their corruption!

They bribed your Senators, White House Staff, insider agency staff and operated a Silicon Valley 
Oligarch sociopath political Cartel.

What kinds of people were some of these high tech oligarchs? Read their divorce Court Records about 
their Jeffrey Epstein, NXIVM sex trafficking; Andy Rubin and Goguen sex slaves; tax evasions; 
money laundering; intern abuses; misogyny; racism; political insider-trading stock market bribes to 
U.S. Senators; a 'Silicon Valley Tech Mafia' and other horrors.

What would you do if you found out that Eric Schmidt, Larry Page, Elon Musk, Sergy Brin, John Doerr
and other dynastic elitist insider Stanford frat boys were running a mob-like Cartel? Over 60,000 
engineers in Silicon Valley took the problem to Federal Court!

Ask Christopher Wray, John F. Bennett, Craig D. Fair and the other senior officials at the FBI, DOJ, 
SEC, FTC and other major federal investigation agencies: Organized crime in Silicon Valley is getting
a harder look these days!

The defendants, in the first case, included Adobe, Apple Inc., Google, Intel, Intuit, Pixar, Lucasfilm 
and eBay, all high-technology companies with a principal place of business in the San Francisco–
Silicon Valley area of California where they collude together to harm competitors. It is a well 
documented fact that Facebook, Google, Netflix, Linkedin, etc. use sophisticated psychological 
testing on each applicant in order to filter out all but the most radical devotees of the founders 
ideologies. These companies then maintain an echo-chamber resonance, throughout the company, 
to reinforce their ideological message, much like Scientology does. In these companies one must 
praise Elon Musk and Mark Zuckerberg and hate those who the founders target. The founders 
target their competitors, in violation of anti-trust laws.

The first civil class action was filed by five plaintiffs, one of whom has died in a curious incident; it 
accused the tech companies of collusion between 2005 and 2009. In Abolish Silicon Valley: How to 
liberate technology from capitalism   we see another of thousands of insiders expose the fact that Silicon   
Valley is a pile of filth.
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Additional cases are planned for filing. Formal complaints have been filed with The SEC, The DOJ, 
The GAO, The FBI, The FTC and The U.S. Congress. Active investigations into 'Angelgate' and related
collusion and anti-trust matters     are known to be under-way by federal, news outlet and private 
investigators as of 2020. U.S. Senators, and other politicians, who covertly own stock in these Silicon 
Valley companies, have been delaying enforcement against these corrupt companies. Consumer rights 
groups have pledged to take down each and every politician who owns these corrupt stocks and 
protects these corrupt companies!

Our alliance of investigators and agency staff have FBI-level investigated: Steven Chu, Larry Page, 
David Dummond, Lachlan Seward, Andy Rubin, Jeffrey Epstein, Elon Musk, Nicholas Guido Denton, 
Harvey Weinstein, Eric Schmidt and the rest of the RICO-violating "Club" and had them fired or 
removed from their positions. They will remain under public surveillance for the rest of their lives and 
their case files will be added to monthly via submissions to federal agencies and news entities.

What would an insane tech oligarch (Like Schmidt, Musk, Reid, Brin, Westly, Page, Khosla, etc.) do 
for trillions of dollars of criminal gain?

When you run the following query on the stock market volume for a single day, ie: "Select 
sum(Close*volume*0.001), count(*) from myTable where date = '9/27/2017'."..you get the following 
result: 7300 stocks were traded, Total Money flow: $271,072,334,824. This is how much was traded on
that day.

The total world derivatives market has been estimated at about $791 trillion face or nominal value, 11 
times the size of the entire world economy. 

The World Bank publishes global data on stocks traded by $ value here. ie:

• 2016 - $77.5 trillion for the year. 

Most exchanges publish this stat. Here is the data for NASDAQ

• Feb 6, 2018 - $192 billion for the day. 

And the Indian stock market volume data (in Indian Rupees) is here.

• BSE + NSE cash market, Feb 2018 - About Rs 40,000 crore daily. That’s about $6 billion per 
day. 

Average estimates put daily stock movement between 5 to ten trillion dollars per day. You can buy lot's 
of Weinstein/Epstein-like private islands, private jets, sex parties, U.S. Senators and crony government 
contracts with that kind of money. Once an oligarch starts buying sex with underage girls, they don't 
stop. In fact, there is nothing that a corrupt tech oligarch and their owned Senator won't do to keep their
little pig trough filled up.

The average murder/robbery in the United States is undertaken for an average amount under $100.00

Thus, an Eric Schmidt, Elon Musk, Steve Westly, David Drummond, Vinod Khosla, Reid Hoffman, 
Steve Jurvetson, Andy Rubin, Larry Page or similar oligarch, who is sociologically addicted to money 
and power, is most certainly capable of ordering and operating election manipulations, Presidential 
bribes, murders and engaging in other crimes to protect those greed-based assets. They have the full 
resources to do so, have federal records proving that they hire lobbyists and operatives who do these 
things for them and have a documented history of engaging in extremist actions.
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ANOTHER REASON TO TAKE DOWN THE OLIGARCHS

The Silicon Valley Cartel Hires Gawker, Gizmodo, Jalopnik,
Black Cube, Fusion GPS, etc. to run "hit-jobs" on those who report their crimes!

 The Hit Job

How much do you have to pay Google, Alphabet, YouTube and Black Cube to dedicate a portion of 
their servers to push a character assassination set of links, against a competitor, to all five billion people
on Earth with internet access? How much did Obama, Clinton, Bloomberg spend using those exact 
same systems to attack their political enemies?

We know. We have their financial records, invoices and receipts and so does the FBI and the NSA.

How much do you have to pay to get them to lock those attack links on one of the first 4 lines of 
EVERY search result, in the same position in the search results, for over a decade (which proves that 
their search results are not "organic", they are manually manipulated by Google and YouTube)? How 
much did Obama, Clinton, Bloomberg spend using those exact same systems to attack their political 
enemies?

We know. We have their financial records, invoices and receipts and so does the FBI and the NSA.

How much does it cost to make a Disney-like animated movie about a whistle-blower? How much does
the production and software and person-hour billings cost? How much does it cost to distribute that 
movie world-wide and lock it in the top line of all search results?

We know. We have their financial records, invoices and receipts and so does the FBI and the NSA.
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How much does it cost to hire a warehouse full of Russian, Nigerian and Chinese click-farm operators 
who use Palantir and Google software to instantly be alerted of any mention of a person's name on the 
internet and to then go slam that person in the comment sections with endless troll remarks? Elon Musk
uses these same people to hype his narcissistic need for attention. Obama, Clinton, Bloomberg and 
other politicians hire these same people to attack their political adversaries. How much does it cost to 
have anonymous trolls in foreign countries kill a person's brand globally?

We know. We have their financial records, invoices and receipts and a huge number of lawsuits, court 
records, federal investigation and investigative journalism reports have exposed those records and 
details. The FBI, NSA, SEC, FTC and Congressional investigators can also confirm these numbers!

So it turns out that it costs: $35,422,152.00 to have a person and their business killed!

That is how much they spent on their attack on the Plaintiff! The people at the top of the heap who 
organized the attacks were David Plouffe, Jay Carney, David Axelrod, Denis Mcdonough, Steve 
Rattner, Robert Gibbs, Rahm Emanual and their associates and they did it from The West Wing and 
The Oval Office in The White House.

Many of the political attacks were edited by Nick Denton and his seedy tabloid empire 
Gawker/Gizmodo. Investigations have revealed that the White House and California Senators hired IN-
Q-Tel; Gawker Media; Jalopnik; Gizmodo Media; K2 Intelligence; WikiStrat; Podesta Group; Fusion 
GPS; Google; YouTube; Alphabet; Facebook; Twitter; Think Progress; Media Matters); Black Cube; 
Correct The Record; Orbis Business Intelligence, Undercover Global Ltd; Stratfor; Jigsaw; 
ShareBlue/Acronym; Cambridge Analytica; Sid Blumenthal; David Brock; Plouffe Consulting; PR 
Firm Sunshine Sachs; Covington and Burling; Buzzfeed; Perkins Coie; Advance Democracy Inc.; The 
Democracy Integrity Project; Popily, Inc; Bean, LLC.; Edward Austin; Istok Associates; Silicon Valley 
Community Foundation; Yonder and Wilson Sonsini to run hit-jobs, character assassinations, dirty 
tricks and economic reprisal attacks on any applicants who reported the crimes. Each of those 
companies are now under federal and civil investigation.These companies sell "kill services" that use 
CIA and KGB-style tactics to harm witnesses and whistle-blowers.

Media Matters for America founder David Brock is a hired media assassin who reaped illegal profits 
through the transfer of millions from a nonprofit he founded to a for-profit entity under his control, 
according to an IRS complaint filed by a watchdog group. The complaint details how Brock’s nonprofit
group American Bridge Foundation (AB Foundation) transferred $2.7 million in tax-exempt assets to 
True Blue Media, a for-profit company owned by Brock that is the parent company of ShareBlue, a for-
profit media company now known as The American Independent. The transfers violated IRS rules that 
prohibit nonprofit organizations from using their tax-exempt resources to pay personal or private 
expenses of any key figures connected to the nonprofit, the complaint stated. AB Foundation’s transfers
to True Blue Media were disclosed in the nonprofit’s Form 990s filed to the IRS in 2017 and 2018. 
"Brock is a well-known hit man who took money to target our group in reprisal for whistle-blowing...." 
Said Team 7 staff.

The money was conduited and assisted for pass-through by political financiers Eric Schmidt, Larry 
Page, Sergy Brin, Elon Musk, John Doerr, Vinod Khosla, Steve Westly, Steve Spinner and their Silicon 
Valley oligarch Cartel black-listing operation.

It was a felony. It violated RICO, Anti-Trust and Constitutional laws.
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So they spent over thirty five million dollars attacking the Plaintiff and shutting down a competitor that
was targeted to make over six billion dollars in profits. The attackers then made the six billion dollars 
in profits for themselves, at the expense of the Plaintiff.

So how much do you think they owe the Plaintiff per previous court awards for such crimes against a 
member of the public?

You can use their EXACT SAME attack methods, that they used on members of the public, AGAINST 
THEM. If it was illegal for them do to it, they would have been arrested. 

Thus, it must be legal for you to do it to them!
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FORCING THE MEDIA TO HELP YOU

“Mass Media” is owned and controlled by a handful of men who own and control it exclusively to 
manipulate public opinion. They do not own all of the print, radio, TV and web media for fun. They 
own it because their sociopath need for power makes them think they can steer stupid people into 
adopting their ideology and voting for candidates who have promised them quid pro quo kick-backs 
and payola. Here are some examples of news that got sneaked through their filter bubbles and exposed 
part of the Silicon Valley Cartel. 

Google, Facebook and news websites hire college kids to run their news efforts. These children are 
naive, self-centered people who are easily influenced by herd mentality and who only have a portion of 
their brains developed. They are the reason people under a certain age are not allowed to have sex, 
drink or drive cars. They should never be allowed near mass communications systems but they work 
cheap so the media bosses hire them.

We made this news get out by using the tactics in this manual for force action and to punish those who 
tried to cover this up:

Silicon     Valley's     No-poaching   Case: The Growing Debate over ...  

https://knowledge.wharton.upenn.edu/article/silicon-valleys-poaching-case-growing-debate-
employee-mobility/

"Silicon Valley's No-poaching Case: The Growing Debate over Employee Mobility." 
Knowledge@Wharton. The Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania, 30 April, 2014.

Steve Jobs was 'central figure' in   Silicon     Valley's     'no   ...  

https://money.cnn.com/2014/08/11/technology/silicon-valley-poaching-case/index.html

A lawsuit by Silicon Valley workers claims Steve Jobs was a ringleader in a conspiracy not to poach 
employees. If Silicon Valley's biggest companies want an embarrassing employee lawsuit to go ...

The perpetrators operate a massive and abusive national sex cult. The perverts in the SandHill Road 
Venture Capital offices, located between Highway 280 down to to Santa Cruz Avenue on Sand Hill 
Road in Menlo Park, California, are the main perpetrators of this global cartel. Their executives at 
Google, Facebook, Netflix, Linkedin, Twitter, and their related holdings, comprise the rest. The Harvey
Weinstein and Ed Buck sex scandals are well known. These men's sex cult actions have been widely 
covered in the news individually in the Joe Lonsdale rape case, The Kleiner Perkins Ellen Pao sex 
abuse lawsuit, The Eric Schmidt sex penthouse stories, The Jeffrey Epstein case, The Google Forrest 
Hayes hooker murder case, The Andy Rubin sex slave case, The Sergy Brin 3-way sex romp scandal, 
The British Hydrant investigation, The Elon Musk Steve Jurvetson billionaire sex parties scandals,The 
NXIVM sexual slave cases, The Michael Goguen anal sex slave trial, The Tom Perkins Hooker Parties 
and thousands of other cases and federal divorce court filings. This group of people have proven 
themselves, over and over, to be sociopath control freaks not fit for participation in public commerce, 
public policy or media control. The Four Seasons Hotel and Rosewood Hotels in Silicon Valley are 
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estimated to engage in over $30,000.00 of high-end escort sex trafficking per day, a portion of it 
managed by Eastern Bloc Mafia operators. At least 10 Ukrainian escorts fly in and out of SFO and SJO 
airports every week for these Cartel members. Google boss David Drummond engaged in horrible 
philandering sexual violations of his wife yet Google covers up every story about it on the web. 
Google's Eric Schmidt is under massive investigation. You hear about the female victims of this sex 
cult but you rarely hear about the young male victims. One of their vast numbers of prostitutes is 
quoted as saying that the girls and boys are paid "not just for sex but for the oligarch's endless need to 
feel that they can control anyone for any reason...". Multiple attorney general's controlled by their 
cartel, ie: Eric Schneiderman and Eliot Spitzer , are involved this these sex rings. These are the main 
influencers of a national political party and they are all involved in horrific sex perversions and 
abuses! 

The AngelGate Conspiracy ( https://venturecapitalcorruption.weebly.com/the-angelgate-
conspiracy.html ); The Job Collusion Case ( https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-
Tech_Employee_Antitrust_Litigation ) and hundreds of other cases, prove that the perpetrators 
regularly meet, conspire, collude and racketeer, in full view of law enforcement, without ever getting 
arrested by the FBI because they bribe public officials in order to avoid prosecution.

Public officials and Silicon Valley oligarchs exchanged felony bribes and manipulated government 
actions in order to benefit themselves and harm us. these are the facts including the lists of bribes, 
attacks and covert financing routes!

Famous members of congress lie, cheat, steal and manipulate public records in order to protect their 
trillions of dollars of Google, Facebook, Netflix, Tesla and Amazon insider stock market payola.

Now the public is working together, around the globe, to end this corruption forever by exposing every 
single one of the corrupt and all of their dirty secrets!

Department of Energy staff (ie: Chu), White House staff (ie: Emanual), CIA staff (ie: Woolsey) owned 
the rare earth (ie: lithium, indium) mining scam stock (ie: Goldman Sachs transfers) market securities 
from foreign countries (ie: Afghanistan, Congo) which only benefited themselves, Elon Musk and his 
Silicon Valley cartel. 

Demand the immediate divestiture of all stock market holdings of all politicians and their family 
members because that is how most bribes are now paid! The FBI needs to arrest these goons!

The   robber     barons   of   Silicon     Valley   | SocialistWorker.org  

https://socialistworker.org/2018/01/08/the-robber-barons-of-silicon-valley

The robber barons of Silicon Valley January 8, 2018 Today's high-tech robber barons use old-school
techniques to make piles of money from the skilled and unskilled workers that they exploit ...

Barons   of the   Valley   - Jacobin  

https://www.jacobinmag.com/2020/05/robber-barons-silicon-valley-technology-economy

Contra the robber barons of nineteenth-century America, theirs is said to be a largely benign class that
works to educate, innovate, and give back. Even supposedly reform-minded liberal politicians like 
Elizabeth Warren, who last year took care to normalize billionaire wealth even as she pledged to 
modestly tax it, basically agree .
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Silicon     Valley   Billionaires Are the New   Robber     Barons  

https://townhall.com/columnists/victordavishanson/2017/08/17/silicon-valley-billionaires-are-the-
new-robber-barons-n2369394

Aug 17, 2017Silicon Valley Billionaires Are the New Robber Barons ... Silicon Valley Billionaires 
Are the New Robber Barons. Victor Davis Hanson ... Yet most of the computers and smartphones sold
by Silicon ...

Today's Tech Oligarchs Are Worse Than the   Robber     Barons  

https://www.thedailybeast.com/todays-tech-oligarchs-are-worse-than-the-robber-barons

Today's Tech Oligarchs Are Worse Than the Robber Barons. Our Silicon Valley Robber Barons. ... 
"If you think Silicon Valley is going to fuel growing prosperity, you are likely to be ...

Hanson:   Silicon     Valley   billionaires are modern   robber     barons  

https://www.mercurynews.com/2017/08/17/hanson-silicon-valley-billionaires-are-the-new-robber-
barons/

Aug 17, 2017Hanson: Silicon Valley billionaires are the new robber barons ... Such supposedly foul 
play had inordinately enriched "robber baron" buccaneers such as John D. Rockefeller, Andrew 
Mellon ...

Silicon     Valley   Billionaires Are the New   Robber     Barons   ...  

https://www.nationalreview.com/2017/08/silicon-valley-liberals-ignore-their-anti-business-history/

Silicon Valley Billionaires Are the New Robber Barons ... and railroads. Such supposedly foul play 
had inordinately enriched "robber baron" buccaneers such as John D. Rockefeller, Andrew ...

Silicon     Valley   Billionaires Are the New   Robber     Barons   ...  

https://www.realclearpolitics.com/articles/2017/08/17/
silicon_valley_billionaires_are_the_new_robber_barons_134766.html

In 2012, for example, Obama won Silicon Valley by more than 40 percentage points. Of the political 
donations to presidential candidates that year from employees at Google and Apple, over 90 ...

Silicon     Valley     Robber     Barons   Are Using Government As a ...  

https://townhall.com/columnists/setonmotley/2017/07/31/silicon-valley-robber-barons-are-using-
government-as-a-weapon-against-us-n2362451

Jul 31, 2017These were the likes of Andrew Carnegie and J.P. Morgan, Andrew Mellon and John D. 
Rockefeller. The Industrialists the anti-free-market Left dubbed "Robber Barons" - simply because 
these men ...

Silicon     Valley  : Land of the 21st-century   robber     barons   ...  

https://www.infoworld.com/article/2614745/silicon-valley--land-of-the-21st-century-robber-
barons.html
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Silicon Valley: Land of the 21st-century robber barons Apple, Amazon.com, eBay, Facebook, Google,
and the other technorati believe someone else should pay taxes, hire Americans, or support the ...

Silicon     Valley     Robber     Barons   Are Using Government As a ...  

https://www.redstate.com/setonmotley/2017/07/31/silicon-valley-robber-barons-using-government-
weapon-us/

Silicon Valley Robber Barons Are Using Government As a Weapon Against Us In the Left's usually 
skewed view of America's past, they reserve a special place in historical Hell for the late-19th-Century-
early-20th-Century entrepreneurial giants who helped revolutionize our economy and nation.

One novel hybrid approach that worked:

The High-Tech Antitrust Black-Listing Litigation is a United States Department of Justice (DOJ) 
antitrust action and a civil class action against several Silicon Valley companies for secret collusion 
agreements which restrained the recruitment of high-tech employees. What kinds of people were some 
of these high tech oligarchs? Read their divorce Court Records about their sex trafficking, sex slaves, 
tax evasions, money laundering, intern abuses, political insider trading stock market bribes to U.S. 
Senators and other horrors.

What would you do if you found out that Eric Schmidt, Larry Page, Elon Musk, Sergy Brin, John Doerr
and other dynastic elitist insider frat boys were running a mob-like Cartel? Over 60,000 engineers in 
Silicon Valley took the problem to Federal Court!

The defendants are Adobe, Apple Inc., Google, Intel, Intuit, Pixar, Lucasfilm and eBay, all high-
technology companies with a principal place of business in the San Francisco–Silicon Valley area of 
California.

The civil class action was filed by five plaintiffs, one of whom has died; it accused the tech companies 
of collusion between 2005 and 2009 to refrain from recruiting each other's employees.

Additional cases are planned for filing. Formal complaints have been filed with The SEC, The DOJ, 
The GAO, The FBI, The FTC and The U.S. Congress. Active investigations into 'Angelgate' and 
related collusion and anti-trust matters     are known to be under-way by federal, news outlet and 
private investigators as of 2020.

 Silicon     Valley's     No-poaching   Case: The Growing Debate over ...  

https://knowledge.wharton.upenn.edu/article/silicon-valleys-poaching-case-growing-debate-
employee-mobility/

"Silicon Valley's No-poaching Case: The Growing Debate over Employee Mobility." 
Knowledge@Wharton. The Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania, 30 April, 2014.

Steve Jobs was 'central figure' in   Silicon     Valley's     'no   ...  

https://money.cnn.com/2014/08/11/technology/silicon-valley-poaching-case/index.html

Aug 11, 2014A lawsuit by Silicon Valley workers claims Steve Jobs was a ringleader in a conspiracy 
not to poach employees. If Silicon Valley's biggest companies want an embarrassing employee lawsuit
to go ...

Apple Google   Silicon     Valley     No   Cold Calling Anti-  Poaching  
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https://www.lieffcabraser.com/antitrust/high-tech-employees/

Silicon Valley firms and other high-tech companies owe their tremendous successes to the sacrifices 
and hard work of their employees, and must take responsibility for their misconduct.One of the 
principal means by which high-tech companies recruit employees is to solicit them directly from other 
companies in a process referred to as "cold ...

Engineers Allege Hiring Collusion in   Silicon     Valley   - The ...  

https://www.nytimes.com/2014/03/01/technology/engineers-allege-hiring-collusion-in-silicon-
valley.html

Mar 1, 2014Alan Hyde, a Rutgers professor who wrote "Working in Silicon Valley: Economic and 
Legal Analysis of a High-Velocity Labor Market," said the no-poaching accusations go contrary to 
what has made ...

Apple, Google and others to pay $415m to settle   Silicon   ...  

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/news/11843237/Apple-Google-and-others-to-pay-415m-to-
settle-Silicon-Valley-no-poaching-lawsuit.html

Apple, Google and others to pay $415m to settle Silicon Valley 'no poaching' lawsuit US judge agrees
settlement that will see thousands of technology workers receive thousands of dollars

Dirty Secrets of   Silicon     Valley     Poaching   | Paysa  

https://www.paysa.com/blog/dirty-secrets-of-silicon-valley-poaching/

Silicon Valley is a talent magnet. With prestigious high-tech corporations such as Google, Apple, 
Facebook, Netflix, and Tesla Motors among the Fortune 1000 companies and thousands of startups 
finding their home in the world-renowned technology hub, this comes as no surprise.

Silicon     Valley     no-poaching   deal appears headed for approval  

https://phys.org/news/2015-03-silicon-valley-no-poaching.html

Silicon Valley no-poaching deal appears headed for approval. by Howard Mintz, San Jose Mercury 
News

Silicon     Valley's   $415 million   poaching   settlement finalized  

https://www.mercurynews.com/2015/09/03/silicon-valleys-415-million-poaching-settlement-
finalized/

Sep 3, 2015Silicon Valley's $415 million poaching settlement finalized ... valley-tech-giants-learn-
from-no-poaching-antitrust-case/ 'When Rules Don't Apply': Did Silicon Valley tech giants learn from
no ...

Justice Department Requires Six   High     Tech   Companies to ...  

https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/justice-department-requires-six-high-tech-companies-stop-entering-
anticompetitive-employee

The complaint arose out of a larger investigation by the Antitrust Division into employment practices 
by high tech firms. The division continues to investigate other similar no solicitation agreements. 
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Adobe Systems Inc. is a Delaware corporation with its principal place of business in San Jose, Calif., 
and 2009 revenues of nearly $3 billion.

"No cold call" agreements

Cold calling is one of the main methods used by companies in the high-technology sector to recruit 
employees with advanced and specialised skills, such as software and hardware engineers, 
programmers, animators, digital artists, Web developers and other technical professionals.[1] Cold 
calling involves communicating directly in any manner with another firm's employee who has not 
otherwise applied for a job opening. Cold calling may be done in person, by phone, letter, or email.[2] 
According to the legal brief filed by a plaintiff in one of the class-action cases, cold calling is an 
effective method of recruiting for the high-technology sector because "employees of other [high-
technology] companies are often unresponsive to other recruiting strategies... [and] current satisfied 
employees tend to be more qualified, harder working, and more stable than those who are actively 
looking for employment."[3]

Amy Lambert, Google's associate general counsel, noted in a blog post shortly after the DOJ's actions, 
that Google's definition of cold calling does not necessarily eliminate recruiting by letter or email, but 
only the process of calling on the telephone. By implication, recruiting through LinkedIn incurs 
recruiting by "InMail" - LinkedIn's own mail contact system: "In order to maintain a good working 
relationship with these companies, in 2005 we decided not to "cold call" employees at a few of our 
partner companies. Our policy only impacted cold calling, and we continued to recruit from these 
companies through LinkedIn, job fairs, employee referrals, or when candidates approached Google 
directly. In fact, we hired hundreds of employees from the companies involved during this time 
period."

The challenged "no cold call" agreements are alleged bilateral agreements between high technology 
companies not to cold call each other's employees. The DOJ alleges that senior executives at each 
company negotiated to have their employees added to 'no call' lists maintained by human resources 
personnel or in company hiring manuals. The alleged agreements were not limited by geography, job 
function, product group, or time period. The alleged bilateral agreements were between: (1) Apple and 
Google, (2) Apple and Adobe, (3) Apple and Pixar, (4) Google and Intel, (5) Google and Intuit,[4] and 
(6) Lucasfilm and Pixar.[5]

The civil class action further alleges that agreements also existed to (1) "provide notification when 
making an offer to another [company]'s employee (without the knowledge or consent of the employee)"
and (2) "agreements that, when offering a position to another company's employee, neither company 
would counteroffer above the initial offer."[3]

Department of Justice antitrust action

The United States Department of Justice Antitrust Division filed a complaint in the US District Court 
for the District of Columbia alleging violations of Section 1 of the Sherman Act. In US v. Adobe 
Systems Inc., et al., the Department of Justice alleged that Adobe, Apple, Google, Intel, Intuit, and 
Pixar had violated Section 1 of the Sherman Act by entering into a series of bilateral "No Cold Call" 
Agreements to prevent the recruitment of their employees (a similar but separate suit was filed against 
Lucasfilm on December 21, 2010[6]). The DOJ alleged in their Complaint that the companies had 
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reached "facially anticompetitive" agreements that "eliminated a significant form of competition...to the
detriment of the affected employees who were likely deprived of competitively important information 
and access to better job opportunities." The DOJ also alleged that the agreements "were not ancillary to
any legitimate collaboration," "were much broader than reasonably necessary for the formation or 
implementation of any collaborative effort," and "disrupted the normal price-setting mechanisms that 
apply in the labor setting."[4] The same day it filed the suit, the DOJ and the defendants proposed a 
settlement.[7]

A final judgment enforcing the settlement was entered by the court on March 17, 2011.[8] Although the
DOJ Complaint only challenged the alleged "no cold call" agreements, in the settlement, the companies
agreed to a more broad prohibition against "attempting to enter into, entering into, maintaining or 
enforcing any agreement with any other person to in any way refrain from, requesting that any person 
in any way refrain from, or pressuring any person in any way to refrain from soliciting, cold calling, 
recruiting, or otherwise competing for employees of the other person", for a period of five years; the 
court can grant an extension.[8] The settlement agreement does not provide any compensation for 
company employees affected by the alleged agreements.[9] Lucasfilm entered into a similar settlement 
agreement in December 2010.[5]

Civil class action

In re: High-Tech Employee Antitrust Litigation (U.S. District Court, Northern District of California 11-
cv-2509 [10]) is a class-action lawsuit on behalf of over 64,000 employees of Adobe, Apple Inc., 
Google, Intel, Intuit, Pixar and Lucasfilm (the last two are subsidiaries of Disney) against their 
employer alleging that their wages were repressed due to alleged agreements between their employers 
not to hire employees from their competitors.[11]  [12]   The case was filed on May 4, 2011 by a former 
software engineer at Lucasfilm and alleges violations of California's antitrust statute, Business and 
Professions Code sections 16720 et seq. (the "Cartwright Act"); Business and Professions Code section 
16600; and California's unfair competition law, Business and Professions Code sections 17200, et seq. 
Focusing on the network of connections around former Apple CEO Steve Jobs, the Complaint alleges 
"an interconnected web of express agreements, each with the active involvement and participation of a 
company under the control of Steve Jobs...and/or a company that shared at least one member of Apple's
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board of directors." The alleged intent of this conspiracy was "to reduce employee compensation and 
mobility through eliminating competition for skilled labor."[13]

On October 24, 2013 the United States District Court for the Northern District of California granted 
class certification for all employees of Defendant companies from January 1, 2005 through January 1, 
2010.[9]

As of October 31, 2013, Intuit, Pixar and Lucasfilm have reached a tentative settlement agreement. 
Pixar and Lucasfilm agreed to pay $9 million in damages, and Intuit agreed to pay $11 million in 
damages.[9] In May 2014, Judge Lucy Koh approved the $20 million settlement between Lucasfilm, 
Pixar, and Intuit and their employees. Class members in this settlement, which involved fewer than 8% 
of the 65,000 employees affected, will receive around $3,840 each.[14]

The trial of the class action for the remaining Defendant companies was scheduled to begin on May 27,
2014. The plaintiffs intended to ask the jury for $3 billion in compensation, a number which could in 
turn have tripled to $9 billion under antitrust law.[15] However, in late April 2014, the four remaining 
defendants, Apple Inc, Google, Intel and Adobe Systems, agreed to settle out of court. Any settlement 
must be approved by Judge Lucy Koh.[16]  [17]  

On May 23, 2014, Apple, Google, Intel, Adobe agreed to settle for $324.5 million. Lawyers sought 
25% in attorneys’ fees, plus expenses of as much as $1.2 million, according to the filing. Additional 
award payments of $80,000 would be sought for each named plaintiff who served as a class 
representative.[18] Payouts will average a few thousand dollars based on the salary of the employee at 
the time of the complaint.

In June 2014, Judge Lucy Koh expressed concern that the settlement may not be a good one for the 
plaintiffs. Michael Devine, one of the plaintiffs, said the settlement is unjust. In a letter he wrote to the 
judge he said the settlement represents only one-tenth of the $3 billion in compensation the 64,000 
workers could have made if the defendants had not colluded.[19]

On August 8, 2014, Judge Koh rejected the settlement as insufficient on the basis of the evidence and 
exposure. Rejecting a settlement is unusual in such cases. This left the defendants with a choice 
between raising their settlement offer or facing a trial.[20]

On September 8, 2014, Judge Koh set April 9, 2015 as the actual trial date for the remaining 
defendants, with a pre-trial conference scheduled for December 19, 2014. Also, as of early September 
2014, the defendants had re-entered mediation to determine whether a new settlement could be reached.
[21]

A final approval hearing was held on July 9, 2015.[22] On Wednesday September 2, 2015, Judge Lucy 
H. Koh signed an order granting Motion for Final Approval of Class Action Settlement. The settlement 
website stated that Adobe, Apple, Google, and Intel has reached a settlement of $415 million and other 
companies settled for $20 million.

According to the settlement website, Gilardi & Co., LLC distributed the settlement to class members 
the week of December 21, 2015.

See also

• Eric Schmidt §     Role in illegal non-recruiting agreements  

• Antipoaching   
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The Techtopus: How Silicon Valley's most celebrated CEOs 
conspired to drive down 100,000 tech engineers' wages

 By Mark Ames     

 

In early 2005, as demand for Silicon Valley engineers began booming, Apple's Steve Jobs sealed a 
secret and illegal pact with Google's Eric Schmidt to artificially push their workers wages lower by 
agreeing not to recruit each other's employees, sharing wage scale information, and punishing violators.
On February 27, 2005, Bill Campbell, a member of Apple's board of directors and senior advisor to 
Google, emailed Jobs to confirm that Eric Schmidt "got directly involved and firmly stopped all efforts 
to recruit anyone from Apple."

Later that year, Schmidt instructed his Sr VP for Business Operation Shona Brown to keep the pact a 
secret and only share information "verbally, since I don't want to create a paper trail over which we can 
be sued later?"

These secret conversations and agreements between some of the biggest names in Silicon Valley were 
first exposed in a Department of Justice antitrust investigation launched by the Obama Administration 
in 2010. That DOJ suit became the basis of a class action lawsuit filed on behalf of over 100,000 tech 
employees whose wages were artificially lowered — an estimated $9 billion effectively stolen by the 
high-flying companies from their workers to pad company earnings — in the second half of the 2000s. 
Last week, the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals denied attempts by Apple, Google, Intel, and Adobe to 
have the lawsuit tossed, and gave final approval for the class action suit to go forward. A jury trial date 
has been set for May 27 in San Jose, before US District Court judge Lucy Koh, who presided over the 
Samsung-Apple patent suit.
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In a related but separate investigation and ongoing suit, eBay and its former CEO Meg Whitman, now 
CEO of HP, are being sued by both the federal government and the state of California for arranging a 
similar, secret wage-theft agreement with Intuit (and possibly Google as well) during the same period.

The secret wage-theft agreements between Apple, Google, Intel, Adobe, Intuit, and Pixar (now owned 
by Disney) are described in court papers obtained by PandoDaily as "an overarching conspiracy" in 
violation of the Sherman Antitrust Act and the Clayton Antitrust Act, and at times it reads like 
something lifted straight out of the robber baron era that produced those laws. Today's inequality crisis 
is America's worst on record since statistics were first recorded a hundred years ago — the only 
comparison would be to the era of the railroad tycoons in the late 19th century.

Shortly after sealing the pact with Google, Jobs strong-armed Adobe into joining after he complained to
CEO Bruce Chizen that Adobe was recruiting Apple's employees. Chizen sheepishly responded that he 
thought only a small class of employees were off-limits:

I thought we agreed not to recruit any senior level employees.... I would propose we keep it that way. 
Open to discuss. It would be good to agree.

Jobs responded by threatening war: 

OK, I'll tell our recruiters they are free to approach any Adobe employee who is not a Sr. Director or 
VP. Am I understanding your position correctly?

Adobe's Chizen immediately backed down: 

I'd rather agree NOT to actively solicit any employee from either company.....If you are in agreement, I 
will let my folks know.

The next day, Chizen let his folks — Adobe's VP of Human Resources — know that "we are not to 
solicit ANY Apple employees, and visa versa." Chizen was worried that if he didn't agree, Jobs would 
make Adobe pay: 

if I tell Steve [Jobs] it's open season (other than senior managers), he will deliberately poach Adobe just
to prove a point. Knowing Steve, he will go after some of our top Mac talent...and he will do it in a way
in which they will be enticed to come (extraordinary packages and Steve wooing).

Indeed Jobs even threatened war against Google early 2005 before their "gentlemen's agreement," 
telling Sergey Brin to back off recruiting Apple's Safari team: 

if you [Brin] hire a single one of these people that means war.

Brin immediately advised Google's Executive Management Team to halt all recruiting of Apple 
employees until an agreement was discussed. 

In the geopolitics of Silicon Valley tech power, Adobe was no match for a corporate superpower like 
Apple. Inequality of the sort we're experiencing today affects everyone in ways we haven't even 
thought of — whether it's Jobs bullying slightly lesser executives into joining an illegal wage-theft 
pact, or the tens of thousands of workers whose wages were artificially lowered, transferred into higher 
corporate earnings, and higher compensations for those already richest and most powerful to begin 
with.

Over the next two years, as the tech industry entered another frothing bubble, the secret wage-theft pact
which began with Apple, Google and Pixar expanded to include Intuit and Intel. The secret agreements 
were based on relationships, and those relationships were forged in Silicon Valley's incestuous boards 
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of directors, which in the past has been recognized mostly as a problem for shareholders and corporate 
governance advocates, rather than for the tens of thousands of employees whose wages and lives are 
viscerally affected by their clubby backroom deals. Intel CEO Paul Otellini joined Google's board of 
directors in 2004, a part-time gig that netted Otellini $23 million in 2007, with tens of millions more in 
Google stock options still in his name — which worked out to $464,000 per Google board event if you 
only counted the stock options Otellini cashed out — dwarfing what Otellini made off his Intel stock 
options, despite spending most of his career with the company.

Meanwhile, Eric Schmidt served on Apple's board of directors until 2009, when a DoJ antitrust 
investigation pushed him to resign. Intuit's chairman at the time, Bill Campbell, also served on Apple's 
board of directors, and as official advisor — "consigliere" — to Google chief Eric Schmidt, until he 
resigned from Google in 2010. Campbell, a celebrated figure ("a quasi-religious force for good in 
Silicon Valley") played a key behind-the-scenes role connecting the various CEOs into the wage-theft 
pact. Steve Jobs, who took regular Sunday walks with Campbell near their Palo Alto homes, valued 
Campbell for his ability "to get A and B work out of people," gushing that the conduit at the center of 
the $9 billion wage theft suit, "loves people, and he loves growing people."

Indeed. Eric Schmidt has been, if anything, even more profuse in his praise of Campbell. Schmidt 
credits Campbell for structuring Google when Schmidt was brought on board in 2001:

His contribution to Google — it is literally not possible to overstate. He essentially architected the 
organizational structure.

Court documents show it was Campbell who first brought together Jobs and Schmidt to form the core 
of the Silicon Valley wage-theft pact. And Campbell's name appears as the early conduit bringing Intel 
into the pact with Google: 

Bill Campbell (Chairman of Intuit Board of Directors, Co-Lead Director of Apple, and advisor to 
Google) was also involved in the Google-Intel agreement, as reflected in an email exchange from 2006 
in which Bill Campbell agreed with Jonathan Rosenberg (Google Advisor to the Office of CEO and 
former Senior Vice President of Product Management) that Google should call [Intel CEO] Paul 
Otellini before making an offer to an Intel employee, regardless of whether the Intel employee first 
approached Google.

Eric Schmidt has A psychotic need to control governments and society. Eric Schmidt does not think 
twice about hiring assassins, media hit-job operators, Black Cube and Fusion GPS hatchet job 
providers and bribe-positive lobbyists 

In July 2016, Raymond Thomas, a four-star general and head of the U.S. Special Operations 
Command, hosted a guest: Eric Schmidt, the chairman of Google.

General Thomas, who served within the 1991 gulf war and deployed many times to Afghanistan, spent 
the higher half of a day showing Mr. Schmidt around Special Operations Command’s headquarters in 
Tampa, Fla. They scrutinized prototypes for a robotic exoskeleton suit and joined operational briefings, 
which Mr. Schmidt needed to study extra about as a result of he had recently begun advising the 
military on technology.

After the go-to, as they rode in a Chevy Suburban towards an airport, the conversation turned to a form 
of artificial intelligence.
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“You absolutely suck at machine learning,” Mr. Schmidt informed General Thomas, the officer 
recalled. “If I got under your tent for a day, I could solve most of your problems.” General Thomas said
he was so offended that he needed to throw Mr. Schmidt out of the car, however refrained.

Four years later, Mr. Schmidt, 65, has channeled his blunt assessment of the military’s tech failings into
a private campaign to revamp America’s defense forces with extra engineers, extra software program 
and extra A.I. In the method, the tech billionaire, who left Google last year, has reinvented himself 
because of the prime liaison between Silicon Valley and the national security community.

Mr. Schmidt now sits on two government advisory boards aimed toward bounce beginning 
technological innovation in the Defense Department. His confidants embrace former Secretary of State 
Henry Kissinger and ex-Deputy Defense Secretary Robert Work. And by means of his personal 
enterprise capital agency and a $13 billion fortune, Mr. Schmidt has invested millions of {dollars} into 
more than half a dozen defense start-ups.

In an interview, Mr. Schmidt — by turns thoughtful, pedagogical and hubristic — stated he had 
embarked on an effort to modernize the U.S. military because it was “stuck in software in the 1980s.”

He portrayed himself as a successful technologist who didn’t consider in retirement and who owed a 
debt to the country for his wealth — and who now had time and perception to resolve one of America’s 
hardest issues. The purpose, he stated, “should be to have as many software companies to supply 
software of many, many different kinds: military, H.R. systems, email systems, things which involve 
military intelligence, weapons systems and what have you.”

Mr. Schmidt is urgent ahead with a Silicon Valley worldview the place advances in software program 
and A.I. are the keys to determining nearly any situation. While that philosophy has led to social 
networks that spread disinformation and different unintended penalties, Mr. Schmidt stated he was 
convinced that making use of new and comparatively untested technology to complex conditions — 
together with lethal ones — would make service members extra environment friendly and bolster the 
United States in its competition with China.

His techno-solutionism is difficult by his ties to Google. Though Mr. Schmidt left the corporate’s board
final June and has no official working function, he holds $5.Three billion in shares of Google’s parent, 
Alphabet. He also stays on the payroll as an adviser, incomes a $1 annual wage, with two assistants 
stationed at Google’s Silicon Valley headquarters.

That has led to allegations that Mr. Schmidt is placing Google’s financial pursuits forward of different 
concerns in his protection work. Late final yr, a federal court ordered a congressional advisory 
committee he leads to flip over data that would make clear whether or not Mr. Schmidt had advocated 
his business interests whereas heading the group.

Mr. Schmidt stated he had adopted guidelines to keep away from conflicts. “Everybody is rule-bound at
the Pentagon, and we are too,” he stated.

Google and the Defense Department declined to touch upon Mr. Schmidt’s work.

Even without these issues, shifting the military’s path isn’t any easy process. While Mr. Schmidt has 
helped generate reports and recommendations about know-how for the Pentagon, few have been 
adopted.
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“I’m sure he’ll be frustrated,” stated Representative Mac Thornberry, a Republican of Texas who 
nominated Mr. Schmidt in 2018 to an advisory committee on A.I. “Unlike the private sector, you can’t 
just snap your fingers and make it happen.”

Mr. Schmidt acknowledged that progress was sluggish. “I am bizarrely told by my military friends that 
they have moved incredibly fast, showing you the difference of time frames between the world I live in
and the world they live in,” he stated.

But he stated he had little intention of backing down. “The way to understand the military is that the 
soldiers spend a great deal of time looking at screens. And human vision is not as good as computer 
vision,” he stated. “It’s insane that you have people going to service academies, and we spend an 
enormous amount of training, training these people, and we put them in essentially monotonous work.”

Mr. Schmidt’s first brush with the military got here in 1976, whereas he was in graduate college on the 
University of California, Berkeley. There, he centered on research on distributed computing, funded by 
cash from Darpa, an analysis arm of the Defense Department.

The work catapulted Mr. Schmidt into his technology profession. After finishing his graduate studies in
pc science, he labored at various tech firms for more than twenty years, together with the networking 
software maker Novell. In 2001, Google appointed him chief govt.

The search engine firm was then in its infancy. Its 20-something founders, Larry Page and Sergey Brin,
were contemporary out of a Stanford University doctorate program and had little business expertise. 
Mr. Schmidt was hired to assist information them, offering “adult supervision,” which he did — after 
which some.

Mr. Schmidt took Google public in 2004 and built it right into a behemoth, diversifying into 
smartphones, cloud computing and self-driving cars. The success turned him right into an enterprise 
movie star. In 2009, he served as a tech adviser to the Obama administration.

In 2011, with Google price almost $400 billion, the corporate introduced Mr. Page was able to resume 
the C.E.O. reins. Mr. Schmidt turned govt chairman.

In that function, Mr. Schmidt took on new tasks, many of which introduced him to Washington. In 
2012, he participated in categorized briefings on cybersecurity with Pentagon officers as half of the 
Enduring Security Framework program. In 2015, he attended a seminar on the banks of the Potomac 
River, hosted by then-Defense Secretary Ash Carter, on the use of know-how inside the government.

“It was all interesting to me,” Mr. Schmidt stated. “I didn’t really know much about it.”

He additionally traveled to North Korea, Afghanistan and Libya whereas writing a guide about know-
how and diplomacy, and dabbled in politics, lending technical assist to Hillary Clinton within the run-
up to her 2016 presidential marketing campaign.

His enterprise capital fund, Innovation Endeavors, was lively too. It invested in start-ups like Planet 
Labs, which operates satellites and sells the imagery to protection and intelligence companies, and 
Team8, a cybersecurity firm based by former Israeli intelligence members.

At the 2016 World Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland, Mr. Carter requested Mr. Schmidt to 
fulfill. He had a proposal: Could Mr. Schmidt lead the Defense Innovation Board, a civilian advisory 
group tasked with bringing new technology to the Pentagon?
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“We were in one of these dumpy hotels, and there he is with his small entourage walking in, and he 
basically said to me, ‘This is what I want to do. You’d be the perfect person to be chairman,’” Mr. 
Schmidt said.

Mr. Schmidt said he turned down the function as a result of he was busy and had no military 
background. But Mr. Carter argued that Mr. Schmidt’s tech experience was wanted, because the U.S. 
military — which had as soon as been a middle of innovation — was falling behind companies like 
Google and Facebook in software and A.I.

Mr. Schmidt finally agreed. (Mr. Carter didn’t reply to requests for remark.)

As head of the Defense Innovation Board, Mr. Schmidt started touring navy bases, plane carriers and 
plutonium strongholds. The journeys, which took Mr. Schmidt to about 100 bases in locations like 
Fayetteville, N.C., and Osan, South Korea, have been a definite break from his well-heeled life in 
Silicon Valley.

“You want to see these things,” Mr. Schmidt stated. “I received the nuclear missile tour. Things which 
are exhausting. I received a tour of Cheyenne Mountain so I might perceive what their actuality was.”

One of the primary journeys was to Tampa to go to General Thomas, who is named Tony, the place Mr. 
Schmidt saw maps and reside video feeds displayed on huge screens. “Eric’s observation was that a 
huge part of what the military does is it sits and watches,” stated Josh Marcuse, the then executive 
director of the Defense Innovation Board who was on the journey.

The visits made tangible what Mr. Carter had told Mr. Schmidt about how the military was lagging in 
technology. Mr. Schmidt quickly made ideas to vary that.

Some of his concepts have been impractical. Eric Rosenbach, then the chief of workers to Mr. Carter, 
recalled Mr. Schmidt as soon as telling him that the Pentagon can be higher off if it employed nobody 
however engineers for a year.

Others have been helpful. At an Air Force facility in Qatar in 2016, Mr. Schmidt visited officers who 
scheduled flight paths for the tankers that refueled planes. They used a white board and dry-erase 
markers to set the schedule, taking eight hours to finish the duty.

Mr. Schmidt stated he recalled considering, “Really? This is how you run the air war?” Afterward, he 
and others on the Defense Department labored with the tech company Pivotal to ship software to the 
officers.

On one other journey to a navy base in South Korea in 2017, an intelligence analyst complained to Mr. 
Schmidt that the software program he used to evaluate surveillance movies from North Korea was 
clunky.

“Let me guess,” Mr. Schmidt said, according to a Defense Department aide who traveled with him. 
“You don’t have the flexibility to change that.”

In December 2017, Mr. Schmidt stepped down as Google’s chairman however remained on the board. 
He said he was seeking a brand new chapter.

“If I stayed as chairman, then next year would have been the same as the previous year, and I wanted a 
change of emphasis,” said Mr. Schmidt. “As chairman of Google, what I did is I ran around and gave 
speeches, and went to Brussels and all the things that Google still does today. It’s much better to work 
on these new things for me.”
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Google declined to comment on Mr. Schmidt’s departure as chairman.

By then, Mr. Schmidt’s ties to Google had induced issues in his protection work. In 2016, Roma Laster,
a Defense Department worker, filed a complaint on the company elevating considerations about Mr. 
Schmidt and conflicts of curiosity, Mr. Marcuse stated.

In the complaint, earlier reported by ProPublica, Ms. Laster, who labored with the Defense Innovation 
Board, said Mr. Schmidt had requested a service member what cloud computing providers their unit 
used and whether or not they had thought-about options. She stated Mr. Schmidt confronted a battle of 
interest as a result of he worked for Google, which additionally gives cloud services.

Mr. Marcuse, who now works at Google, said Mr. Schmidt was “scrupulous and diligent” in avoiding 
conflicts. Mr. Schmidt said he adopted the principles forbidding conflicts of interest. Ms. Laster didn’t 
reply to requests for remark.

Mr. Schmidt quickly received caught up in one other situation between Google and the military. Google
had signed a contract in 2017 to assist the Pentagon to construct methods to automatically analyze 
drone footage to identify particular objects like buildings, vehicles, and people.

Mr. Schmidt was a proponent of the hassle, known as Project Maven. He stated he inspired the 
Pentagon to pursue it and testified in Congress in regards to the undertaking’s deserves, however was 
not concerned within the company’s selection of Google.

But the effort blew up in 2018 when Google employees protested and stated they didn’t need their work
to result in deadly strikes. More than 3,000 staff signed a letter to Mr. Pichai, saying the contract would
undermine the general public’s belief within the firm.

It was a black eye for Mr. Schmidt. Military officers, who stated Project Maven was not getting used 
for deadly missions, condemned Google for abandoning the contract. Google staff additionally 
criticized Mr. Schmidt’s ties to the Pentagon.

“He has very different goals and values than the engineers at his company,” stated Jack Poulson, a 
Google worker who protested Mr. Schmidt’s military work and who has since left the company.

Mr. Schmidt said he sidestepped discussions about Project Maven as a result of of conflict-of-interest 
guidelines, however wished he might have weighed in. “I would have certainly had an opinion,” he 
stated.

Last April, Mr. Schmidt announced he deliberate to go away Google’s board. He had helped create an 
A.I. middle backed by the Pentagon in 2018 and had additionally turn into co-chair of the National 
Security Commission on Artificial Intelligence, a brand new group advising Congress on developing 
A.I. for defense.

A month after leaving Google, Mr. Schmidt invested in Rebellion Defense, a software program start-up 
based by former Defense Department staff that analyzes video gathered through drone. His enterprise 
agency later put more cash into the company, and Mr. Schmidt joined its board.

The funding led to extra bother. The Electronic Privacy Information Center, a nonprofit privateness and
civil liberties group, sued the A.I. commission last September for failing to show over data. EPIC said 
the group was stacked with industry executives like Mr. Schmidt and others from Microsoft, Amazon 
and Oracle, who could potentially sway the government in favor of their companies’ interests.
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Mr. Schmidt was underneath scrutiny as a result of of Rebellion Defense and the way he might push the
government to make use of the start-up’s services, EPIC said.

“We don’t have any public disclosure about what information Eric has provided to the commission 
about his business interests,” said John Davisson, a legal professional at EPIC.

In December, a district court dominated the A.I. fee should disclose the data requested by EPIC. The 
fee has launched a whole lot of pages of paperwork, most of which don’t contain Mr. Schmidt or his 
companies. EPIC stated extra data are set to be launched.

Chris Lynch, the chief executive of Rebellion Defense, said Mr. Schmidt suggested the company solely 
on hiring and growth. Mr. Schmidt said he didn’t advocate for the Defense Department to purchase 
technology from the start-up.

He has continued plowing forward. In November, he unveiled a $1 billion dedication by means of 
Schmidt Futures, the philanthropic agency that he runs along with his spouse, Wendy, to fund education
for those who want to work in public service.

Google's   Eric     Schmidt's   'open marriage' and his string of ...  

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2371719/Googles-Eric-Schmidts-open-marriage-string-
exotic-lovers.html

Eric Schmidt, Google's executive chairman, has embarked on a string of affairs with younger women, 
including a vivacious TV presenter who dubbed him 'Dr Strangelove', a leggy blonde public ...

Eric     Schmidt   may still be married but he's NYC's hottest ...  

https://pagesix.com/2019/08/03/ex-google-ceo-eric-schmidt-may-still-be-married-but-hes-nycs-
hottest-bachelor/

The hottest bachelor in NYC right now is 64 — and married. But that's not stopping gorgeous women 
from lining up to date former Google CEO Eric Schmidt, who is said to be worth $13.3 billion ...

Google's top lawyer allegedly had affairs with multiple ...

https://www.theverge.com/2019/8/29/20837232/google-david-drummond-chief-legal-officer-
cheating-wife-affair-policies

Blakely says "blatant womanizing and philandering" was commonplace among some Google 
executives, an allegation which has been reported about Google higher-ups like Eric Schmidt, Sergey 
Brin, and ...

Google's top lawyer accused of repeated romances with ...

https://nypost.com/2019/08/29/googles-top-lawyer-accused-of-repeated-romances-with-underlings/

Aug 29, 2019Google's top lawyer routinely ignored company rules regarding dalliances with 
underlings — and pointed to the lecherous ways of top Googler Eric Schmidt to justify his 
philandering, an ...

TomoNews | Google's   philandering   exec   Eric     Schmidt   cares ...  

us.tomonews.com/google-s-philandering-exec-eric-schmidt-cares-about-his-privacy-not-yours-
2923454
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Google's philandering exec Eric Schmidt cares about his privacy, not yours 2013/07/23. NSFW 
Google exec Eric Schmidt is a love machine at age 58, which is quite an achievement considering how
dorky he looked during what should have been his sexual prime three decades ago. For all you dudes 
who have trouble with the ladies, Schmidt is living ...

EXCLUSIVE: Google boss   Schmidt   spending big ... - Page Six  

https://pagesix.com/2013/07/25/exclusive-google-boss-schmidt-spending-big-bucks-on-
womanizing/

Eric and Wendy Schmidt (Getty)Schmidt has been seeing pianist Chau-Giang Thi Nguyen (pictured 
here with former fiance Brian Grazer) (Getty)Google boss Eric Schmidt is spending millions to keep 
his …

Married billionaire   Eric     Schmidt's   girlfriend says they'll ...  

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7319869/Married-billionaire-Eric-Schmidts-girlfriend-
says-theyll-kids-using-frozen-embryos.html

Married billionaire Eric Schmidt's alleged mistress, 32, 'asked the 64-year-old ex-Google CEO to 
fertilize her frozen eggs, but he declined' - but she still hopes the pair will have FIVE babies ...

The Many Women of   Eric     Schmidt's   Instagram - Gawker  

valleywag.gawker.com/the-many-women-of-eric-schmidts-instagram-913796517

If there's one thing you should know about Google's Director of Open Marriage Engineering, Eric 
Schmidt, it's that he loves to fuck. He's also following a select, interesting assortment of people on 
Instagram, and by interesting I mean a lot of models and women in swimwear.

Google's   philandering   exec   Eric     Schmidt   cares about his ...  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=72wlClEZW8s

Google exec Eric Schmidt is a love machine at age 58, which is quite an achievement considering how
dorky he looked during what should have been his sexual prime three decades ago. For all you ...

Former Lover Exposes   Eric     Schmidt   - American Intelligence ...  

https://aim4truth.org/2019/07/02/former-lover-exposes-eric-schmidt/

The following is a transcript of an interview with a Google/Facebook/DARPA insider that was 
conducted with a member of the Anonymous Patriots, a citizen journalist group aligned with the 
American Intelligence Media. The person interviewed wishes to remain anonymous and for purposes of
the interview will be called Jane Doe. This conversation took place on… 

Getting Google on board with the wage-theft pact was the key for Apple from the start — articles in the
tech press in 2005 pointed at Google's recruitment drive and incentives were the key reason why tech 
wages soared that year, at the highest rate in well over a decade. 

Campbell helped bring in Google, Intel, and, in 2006, Campbell saw to it that Intuit — the company he 
chaired — also joined the pact.
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From the peaks of Silicon Valley, Campbell's interpersonal skills were magical and awe-inspiring, a 
crucial factor in creating so much unimaginable wealth for their companies and themselves. Jobs said 
of Campbell:

There is something deeply human about him.

And Schmidt swooned: 

He is my closest confidant...because he is the definition of trust.

Things — and people — look very different when you're down in the Valley. In the nearly 100-page 
court opinion issued last October by Judge Koh granting class status to the lawsuit, Campbell comes 
off as anything but mystical and "deeply human." He comes off as a scheming consigliere carrying out 
some of the drearier tasks that the oligarchs he served were constitutionally not so capable of arranging 
without him. 

But the realities of inequality and capitalism invariably lead to mysticism of this sort, a natural human 
response to the dreary realities of concentrating so much wealth and power in the hands of a dozen 
interlocking board members at the expense of 100,000 employees, and so many other negative knock-
off effects on the politics and culture of the world they dominate.

One of the more telling elements to this lawsuit is the role played by "Star Wars" creator George Lucas,
who emerges as the Obi-Wan Kenobi of the wage-theft scheme. It's almost too perfectly symbolic that 
Lucas — the symbiosis of Baby Boomer New Age mysticism, Left Coast power, political infantilism, 
and dreary 19th century labor exploitation — should be responsible for dreaming up the wage theft 
scheme back in the mid-1980s, when Lucas sold the computer animation division of Lucasfilm, Pixar, 
to Steve Jobs.

As Pixar went independent in 1986, Lucas explained his philosophy about how competition for 
computer engineers violated his sense of normalcy — and profit margins. According to court 
documents:

George Lucas believed that companies should not compete against each other for employees, because 
'[i]t's not normal industrial competitive situation.' As George Lucas explained, 'I always — the rule we 
had, or the rule that I put down for everybody,' was that 'we cannot get into a bidding war with other 
companies because we don't have the margins for that sort of thing.'

Translated, Lucas' wage-reduction agreement meant that Lucasfilm and Pixar agreed to a) never cold 
call each other's employees; b) notify each other if making an offer to an employee of the other 
company, even if that employee applied for the job on his or her own without being recruited; c) any 
offer made would be "final" so as to avoid a costly bidding war that would drive up not just the 
employee's salary, but also drive up the pay scale of every other employee in the firm. 

Jobs held to this agreement, and used it as the basis two decades later to suppress employee costs just 
as fierce competition was driving up tech engineers' wages.

The companies argued that the non-recruitment agreements had nothing to do with driving down 
wages. But the court ruled that there was "extensive documentary evidence" that the pacts were 
designed specifically to push down wages, and that they succeeded in doing so. The evidence includes 
software tools used by the companies to keep tabs on pay scales to ensure that within job "families" or 
titles, pay remained equitable within a margin of variation, and that as competition and recruitment 
boiled over in 2005, emails between executives and human resources departments complained about 
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the pressure on wages caused by recruiters cold calling their employees, and bidding wars for key 
engineers.

Google, like the others, used a "salary algorithm" to ensure salaries remained within a tight band across
like jobs. Although tech companies like to claim that talent and hard work are rewarded, in private, 
Google's "People Ops" department kept overall compensation essentially equitable by making sure that 
lower-paid employees who performed well got higher salary increases than higher-paid employees who
also performed well.

As Intel's director of Compensation and Benefits bluntly summed up the Silicon Valley culture's official
cant versus its actual practices,

While we pay lip service to meritocracy, we really believe more in treating everyone the same within 
broad bands.

The companies in the pact shared their salary data with each other in order to coordinate and keep 
down wages — something unimaginable had the firms not agreed to not compete for each other's 
employees. And they fired their own recruiters on just a phone call from a pact member CEO. 

In 2007, when Jobs learned that Google tried recruiting one of Apple's employees, he forwarded the 
message to Eric Schmidt with a personal comment attached: "I would be very pleased if your recruiting
department would stop doing this."

Within an hour, Google made a "public example" by "terminating" the recruiter in such a manner as to 
"(hopefully) prevent future occurrences."

Likewise, when Intel CEO Paul Otellini heard that Google was recruiting their tech staff, he sent a 
message to Eric Schmidt: "Eric, can you pls help here???"

The next day, Schmidt wrote back to Otellini: "If we find that a recruiter called into Intel, we will 
terminate the recruiter."

One of the reasons why non-recruitment works so well in artificially lowering workers' wages is that it 
deprives employees of information about the job market, particularly one as competitive and 
overheating as Silicon Valley's in the mid-2000s. As the companies' own internal documents and 
statements showed, they generally considered cold-calling recruitment of "passive" talent — workers 
not necessarily looking for a job until enticed by a recruiter — to be the most important means of hiring
the best employees.

Just before joining the wage-theft pact with Apple, Google's human resources executives are quoted 
sounding the alarm that they needed to "dramatically increase the engineering hiring rate" and that 
would require "drain[ing] competitors to accomplish this rate of hiring." One CEO who noticed 
Google's hiring spree was eBay CEO Meg Whitman, who in early 2005 called Eric Schmidt to 
complain, "Google is the talk of the Valley because [you] are driving up salaries across the board." 
Around this time, eBay entered an illegal wage-theft non-solicitation scheme of its own with Bill 
Campbell's Intuit, which is still being tried in ongoing federal and California state suits.

Google placed the highest premium on "passive" talent that they cold-called because "passively 
sourced candidates offer[ed] the highest yield," according to court documents. The reason is like the 
old Groucho Marx joke about not wanting to belong to a club that would let you join it — workers 
actively seeking a new employer were assumed to have something wrong with them; workers who 
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weren't looking were assumed to be the kind of good happy talented workers that company poachers 
would want on their team.

For all of the high-minded talk of post-industrial technotopia and Silicon Valley as worker's paradise, 
what we see here in stark ugly detail is how the same old world scams and rules are still operative.

One key tech voice responded: "When I was a young scientist working on the fledgling creation that 
came to be known as the internet, the ethos that defined the culture we were building was characterized
by words such as ethical, open, trusted, free, shared. None of us knew where our research would lead, 
but these words and principles were our beacon.

We did not anticipate that the dark side of the internet would emerge with such ferocity. Or that we 
would feel an urgent need to fix it.

How did we get from there to here?

While studying for my doctorate at MIT in the early 1960s, I recognized the need to create a 
mathematical theory of networks that would allow disparate computers to communicate. Later that 
decade, the Advanced Research Projects Agency — a research funding arm of the Department of 
Defense created in response to Sputnik — determined they needed a network based on my theory so 
that their computer research centers could share work remotely.

My UCLA computer lab was selected to be the first node of this network. Fifty years ago — on Oct. 
29, 1969 — a simple “Lo” became the first internet message, from UCLA to Stanford Research 
Institute. We had typed the first two letters of “login” when the network crashed.

This quiet little moment of transmission over that two-computer communication network is regarded as
the founding moment of the internet.

During its first 25 years, the internet grew dramatically and organically with the user community 
seeming to follow the same positive principles the scientists did. We scientists sought neither patents 
nor private ownership of this networking technology. We were nerds in our element, busily answering 
the challenge to create new technology that would benefit the world.

Around 1994, the internet began to change quickly as dot-coms came online, the network channels 
escalated to gigabit speeds and the World Wide Web became a common household presence. That same
year, Amazon was founded and Netscape, the first commercial web browser, was released.

And on April 12, 1994, a “small” moment with enormous meaning occurred: The transmission of the 
first widely circulated spam email message, a brazen advertisement. The collective response of our 
science community was “How dare they?” Our miraculous creation, a “research” network capable of 
boundless computing magnificence had been hijacked to sell … detergent?

By 1995, the internet had 50 million users worldwide. The commercial world had recognized 
something we had not foreseen: The internet could be used as a powerful shopping machine, a gossip 
chamber, an entertainment channel and a social club. The internet had suddenly become a money-
making machine.

With the profit motive taking over the internet, the very nature of innovation changed. Averting risk 
dominated the direction of technical progress. We no longer pursued “moonshots.” Instead 
advancement came via baby steps — “design me a 5% faster Bluetooth connection” as opposed to 
“build me an internet.” An online community that had once been convivial transformed into one of 
competition, antagonism and extremism.
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And then as the millennium ended, our revolution took a more disturbing turn that we continue to 
grapple with today.

By suddenly providing the power for anyone to immediately reach millions of people inexpensively 
and anonymously, we had inadvertently also created the perfect formula for the “dark” side to spread 
like a virus all over the world. Today more than 50% of email is spam, but far more troubling issues 
have emerged — including denial of service attacks that can immobilize critical financial institutions 
and malicious botnets that can cripple essential infrastructure sectors.

Other dangerous players, such as nation-states, started coming onto the scene around 2010, when 
Stuxnet malware appeared. Organized crime recognized the internet could be used for international 
money laundering, and extremists found the internet to be a convenient megaphone for their radical 
views. Artificial intelligence, machine learning, facial recognition, biometrics and other advanced 
technologies could be used by governments to weaken democratic institutions.

The balkanization of the internet is now conceivable as firewalls spring up around national networks.

We could try to push the internet back toward its ethical roots. However, it would be a complex 
challenge requiring a joint effort by interested parties — which means pretty much everyone.

We should pressure government officials and entities to more zealously monitor and adjudicate such 
internet abuses as cyberattacks, data breaches and piracy. Governments also should provide a forum to 
bring interested parties together to problem-solve.

Citizen-users need to hold websites more accountable. When was the last time a website asked what 
privacy policy you would like applied to you? My guess is never. You should be able to clearly 
articulate your preferred privacy policy and reject websites that don’t meet your standards. This means 
websites should provide a privacy policy customized to you, something they should be able to do since 
they already customize the ads you see. Websites should also be required to take responsibility for any 
violations and abuses of privacy that result from their services.

Scientists need to create more advanced methods of encryption to protect individual privacy by 
preventing perpetrators from using stolen databases. We are working on technologies that would hide 
the origin and destination of data moving around the network, thereby diminishing the value of 
captured network traffic. Blockchain, the technology that underpins bitcoin and other digital currencies,
also offers the promise of irrefutable, indisputable data ledgers.

If we work together to make these changes happen, it might be possible to return to the internet I knew. 

So what is the “Bottom-Line” here?: Eric Schmidt, Larry Page, Steve Jobs, Elon Musk, Steve Westly, 
Vinod Khosla, Larry Page   and their bro’s are sociopath mobsters that must be taken down. If the   
government does not have the balls to arrest them, then   you,   the public, need to do   take them down!  
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Tim Berners-Lee warns power for good 'under threat'...

Number of kids watching online videos soars...

The Town Where WiFi Is Illegal...

FACE SCANS TO WATCH PORN?

APPLE resumes human listening to Siri audio...

GOOGLE Funds 29 Journalism Projects That Swing Left...

FACEBOOK Censoring Conservatives; Company Blames 'Moderation Mistakes'...

 

How the Internet lost its soul when mad men took it over

Janet Abbate, The Washington Post

This week, we celebrate what many consider the 50th birthday of the Internet. The underpinnings of the
World Wide Web originated in an American communications network built for national defense and the
pursuit of knowledge: ARPANET. Funded by the Defense Department's Advanced Research Projects 
Agency, the network was designed so that scientists could share computer hardware, software and data.

It worked. In the ensuing decades, the ARPANET, and after the 1980s, the National Science Foundation
Network (NSFNET), did indeed allow scientists to collaboratively build knowledge around networked 
tools and information. But expanding access to the Internet, combined with looser government 
regulations, ultimately produced a situation no one foresaw or intended. On today's Internet, conspiracy
theories run rampant, identities can be faked and our real-life elections are vulnerable to manipulation. 
A network designed for spreading truth became a profit-driven industry, a public sphere that threatens 
to undermine the public good.

The original ARPANET was designed for a relatively small community of people united by a technical 
challenge. At the time, computers from different manufacturers ran incompatible software, and long-
distance data communications links were costly and unreliable. Networks connected only a few 
identical computers within a small region.
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But ARPANET had an audacious proposal: It would span the continental United States to connect 15 
research sites encompassing a diverse array of computers.

"Almost every conceivable item of computer hardware and software will be in the network," project 
leader Larry Roberts pointed out. "This is the greatest challenge of the system, as well as its greatest 
ultimate value." As a leading funder of computer science research, ARPA was able to mobilize a 
talented group of faculty and graduate students to design, build and debug the network, sending the first
message on Oct. 29, 1969.

Like many academic environments, the ARPANET community was open and informal, and security 
was lax; in the early 1970s, students were rumored to have used the network to conduct 
transcontinental drug deals alongside their official research. But the relatively closed world of 
networked computing was opened up with the introduction of personal computers in the 1970s. The 
Defense Department soon found "unauthorized penetrations" of the ARPANET by hackers, 
complaining that "the availability of inexpensive computers and modems have made the network fair 
game for countless computer hobbyists."

By 1983, security concerns were so acute that Defense split off military users into their own network, 
ceding the rest of the ARPANET to academic researchers. In 1990, the ARPANET was absorbed into a 
new network built by the National Science Foundation that consisted of several regional networks 
connected by a high-speed backbone. As a nationwide civilian network, NSFNET rapidly increased the 
size and visibility of the Internet.

Politicians and businesses wanted to capitalize on the potential of a national network to connect 
citizens and consumers. In the early 1980s, the general public, though not yet allowed on the Internet, 
had begun using commercial dial-up services such as CompuServe and AOL to access servers offering 
chat rooms, games and email. In 1986, Congress, prompted by Sen. Al Gore, began debating whether 
the nation needed an "information superhighway" to connect K-12 schools and libraries for all citizens. 
Congress included funding for a National Research and Education Network (NREN) in its High-
Performance Computing Act of 1991.

Had this plan come to fruition, the Internet would have remained under federal control until the late 
1990s, potentially allowing time to upgrade security or create regulations to protect users. But before 
the NREN could get underway, the industry contractors providing the NSFNET infrastructure rushed 
ahead with plans to offer commercial network services, ultimately causing Congress to abandon the 
NREN.

The result was the de facto privatization of the Internet. The nonprofit organizations that had operated 
the NSFNET's backbone and regional networks reinvented themselves as the first commercial Internet 
service providers, serving both the NSF and private customers. The NSF now had the option to 
outsource its networking needs to these commercial providers, which it did as it retired the old 
NSFNET in 1995. While this removed an administrative burden from the NSF, the hasty transition left 
little time to consider the policy implications. So a commercialized network developed without public 
oversight of the Internet's operation.

Privatization opened the floodgates for new services: social media, gaming, e-commerce, and millions 
of personal websites and blogs. Industry advocates insisted that the Internet should not be regulated, 
lest innovation be stifled. Regulatory models that had been developed for common carriers, publishers 
and broadcasters did not fit a new medium that combined aspects of all these media and whose services
and business models were in constant flux. Online businesses were free to experiment with ways to 
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make money, eventually landing on the advertising-based business model that led to escalating 
surveillance and collection of user data to better target ads.

None of this has prevented scientists - the Internet's original users - from continuing to build reliable 
knowledge based on networked data and computational tools. The scientific community has time-tested
processes to validate and protect the information it shares. But the general public is in a more 
precarious position. Anyone can be a publisher online, and the obvious clues to legitimacy that came 
with print and broadcast media - the investment in reporting and fact-checking, obligations to paying 
customers, an identifiable organization that could be held liable for false content - can be absent or 
faked online. The same type of user profiling that stimulates business also enables bad actors to target 
inflammatory social issues and widen political divides. We have inadvertently created a culture where 
misinformation can be spread without accountability.

Long-term trends of increasingly open access and diminishing government oversight have fueled the 
Internet's growth and unleashed the creativity of millions. They have also left a vacuum where the 
public interest should be. Can we work together to build a better Internet for the next 50 years?"

Follow all of our Techtopus coverage here.
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31 and Feb. 18." She did claim that she has "no involvement in her husband’s financial decisions" to 
avoid criticism. Do you really think that she has no idea about multi-million dollar deals that her 
husband is involved in?
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LAWS YOU NEED TO FORCE YOUR POLITICAL 
REPRESENTATIVES TO MAKE
These are the steps that the public must demand to strengthen public integrity by eliminating corrupt 
financial conflicts in Congress. 

Congress must be ordered to eliminate both the appearance and the potential for financial conflicts of 
interest. Americans must be confident that actions taken by public officials are intended to serve the 
public, and not those officials. These actions counter-act the actions taken by Obama Administration 
staff and Department of Energy officials in illicit coordination
with U.S. Senators. In other words, we experienced all of the damages from each of the abuse-of-power
issues listed below. These are the actions needed to resolve those issues:

- Ban individual stock ownership by Members of Congress, Cabinet Secretaries, senior congressional 
staff, federal judges, White House staff and other senior agency officials while in office. Prohibit all 
government officials from holding or trading stock where its value might be influenced by their agency,
department, or actions.

- Apply conflict of interest laws to the President and Vice President through the Presidential Conflicts 
of Interest Act, which would require the President and the Vice President to place conflicted assets, 
including businesses, into a blind trust to be sold off

- Require senior Department of Energy government officials, employees, contractors and White House 
staff to divest from privately-owned assets that could present conflicts, including large companies like 
Tesla, Google, Facebook, Sony, Netflix, etc., and commercial real estate. 

- Make it a felony to not respond to a filing by a citizen within 48 hours. Former White House and 
Energy Department staff use 'stone-walling' to intentionally delay responses for a decade, or more.

- Apply ethics rules to all government employees, including unpaid White House staff and advisors. 

- Require most executive branch employees to recuse from all issues that might financially benefit 
themselves or a previous employer or client from the preceding 4 years

- Create conflict-free investment opportunities for federal officials with new investment accounts 
managed by the Federal Retirement Thrift Investment Board and conflict-free mutual funds.  

- Close and lock the Revolving Door between industry and government and stop tech companies from 
buying influence in the government or profiting off of the public service of any official.  

- Lifetime ban on lobbying by Presidents, Vice Presidents, Members of Congress, federal judges, and 
Cabinet Secretaries; and, multi-year bans on all other federal employees from lobbying their former 
office, department, House of Congress, or agency after they leave government service until the end of 
the Administration, but at least for 2 years ( and at least 6 years for corporate lobbyists)

- Limit the ability of companies to buy influence through former government officials
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- Require income disclosures from former senior officials 4 years after federal employment. 

- Prohibit companies from immediately hiring or paying any senior government official from an 
agency, department, or Congressional office recently lobbied by that company

- Prohibit the world’s largest companies, banks, and monopolies (measured by annual revenue or 
market capitalization) from hiring or paying any former senior government official for 4 years after 
they leave government service. 

- Limit the ability of companies to buy influence through current government employees

- Prohibit current lobbyists from taking government jobs for 2 years after lobbying; 6 years for 
corporate lobbyists. Public, written waivers where such hiring is in the national interest are allowed for 
non-corporate lobbyists only.

- Prohibit corporate outlaws like Google, Tesla, Facebook, Linkedin, Netflix, Sony, etc., from working 
in government by banning the hiring of top corporate leaders whose companies were caught breaking 
federal law in the last 6 years

- Prohibit contractor corruption by blocking federal contractor and licensee employees from working at 
the agency awarding the contract or license for 4 years

- Ban “Golden Parachutes” that provide corporate bonuses to executives for federal service. 

- Publicly expose all influence-peddling in Washington.

- Strengthen and expand the federal definition of a “lobbyist” to include all individuals paid to 
influence government.

- Create a new “corporate lobbyist” definition to identify individuals paid to influence government on 
behalf of for- profit entities and their front-groups.

- Radically expand disclosure of lobbyist activities and influence campaigns by requiring all lobbyists 
to disclose any specific bills, policies, and government actions they attempt to influence; any meetings 
with public officials; and any documents they provide to those officials

- End Influence-Peddling by Foreign Actors such as that which occurred in the ENER1, Severstal, 
Solyndra and related scandals

- Combat foreign influence in Washington by banning all foreign lobbying.

- End foreign lobbying by Americans by banning American lobbyists from accepting money from 
foreign governments, foreign individuals, and foreign  companies to influence United States public 
policy. 

- Prohibit current lobbyists from taking government jobs for 2 years after lobbying; 6 years for 
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corporate lobbyists. Public, written waivers where such hiring is in the national interest are allowed for 
non-corporate lobbyists only.

- End Legalized Lobbyist Bribery and stop lobbyists from trading money for government favors.

- Ban direct political donations from lobbyists to candidates or Members of Congress.

- End lobbyist contingency fees that allow lobbyists to be paid for a guaranteed policy outcome.

- End lobbyist gifts to the executive and legislative branch officials they lobby

- Strengthen Congressional independence from lobbyists and end Washington’s dependence on 
lobbyists for "expertise" and information.

- Make congressional service sustainable by transitioning Congressional staff to competitive salaries 
that track other federal employees

- Reinstate the nonpartisan Congressional Office of Technology Assessment to provide critical 
scientific and technological support to Members of Congress.

- Level the playing field between corporate lobbyists and government by taxing excessive lobbying 
beginning at $500,000 in annual lobbying expenditures, and use the proceeds to help finance 
Congressional mandated rule-making, fund the National Public Advocate, and finance Congressional 
support agencies

- De-politicize the rulemaking process and increase transparency of industry efforts to influence federal
agencies.

- Require individuals and corporations to disclose funding or editorial conflicts of interest in research 
submitted to agencies that is not publicly available in peer-reviewed publications.

- Prevent McKinsey-type sham research from undermining the public interest by requiring that studies 
that present conflicts of interest to undergo independent peer review to be considered in the rule-
making process

- Require agencies to justify withdrawn public interest rules via public, written explanations.

- Close loopholes exploited by powerful corporations like Google, Facebook, Tesla, Netflix, Sony, etc., 
to block public interest actions. 

- Eliminate loopholes that allow corporations, like Tesla and Google, to tilt the rules in their favor and 
against the public interest.

- Restrict negotiated rule-making to stop industry from delaying or dominating the rule-making process
by ending the practice of inviting industry to negotiate rules they have to follow.

- Restrict inter-agency review as a tool for corporate abuse by  banning informal review, establishing a 
maximum 45-day review period, and blocking closed -door industry lobbying at the White House’s 
Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs
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- Limit abusive injunctions from rogue judges, like Jackson, et al, by ensuring that only Appeals 
Courts, not individual District Court judges , can temporarily block agencies from implementing final 
rules.

- Prevent hostile agencies from sham delays of implementation and enforcement by using the presence 
of litigation to postpone  the implementation of final rules.

- Empower the public to police agencies for corporate capture.

- Increase the ability of the public to make sure their interests are considered when agencies act

- Create a new Office of the Public Advocate  empowered to assist the public in meaningfully engaging
in the rule-making process across the federal government

- Encourage enforcement by allowing private lawsuits from members of the public to hold agencies 
accountable for failing to complete rules or enforce the law, and to hold corporations accountable for 
breaking the rules
 
- Inoculate government agencies against corporate capture such as Google undertook against the White 
House

- Provide agencies with the tools and resources to implement strong rules that reflect the will of 
Congress and protect the public.

- Boost agency resources to level the playing field between corporate lobbyists and federal agencies by 
using the proceeds of the tax on excessive lobbying and the anti-corruption penalty fees to help finance 
Congress-mandated rule-making and facilitate decisions by agencies that are buried in an avalanche of 
lobbyist activity

- Reform judicial review to prevent corporations from gaming the courts by requiring courts to 
presumptively defer to agency interpretations of laws and prohibiting courts from considering sham 
McKinsey studies and research excluded by agencies from the rule-making process

- Reverse the Congressional Review Act provision banning related rules that prevent agencies from 
implementing the will of Congress based on Congress’ prior disapproval of a different, narrow rule on a
similar topic

- Improve judicial integrity and defend access to justice for all Americans.

- Strengthen Judicial Ethics Requirements.

- Enhance the integrity of the judicial branch by strengthening rules that prevent conflicts of interest.

- Ban individual stock ownership by federal judges. 

- Expand rules prohibiting judges from accepting gifts or payments to attend private seminars from 
private individuals and corporations
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- Require ethical behavior by the Supreme Court by directing the Court to follow the Code of Conduct 
that binds all other federal judges

- Boost the transparency of Federal Courts

- Enhance public insight into the judicial process by increasing information about the process and 
reducing barriers to accessing information.

- Increase disclosure of non-judicial activity by federal judges by requiring the Judicial Conference to 
publicly post judges’ financial reports, recusal decisions, and speeches. 

- Enhance public access to court activity by mandating that federal appellate courts live-stream, on the 
web, audio of their proceedings, making case information easily-accessible to the public free of charge,
and requiring federal courts to share case assignment data in bulk.

- Eliminate barriers that restrict access to justice to all but the wealthiest individuals and companies.  

- Reduce barriers that prevent individuals from having their case heard in court by restoring pleading 
standards that make it easier for individuals and businesses that have been harmed to make their case 
before a judge.

- Encourage diversity on the Federal Bench

- Strengthen the integrity of the judicial branch by increasing the focus on personal and professional 
diversity of the federal bench. 

- Create a single, new, and independent agency dedicated to enforcing federal ethics and anti-corruption
laws

- Support stronger ethics and public integrity laws with stronger enforcement. 

- Establish the new, independent U.S. Office of Public Integrity, which will strengthen federal ethics 
enforcement with new investigative and disciplinary powers

- Investigate potential violations by any individual or entity, including individuals and companies with 
new subpoena authority

- Enforce the nation’s ethics laws by ordering corrective action, levying civil and administrative 
penalties, and referring egregious violations to the Justice Department for criminal arrest and 
enforcement.  

- Receive and investigate ethics complaints from members of the public.

- Absorb the U.S. Office of Government Ethics as a new Government Ethics Division tasked with 
providing confidential advice to federal employees seeking ethics guidance. 

- Consolidate anti-corruption and public integrity oversight over federal officials, including oversight 
of all agency Inspectors General, all ethics matters for White House staff and agency heads, and all 
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waivers and recusals by senior government officials.

- Remain independent and protected from partisan politics through a single Director operating under 
strict selection, appointment, and removal criteria.

- Provide easy online access to key government ethics and transparency documents, including financial 
disclosures; lobbyist registrations; lobbyist disclosures of meetings and materials; and all ethics 
records, recusals, and waivers. 

- Maintain a new government-wide Office of the Public Advocate, which would advocate for the public
interest in executive branch rule-making.  

- Enforce federal open records and FOIA requirements by maintaining the central FOIA website and 
working with the National Archives to require agencies to comply with FOIA. 

- Strengthen legislative branch enforcement. 

- Expand an independent and empowered ethics office insulated from congressional politics.

- Expand and empower the U.S. Office of Congressional Ethics, which will enforce the nation’s ethics 
laws in the Congress  and the entire Legislative Branch, including the U.S. Senate. 

- Conduct investigations of potential violations of ethics laws and rules by Members of Congress and 
staff with new subpoena power

- Refer criminal and civil violations to the Justice Department, the Office of Public Integrity, or other 
relevant state or federal law enforcement.

- Recommend disciplinary and corrective action to the House and Senate Ethics Committees.

- Boost transparency in government and fix Federal Open Records laws, public official and candidate 
tax disclosure. 

- Disclose basic tax return information for candidates for federal elected office and current elected 
officials.

- Require the IRS to release tax returns for Presidential and Vice-Presidential candidates from the 
previous 8 years and during each year in federal elected office.

- Require the IRS to release t ax returns for Congressional candidates from the previous 2 years and 
during each year in federal elected office.

- Require the IRS to release tax returns and other financial information of businesses owned by senior 
federal officials and candidates for federal office

- Require the IRS to release tax filings for nonprofit organizations run by candidates for federal office

- Disclose the Cash behind Washington Advocacy and Lobbying. 
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- Prevent special interests from using secret donations from corporations and billionaires to influence 
public policy  without disclosure

- Require nonprofit organizations to list donors who bankrolled the production of any specific rule-
making comment, congressional testimony, or lobbying material, and to reveal whether the donors 
reviewed or edited the document.

- Require individuals and corporations to disclose funding or editorial conflicts of interest in research 
submitted to agencies that is not publicly available in peer-reviewed publications.

- Prevent sham research, like that from DNC shill McKinsey Consulting, from undermining the public 
interest by requiring that studies that present conflicts of interest to independent peer review to be 
considered in the rule-making process.

- Improve the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)

- Close the loopholes in our open records laws that allow federal officials to hide tech industry and 
Silicon Valley oligarch industry influence

- Codify the default presumption of disclosure and affirmatively disclose records of public interest, 
including meeting agendas; government contracts; salaries; staff diversity; and reports to Congress. 

- Require all agencies to use a central FOIA website that is searchable and has downloadable open 
records databases with  all open FOIA requests and all records disclosed through FOIA. 

- Strengthen FOIA enforcement by limiting FOIA exemptions and loopholes, and by giving the 
National Archives the authority to overrule agency FOIA decisions and to compel disclosure. 

- Extend FOIA to private-sector federal contractors, including private federal prisons and immigration 
detention centers, and require large federal contractors to disclose political spending

- Make Congress more transparent by ending the corporate lobbyists leg up in the legislative process. 
The public deserves to know what Congress is up to and how lobbyists influence legislation.   

- Require all congressional committees to immediately post online more information, including 
hearings and markup schedules, bill or amendments text, testimonies, documents entered into the 
hearing record, hearing transcripts, written witness answers, and hearing audio and video recordings. 

- Require Members of Congress to post a link to their searchable voting record on their official 
websites

- Require lobbyists to disclose when they lobby a specific congressional office; specific topics of visit; 
the official action being requested; and all documents provided to the office during the visit. 

Do these seem like common-sense rules that should have already been in place? They are! 

These anti-corruption rules have been blocked by your own elected officials because they work for 
themselves and not you! 
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You need to PUNISH any public official who does not put these changes into effect!
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HOW TO CONDUCT A CITIZENS ARREST OF A CORRUPT
CROOK INCLUDING OLIGARCHS

First of all, before you conduct a citizens arrest, look up the address of your regional FBI office and 
walk in and inform them that you plan to make the arrest. Show them that you have all of the 
paperwork in order and see if they have any reason to talk you out of doing it or to partner with your 
effort.

A citizen's arrest is an arrest made by a private citizen, that is, a person who is not acting as a sworn 
law-enforcement official.[1] In common law jurisdictions, the practice dates back to medieval England 
and the English common law, in which sheriffs encouraged ordinary citizens to help apprehend law 
breakers.[2] Anyone who makes a citizen's arrest can find themselves facing possible lawsuits or 
criminal charges – such as charges of false imprisonment, unlawful restraint, kidnapping, or wrongful 
arrest – if the wrong person is apprehended or a suspect's civil rights are violated.[4] This is especially 
true when police forces are attempting to determine who an aggressor is. Private citizens do not enjoy 
the same immunity from civil liability when making arrests on other private citizens as do police 
officers. 

The level of responsibility that a person performing a citizen's arrest may bear depends on the 
jurisdiction. For instance, in France and Germany, a person stopping a criminal from committing a 
crime, including crimes against belongings, is not criminally responsible as long as the means 
employed are in proportion to the threat. Note, however, that in both countries, this results from a 
different legal norm, "aid to others in immediate danger", which is concerned with prevention, not 
prosecution, of crimes. 

In the United States a private person may arrest another without a warrant, for a crime occurring in 
their presence. However, the crimes for which this is permitted may vary by state.[78] 

Common law

Most states have codified the common law rule that a warrantless arrest may be made by a private 
person for a felony, misdemeanor or "breach of peace".[79] "Breach of peace" covers a multitude of 
violations in which the Supreme Court has even included a misdemeanor seatbelt violation punishable 
only by a fine. The term historically included theft, "nightwalking", prostitution, and playing card and 
dice games.[80] Texas courts have defined and interpreted the term "breach of the peace" to mean an 
act that disturbs or threatens to disturb the tranquility enjoyed by the citizens.[81]  [82]   

State statutes

Consider, for an example of this codification, California Penal Code section 837: 

837. A private person may arrest another: 
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1. For a public offense committed or attempted in his/her presence. 

2. When the person arrested has committed a felony, although not in his/her presence. 

3. When a felony has been in fact committed, and he or she has reasonable cause for believing the 
person arrested to have committed it.

"Public offense" is read similarly as breach of peace in this case and includes felonies, misdemeanors 
and infractions.[83]  [84]   Note that there is generally no provision for an investigative detention by a 
private person under the law. With certain exceptions (see below) an arrest must be made. "Holding 
them until the police get there", is simply a form of arrest. The officer is accepting the arrest and 
processing the prisoner on behalf of the private person.[85] 

In the case of felonies, a private person may make an arrest for a felony occurring outside their 
presence but the rule is that a felony must have, in fact, been committed. For example, consider a 
suspect that has been seen on surveillance video vandalizing a building to the extent that the arrestor 
believes it rises to a felony due to the damage. If they find the suspect and make the arrest but it later 
turns out that it was misdemeanor damage, the arrestor is liable for false arrest because a felony had 
not, in fact, been committed.[citation needed] 

Because most states have codified their arrest laws, there are many variations. For example, in 
Pennsylvania, the courts have been clear that a non-law enforcement officer cannot make an arrest for a
"summary offense".[86] In North Carolina, there is no de jure "citizens' arrest". Although it is 
essentially the same, North Carolina law refers to it as a "detention".[87] 

Other states seem to allow only arrests in cases of felonies but court decisions have ruled more broadly.
For example, in Virginia, the statute appears to only permit warrantless arrests by officers listed in the 
Code.[88] However Virginia courts have upheld warrantless arrests by non-law enforcement personnel 
for breach of the peace misdemeanors.[89] Other non-police persons are granted arrest authority by 
statute, in the case of those who are state certified armed security officers: "A registered armed security 
officer of a private security services business while at a location which the business is contracted to 
protect shall have the power to effect an arrest for an offense occurring (i) in his presence on such 
premises or (ii) in the presence of a merchant, agent, or employee of the merchant the private security 
business has contracted to protect" and "For the purposes of § 19.2-74, a registered armed security 
officer of a private security services business shall be considered an arresting officer." 

Use of force

In general, a private person is justified in using non-deadly force upon another if they reasonably 
believe that: (1) such other person is committing a felony, or a misdemeanor amounting to a breach of 
the peace; and (2) the force used is necessary to prevent further commission of the offense and to 
apprehend the offender. The force must be reasonable under the circumstances to restrain the individual
arrested. This includes the nature of the offense and the amount of force required to overcome 
resistance.[90]  [91]   In at least one state, a civilian may use reasonable force, including deadly force if 
reasonable, to prevent an escape from a lawful citizen's arrest.[92]  [93]   
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Shopkeeper's (merchant's) privilege

In some states of the United States, the courts recognize a common law shopkeeper's privilege, under 
which a shopkeeper is allowed to detain a suspected shoplifter on store property for a reasonable period
of time, so long as the shopkeeper has cause to believe that the person detained in fact committed, or 
attempted to commit, theft of store property. The purpose of this detention is to recover the property 
and make an arrest if the merchant desires.[94] 

Differing liability from police

Private persons are occasionally granted immunity from civil or criminal liability, like the police are, 
when arresting others.[95] While the powers to arrest are similar, police are entitled to mistake of fact 
in most cases, while civilians can be held to a stricter liability depending on the individual state. Police 
can also detain anyone upon reasonable suspicion.[96] However, ordinary citizens cannot claim 
"qualified immunity" to attempt to defend against a civil complaint for false arrest.[97] 

To be clear, In the United States, a private person can stop or “arrest” an individual engaged in a 
serious crime. You can also use reasonable force to hold them until law enforcement arrives on the 
scene.[1] This is known as a “citizen's arrest.” The rules on when and how an individual may conduct a 
“citizen's arrest” varies from state to state. It's important to understand the laws in your region, 
especially since you can be prosecuted for improperly conducting a citizen's arrest. Decide if you 
should make a citizen's arrest, make the arrest, and avoid prosecution. 

FIRST- PREPARE YOUR ARREST DOCUMENT TO HAND TO THE SUSPECT. You must 
write up the private citizen equivalent of an “arrest warrant” to give to the person you are arresting. 
This needs to be a substantial, 200+ page write up of the forensic proof you have uncovered, proving 
that the person has committed the crimes.

Witness the corruption crime taking place via your FBI-quality investiagtions. It's not a good idea 
to make a citizen's arrest unless you've actually seen proof the crime happening. When the police 
arrive, you will have to provide "probable cause" for making the arrest. This means you'll have to show
that you had a reasonable belief that the person you arrested committed a crime.[2] Your document of 
your investigation proof is crucial to this end.

• For example, if you see a person use a knife to stab another person, you've seen a crime and can
detain the perpetrator.

Determine whether the crime is a felony. In most states, it's legal to make a citizen's arrest when you 
see or have reasonable cause to believe that a person committed a felony, even if the felony was not 
committed in your presence.[3] Citizen's arrests are not usually legal when the crime committed is only
a misdemeanor.[4] Since the definition of a felony varies slightly from state to state, it's a good idea to 
read up on your state's individual laws. [5] : 

•
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Find out the law in your location. In some other states, you must always see the offense take place 
regardless of whether the offense is a felony or misdemeanor breach of the peace. In these states the 
citizen's arrest statute does not allow a citizen's arrest based upon "probable cause". [6] [7]

Decide if the crime was a "breach of peace." In some cases, you may make a citizen's arrest for 
misdemeanors if the misdemeanor can also be considered a breach of peace.[8] Misdemeanors that are 
considered breaches of peace in some states include public brawling or public intoxication.[9] 

• If you arrest someone for committing a crime that falls into this category, you must have seen 
the crime firsthand.

Decide if you can safely make a citizen's arrest. Be sure you can physically restrain the person you 
want to arrest before you try to. Misunderstanding your physical capabilities may put you or others in 
harm's way. If you make a citizen's arrest, the situation could easily escalate beyond your control. 

• Remember to think hard before making a citizen's arrest, especially if the perpetrator is armed.

Be prepared to accept the consequences. Be sure you fully understand the circumstances in which 
you can make a citizen's arrest. You may want to research the rules specific to your state. If so, contact 
a lawyer through your State Bar Association or local law enforcement office. 

• If it turns out you didn't have grounds to make the arrest, you could be sued for false 
imprisonment, assault and battery and other torts.[10] You may also face criminal charges. Don't
make a citizen's arrest unless you're willing to face these risks.

Tell the person you're making a citizen's arrest. There are no specific words you must say, but you 
must make it completely clear that you are making a citizen's arrest. The person you're arresting must 
fully understand what's happening. Explain to the potential criminal why you are making a citizen's 
arrest. If you cannot provide him or her with this information, then you shouldn't be making the arrest. 

• In some states you must communicate to the individual the specific criminal offense for which 
the individual is being arrested for. 

• Leave it to the police to read the person his or her rights. For now, you only need to say that 
you're making an arrest. 

• Most people say something like: “Eric Schmidt, you are under arrest for violation of felony 
corruption laws and we are remanding you to the FBI. Do not resist or we will be forced to 
use reasonable means to detain you. Here is the arrest document. Please stand there until 
transporting officers arrive.”

Detain the person using reasonable force. You can only use the amount of force required to detain the
person until the police arrive. Using a greater amount of force exposes you to legal trouble. Be careful 
not to harm the perpetrator unless it's absolutely necessary.[11]

Call and deliver the suspect to law enforcement. Call law enforcement right after the person is 
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detained. Some statutes in states like California and Minnesota require that a person take the arrested 
individual before a judge or peace officer “without unnecessary delay.”[12] 

• But, if you try to transport a suspect on your own and you conducted an improper citizen's 
arrest, you may be subjected to a lawsuit for false imprisonment.

• Your intent is usually to remand the subject to the FBI. In other words: hand him over to the 
FBI. You should assume that the local police or sheriff will arrive on-scene before the FBI do.
Have the phone number for the local FBI on you.

Ask someone to stay with you. If you can't deliver the suspect or your state doesn't need you to, ask a 
third party to stay with you. Wait for law enforcement to arrive. If possible, avoid watching the person 
you've arrested alone. Having a third party help you detain the person is best for everyone's safety. 

• The third party may be helpful in making sure the encounter doesn't get violent and might be 
able to serve as a witness.

Explain in full detail what you uncovered via verbal notes and another copy of the arrest 
document that you must have with you. When law enforcement arrives, explain what you saw in full 
detail. Law enforcement will probably ask you to give a statement. Make sure to include everything 
that you saw. Explain your actions during the criminal act and the citizen's arrest. Be clear about any 
force you had to use to arrest the suspect. 

• Depending on your state, transporting an individual away from the scene of the crime may 
constitute kidnapping or criminal confinement, regardless of whether you have lawful grounds 
for citizen's arrest.

Don't make an arrest if you didn't see proof of the crime in your investigations. While you may 
think you have all the evidence you need to believe someone has committed a crime, your 
understanding of the events may be wrong. Don't make a citizen's arrest if you overhear someone 
talking about robbing a bank. If you're wrong, you may be at fault. Call the police instead.[13] Always 
remember, an improper citizen's arrest can result in prosecution for crimes like kidnapping.[14] 

• For example, just because you see a crowd of people chasing a suspect or a victim asking for 
help, doesn't necessarily mean you have grounds to arrest someone.

Don't arrest someone you believe is about to commit a crime. The crime must have already 
happened in order for you to legally make an arrest. Don't arrest someone if the crime hasn't yet been 
committed. Call the police instead.[15]

Don't use excessive force. Even the police are not allowed to use excessive force when taking a 
suspect into custody, so you, as a private citizen, should be especially careful about this. Otherwise, 
you may be charged with battery, even if the suspect you apprehend is guilty of a crime. The use of 
deadly force is usually not allowed unless the perpetrator is attacking you or someone else.[16] 
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• Don't use a weapon against the perpetrator when you can use your own strength.[17] For 
example, you can tackle someone to the ground rather than hitting him or her. For example, Eric
Schmidt is kind of a pussy and he will whine like a bitch even if he just breaks a fingernail. 
Don’t use a choke-hold to the state of a black-out or he could die and cause you massive 
amounts of extra paperwork.

Don't make a citizen's arrest if the FBI tells you not to after you meet with them.[18] As a private 
citizen, it's not your job to make arrests. If it is at all possible, you should always leave policing to 
those who have a legal authority to do so--the police. Otherwise, your actions might put you, the 
alleged perpetrator and the general public, at risk. 

• Your actions may also be viewed as vigilantism, which is not legally protected action if you step
beyond the authority explicitly granted to citizens by the law.

• If a crooked U.S. Senator or a corrupt White House executive has pressured the FBI to not 
arrest an Elon Musk or a Larry Page or A Mark Zuckerberg because they pay bribes then it is 
your duty to arrest the crook.

Keep the detained suspect safe. Once you have detained someone, you are responsible for what 
happens to the person while he or she is under your control. Make sure they are not in the road, where 
they could be hit by a car, and make sure they are protected from onlookers who might try to attack 
them. 

Yes, you can arrest a police officer but only if you see them commit a crime. Most officers that are 
arrested are arrested for police brutality. If the police officer then resists, arrests you, or tries to detain 
you, let them know that they are breaking the law, and say this loud and clearly. If you are arrested do 
not resist, if you do not resist you have the chance to press a law suit against the officer, which will 
result in the police office being charged for: the original crime, resisting arrest, using excessive force 
and illegal detainment. 

Be confident. Showing the suspect that you don't know what you're doing will make them more likely 
to leave the scene of the crime.

• When dealing with potential criminals, it's better to be on the side of caution and leave the 
crime control to trained professionals.

• Be as observant as possible. Even if you aren't able to keep the suspect at the scene, you can act 
as witness and identify the suspect later.

• Be Calm, Careful, Aware, Professional, Respectful & Thorough.

• Safety is the priority. Ask other bystanders to help if you feel the suspect will try to harm 
someone.

• Have, at least, two people filming the entire arrest for your records.
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• The arresting document you give to the suspect, at the time of the arrest, should intimately 
detail their crime and be ready to stand as evidence in federal court. The good arresting 
document has, at least, 200 pages of forensic details and has been reviewed by your lawyer.
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REFERENCES AND SELF-EDUCATION LINKS:

10 Modern Forensic Technologies Used Today - Forensics ...

https://www.forensicscolleges.com/blog/resources/10-modern-forensic-science-technologies

10 Cool Technologies Used in Forensic Science 1. Laser Ablation Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass 
Spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS) : When broken glass is involved in a crime, putting together even tiny 
pieces can be key to finding important clues like the direction of bullets, the force of impact or the type 
of weapon used in a crime. Through its highly sensitive isotopic recognition ability, the LA-ICP ...

Forensic Techniques - Infosec Resources

https://resources.infosecinstitute.com/topic/forensic-techniques/

The main goal of the forensic investigation is to handle a large amount of data, gather as much 
evidence as possible, and uncover all the hidden and untraced data.. In the field of digital forensic 
various techniques are considered to extract the maximum amount of information and gather as much 
evidence.

How Forensic Lab Techniques Work | HowStuffWorks

https://science.howstuffworks.com/forensic-lab-technique.htm

When there is a murder, suspicious fire or hit-and-run accident, police and rescue workers aren't the 
only ones in on the investigation. Forensic scientists also play an important part. They will take 
samples collected at the scene and analyze them in a forensics laboratory. With a little ingenuity and 
some very high-tech equipment, forensic scientists can help law enforcement catch even the ...

Different Forensic Investigation Methods | Legal Beagle

https://legalbeagle.com/7330304-different-forensic-investigation-methods.html

Forensic anthropology is usually used for human studies, such as looking at how a group died during 
specific historical time periods based on the bones. In criminal investigations, this method comes into 
play when the evidence consists of skeletal remains of a victim rather than a body.

Email Forensics Investigation Techniques- A Complete Guide

https://www.stellarinfo.com/blog/email-forensics-investigation-guide-for-security-experts/

Summary: In this post, we have discussed email investigation techniques- email header analysis, 
email server investigation, investigation of network devices, sender mailer fingerprints, software 
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embedded identifiers, and bait tactics. We have also provided a powerful email forensic tool that you 
can download and use for free for up to 60 days.. TRY 60 DAYS FREE

Cyber Crime Investigation: Tools and Techniques explained

https://securitytrails.com/blog/cyber-crime-investigation

Top 10 cybercrime investigation and forensic tools. Cybercrime investigation tools include a lot of 
utilities, depending on the techniques you're using and the phase you're transiting. However, know that
most of these tools are dedicated to the forensic analysis of data once you have the evidence in hand.

Forensic Investigations - PInow.com

https://www.pinow.com/investigations/forensic-investigations

Forensic investigation is the gathering and analysis of all crime-related physical evidence in order to 
come to a conclusion about a suspect. Investigators will look at blood, fluid, or fingerprints, residue, 
hard drives, computers, or other technology to establish how a crime took place.

Techniques of Crime Scene Investigation | Legal Beagle

https://legalbeagle.com/5166484-techniques-crime-scene-investigation.html

Bullet trajectory techniques complement the blood-spatter analysis, and digital photography helps 
investigators preserve the appearance of the crime scene for future analysis. Physical Evidence One of 
the most crucial techniques used by forensic investigators is to analyze physical evidence left at a 
crime scene.

NIST SP 800-86, Guide to Integrating Forensic Techniques ...

https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/legacy/sp/nistspecialpublication800-86.pdf

Its focus is primarily on using forensic techniques to assist with computer security incident response, 
but much of the material is also applicable to other situations. ... should not be used as a guide to 
executing a digital forensic investigation, construed as legal advice, or used as the basis for 
investigations of criminal activity.1 ...

Forensic Science Technology Tools | ATA Scientific

https://www.atascientific.com.au/technologies-forensic-sciences/

The techniques involved in taking ballistic related photos are similar to those used for any other 
subject of high-speed photography, such as pictures of splashing liquids or a balloon popping. ... If 
you're involved in a forensic investigation and need to analyse gunshot residue, ...

Forensic Investigation - an overview | ScienceDirect Topics

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/computer-science/forensic-investigation
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Computer forensics is simply the application of computer investigation and analysis techniques in the
interests of determining potential legal evidence. Evidence might be sought in a wide range of 
computer crime or misuse, including but not limited to theft of trade secrets, theft of or destruction of 
intellectual property, and fraud.

7 Investigative Techniques of Forensic Accounting 

https://www.jaxaauditors.com/blog/7-investigative-techniques-of-forensic-accounting

With proper investigative techniques added to the mix, the accountants would be capable of digging 
out even the most-minute discrepancy. Let's have a look at some of the investigative techniques for 
forensic accounting. Forensic Accounting Techniques 1.Reviewing Public Documents and Doing 
Background Checks

What Are the Different Forensic Techniques? | Career Trend

https://careertrend.com/list-6327908-different-forensic-techniques-.html

The word forensic means relating to the courts of law, public debate or argument. Forensics as a field 
involves applying the principals of science to law and is used in professions such as law enforcement, 
nursing and accounting. Forensics is quite complex with several different techniques used.

Mobile Forensics : An Overview of Techniques in Mobile ...

https://forensicyard.com/mobile-forensics/

Mobile Forensics : An Overview of Techniques in Mobile Forensics Investigation. July 27, 2020 - 1 
Comment. Smartphone and tablet technology has changed dramatically and quickly within the last 
many years and continues to do so at an astounding pace. These smaller computing devices are so 
common, with the flexibility to replace their desktop ...

Police - Crime-scene investigation and forensic sciences ...

https://www.britannica.com/topic/police/Crime-scene-investigation-and-forensic-sciences

Police - Police - Crime-scene investigation and forensic sciences: The first police crime laboratory 
was established in 1910 in Lyon, France, by Edmond Locard. According to Locard's "exchange 
principle," it is impossible for criminals to escape a crime scene without leaving behind trace evidence 
that can be used to identify them. That principle gave rise to the forensic sciences, which ...

Forensic Anthropology | History Detectives | PBS

https://www.pbs.org/opb/historydetectives/technique/forensic-anthropology/

In the case of the History Detectives, a forensic anthropologist's skill is used to give an identity and/or 
a cause of death to skeletal remains. The field of forensic anthropology is relatively new.

Advanced Forensic Techniques In Crime Scene Investigations ...
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https://www.fletc.gov/training-program/advanced-forensic-techniques-crime-scene-investigations-ii

Description The Advanced Forensic Techniques In Crime Scene Investigations II (AFTCSI-II) is 
designed for qualified law enforcement officers, criminal investigators, crime scene technicians, and 
civilians who have a foundational knowledge and experience with crime scene processing and 
investigation. The program offers the student advanced laboratory and crime scene exercises to 
achieve a ...

FORENSIC INVESTIGATION - Unisa

https://www.unisa.ac.za/sites/corporate/default/Register-to-study-through-Unisa/Subjects-&-
modules/All-subjects/FORENSIC-INVESTIGATION

Forensic Methods and Techniques - FOR1501; Under Graduate Degree: Semester module: NQF level:
5: Credits: 12: Module presented in English: Purpose: This module will provide an overview of the 
field of forensic investigation whilst highlighting the interrelated principles and procedures of criminal
investigation.The module will provide an overview of forensic investigative terminology, basic ...

14 Amazing Forensic Science Techniques Video | Technology ...

https://www.technologynetworks.com/applied-sciences/videos/14-amazing-forensic-science-
techniques-298104

3. Forensic Facial Reconstruction The first time a facial reconstruction was done was back in 1883 and

then again in 1895. This technique combines several different fields ー anthropology, anatomy, 
osteology, forensic science, and artistry in order to help solve the identity of someone that isn't known 
by using their skeletal remains.

Forensic Accounting Definition - investopedia.com

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/f/forensicaccounting.asp

Forensic accounting is a combination of accounting and investigative techniques used to discover 
financial crimes. One of the key functions of forensic accounting is to explain the nature of a ...

Digital Forensic Investigation Techniques - Top 6 ...

https://www.mailxaminer.com/blog/digital-forensic-investigation-techniques/

Email Header Forensics This is one of the most common digital forensic investigation techniques 
used by the investigators to identify the culprit. A normal email structure can be defined as an envelope 
and header with data. Envelop means the body content of the email with attachments.

Email Forensics: Investigation Techniques - Forensic Focus

https://www.forensicfocus.com/articles/email-forensics-investigation-techniques/

Email Forensic Investigation Techniques. Email forensics refers to analyzing the source and content 
of emails as evidence. Investigation of email related crimes and incidents involves various approaches.
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Header Analysis. Email header analysis is the primary analytical technique. This involves analyzing 
metadata in the email header.

Digital Forensic Technique - an overview | ScienceDirect ...

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/computer-science/digital-forensic-technique

Cloud forensics is a topic that is still in its infancy and there is still a lot of research to be conducted in 
this area. Due to the nature of the cloud traditional digital forensic techniques may not be possible to 
capture evidence or other data.. In an increasingly cloud-oriented society, the ability to identify, obtain, 
preserve, and analyze potential digital evidence is a critical ...

6 Anti-forensic techniques that every cyber investigator ...

https://blog.eccouncil.org/6-anti-forensic-techniques-that-every-cyber-investigator-dreads/

Anti-forensic techniques can make a computer investigator's life difficult. This article talks about anti-
forensic techniques and anti-forensic tools used by cybercriminals to hamper investigations and also 
the role of a Computer Forensics Investigator when analyzing evidence.

Digital Forensic Investigation Techniques | National ...

https://niccs.cisa.gov/training/search/champlain-college-online/digital-forensic-investigation-
techniques

Digital forensics is the application of discovering and presenting evidence in court that has been 
obtained from computing and storage devices. This course will examine digital forensic as it relates to 
both civil and criminal investigations. The course content includes best practices in securing, 
processing, acquiring, examining and reporting on digital evidence.

An Inside Look At Crime Scene Investigation Training | NU.edu

https://www.nu.edu/resources/tools-and-tactics-crime-scene-invesi  t  gation-training/  

Crime Scene Investigation Training Is Never Finished. Because forensic tools and techniques are 
always evolving and improving, continuing education is essential for anyone working as a crime scene 
investigator or other forensic science specialists. Conferences with classes and workshops are offered 
across the country.

Forensic Building Investigation definitions, education ...

https://inspectapedia.com/Building_Damage/Forensic-Investigation.php

Forensic investigation: This article series aids building inspectors & building failure investigators & 
indoor environmental investigators with access to tools & methods useful across a range of disciplines 
ranging from forensic engineering & building inspections types of laboratory test methods and 
forensic microscopy.

(Pdf) Forensic Audit, Forensic Tools and Techniques for ...
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https://www.academia.edu/27137571/
FORENSIC_AUDIT_FORENSIC_TOOLS_AND_TECHNIQUES_FOR_INTERNAL_AUDITORS

The paper explains the concept of forensic auditing, forensic tools and techniques that aid internal 
auditors in carrying out their task. Forensic auditing is relatively a new concept especially in 
developing countries like Nigeria. Forensic simply

New study puts unusual forensic investigation technique to ...

https://phys.org/news/2020-06-unusual-forensic-technique.html

The new graduate, who plans to pursue a career as a forensic identification assistant with law 
enforcement agencies, says she is excited to contribute to new knowledge of analysis techniques. In ...

Forensic Reconstruction Expert - Forensic Scene Reconstruction 

evidence-room.net

A Team of Experts with Extensive Case Experience to Create The Optimal Case. Nationwide Provider 
Of   Forensic   Animations And Exhibits. +17 Years Of Expert Experience.  
Our Animation Services,Our Team,Contact Us Form

List of Forensics Techniques | Sciencing

https://sciencing.com/list-forensics-techniques-6392795.html

Many forensics techniques are available, including preservation of a crime scene, trace evidence, 
toxicology, chain of custody and various other forensic scientific techniques to aid in the process. ... 
Agains, this ensures a lack of bias and provides clean data for a legal or criminal investigation. A 
criminalist is a type of forensic ...

New study puts unusual forensic investigation technique to ...

https://phys.org/news/2020-06-unusual-forensic-technique.html

Byrne was intrigued by a 2019 demonstration of slime as an analysis technique developed by 
American forensic investigator Caleb Foster, and wondered how the process might hold up under 
rigorous ...

Digital Forensics Tools and Investigation Techniques - Infosec

https://www.infosecinstitute.com/skills/courses/digital-forensics-tools-and-investigation-techniques/

Seven videos on digital forensics tools and investigation techniques take you through digital 
forensics, the components of a forensic toolkit (including write blockers, cables, documentation and 
even a label maker), mobile forensic toolkits, disk imaging, forensic software and training and 
certification.

Email Forensics: Investigation Techniques - Forensic Focus
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https://www.forensicfocus.com/articles/email-forensics-investigation-techniques/

Email Forensic Investigation Techniques. Email forensics refers to analyzing the source and content 
of emails as evidence. Investigation of email related crimes and incidents involves various approaches.
Header Analysis. Email header analysis is the primary analytical technique. This involves analyzing 
metadata in the email header.

(PDF) Forensic Accounting Investigation Techniques: Any ..  .  

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/
318004279_Forensic_Accounting_Investigation_Techniques_Any_Rationalization

The objectives of this study were to identify personal skills requirements and, assess the types of 
investigative techniques used in forensic accounting. A literature review was conducted to set ...

What is Digital Forensics & How is it Used in Investigations

https://www.mailxaminer.com/blog/what-is-digital-forensics-and-how-is-it-used-in-investigations/

Digital forensics comprises of the techniques which deal with the investigation and searching of 
digital evidence. It is a branch of forensic science involving the process of identification, collection, 
preservation, examination, and presenting digital data or evidence.

(PDF) Techniques and Tools for Forensic Investigation of E ...

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/
227859112_Techniques_and_Tools_for_Forensic_Investigation_of_E-mail

It further describes various tools and techniques currently employed to carry out forensic 
investigation of an e-mail message. E-mail communication between a sender 'Alice' and recipient 'Bob'

Handbook (First Part) - Best Practices in Investigating .  ..  

mddb.apec.org/Documents/2014/ACT/ACT1/14_act1_012.pdf

investigation techniques and on the use of digital forensics for uncovering corruption. The 
presentations, however, also brought to the table other important issues in investigating corruption, 
such as the essential elements of building of an investigation plan and strategy and the best practices 
related to building coordination mechanisms

Top 7 Most Popular and Best Cyber Forensics Tools

https://www.hackread.com/top-7-cyber-forensic-tools/

Cyber forensic: As the title says, it is collecting evidence for investigation after an unwanted activity 
has occurred. Cyber/Computer Forensics is a department that comes under Digital Forensic Science 
for improving cybersecurity .

How to Conduct an Effective Investigation | CIO
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https://www.cio.com/article/2438806/how-to-conduct-an-effective-investigation.html

In fact, many of these techniques should require high-level approval before they may be utilized, 
including the following: internal audit, physical investigation (fingerprint, handwriting, voice ...

Modern Forensic Technology | Forensic Tools | CU Online

https://online.campbellsville.edu/criminal-justice/modern-forensic-technology/

When it comes to solving crime, modern forensic technology is transforming investigations. Thanks to
forensic science technology, cases can be solved faster and with more accuracy than ever before. 
According to Jennifer Doleac, founder of the Justice Tech Lab , modern forensic technology can 
"reduce crime, improve data quality and reduce ...

Techniques and Tools for Forensic Investigation of Email

https://www.techlila.com/techniques-and-tools-for-forensic-investigation-of-email/

Forensic investigation of emails refers to deeply study the source and content residing in the emails. 
The study involves identification of the actual sender and recipient of the concerned emails, timestamp 
of the email transmission, intention of mail, record of the complete email transaction.

Police Investigative Techniques - Fingerprinting and CSI.

https://www.jack-the-ripper.org/investigation-techniques.htm

forensic science not used in police a investigation In the 19th century, although scientists specialising 
in a variety of fields regularly contributed to the deliberations of criminal courts - and had been doing 
so for close on a hundred years - in 1888 forensic science itself was not an integral or established part 
of a criminal investigation.

Forensic Science In Criminal Justice System - iPleaders

https://blog.ipleaders.in/forensic-science-criminal-justice-system/

Forensic science has a remarkable contribution in solving criminal investigation and other heinous 
violence. To understand the concept well, let's take the example of the collision of buildings. In this 
case, the forensic civil engineering experts will investigate for building collapse, and the same will be 
submitted in the court.

What Is Forensic Interviewing?

https://practicenotes.org/vol8_no1/what_is.htm

What Is Forensic Interviewing? Forensic interviewing is a first step in most child protective services 
(CPS) investigations, one in which a professional interviews a child to find out if he or she has been 
maltreated.

Common Investigative Techniques
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https://competency.aicpa.org/media_resources/209056-common-investigative-techniques

This course explores some of the specific approaches a forensic accountant should take in a fraud 
investigation. The seven investigative techniques, the fraud triangle, and investigative pitfalls are 
discussed.

T  he Future of Forensics: 5 Cutting Edge Techniques ...  

https://authorjenniferchase.com/2017/09/07/the-future-of-forensics-5-cutting-edge-techniques/

The innovators of forensic science consistently strive to be ahead of the curve. Advancements in this 
field are swift, and frequent. And that's because - modern technology (in all facets) is moving at the 
speed of light. So, in order for law enforcement to perform at high-levels, investigative techniques 
must outmatch the modern, tech savvy,…

Forensic Analytical Techniques | List of High Impact ..  .  

https://www.hilarispublisher.com/scholarly/forensic-analytical-techniques-journals-articles-ppts-list-
2024.html

Forensic Analytical Techniques. Forensic analytical techniques play a major role in solving many 
criminal cases. DNA analysis, Finger printing, voice recognition, hand writing analysis, ballistics, 
autopsy etc are forensic methods to detect a reason for crime or death.

A Brief History of Forensic Investigation | UniversalClass

https://www.universalclass.com/articles/law/history-of-forensic-investigation.htm

Despite common misconceptions, forensic investigation has been practiced, in one form or another, 
for thousands of years. Before the discovery and impact of DNA in the early 1980s, the advent of 
fingerprinting in the early 1800s and even before photographs were used in the late 1800s to capture 
images of killers on a victim's eyeballs, as was the case during the investigation of the world's ...

Environmental Forensic Techniques: Principles ...

https://midwestgeo.com/webinars/forensics-2019series.php

Specific application techniques for crude oil & petroleum contaminants, chlorinated solvents, metals. 
1,4-dioxane and PFAS; Things to consider when planning a forensic investigation (e.g., analytical 
methods and laboratories, sampling plan) Part Two: Case studies related to the use of environmental 
forensic lines of evidence for: Litigation support

Data Collection Techniques for Forensic Investigation in ...

https://www.intechopen.com/books/digital-forensic-science/data-collection-techniques-for-forensic-
investigation-in-cloud
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Thankaraja Raja Sree and Somasundaram Mary Saira Bhanu (September 30th 2020). Data Collection 
Techniques for Forensic Investigation in Cloud, Digital Forensic Science, B Suresh Kumar Shetty 
and Pavanchand Shetty H, IntechOpen, DOI: 10.5772/intechopen.82013. Available from:

The Importance of Forensic Science in Criminal ...

https://ifflab.org/the-importance-of-forensic-science-in-criminal-investigations-and-justice/

The scope of Forensic Science . Forensic Biology/DNA: Apart from fingerprint analysis, DNA 
profiling is the other commonly used forensic technique in criminal investigations. DNA being as 
unique to an individual as fingerprints, help forensic professionals identify or confirm an unidentified 
person, or to eliminate suspects from a list of accused.

The History of Forensic Science and it's evolution - IFF Lab

https://ifflab.org/history-of-forensic-science/

The Modern History of Forensic Science. In the early 20 th century, there was a boom in the 
development of newer forensic techniques for examining the evidence. This lead to law enforcement 
agencies realizing the requirement of special forensic investigator teams for evidence gathering and 
analysis.

What does a Digital Forensics Investigator do in an ...

https://blog.eccouncil.org/what-does-a-digital-forensics-investigator-do-in-an-investigation/

Whereas, computer forensics is basically the use of computer analysis techniques and computer 
investigations to help find probable legal evidence. Both computer forensics and digital forensics 
have the same purpose which is to determine if a tool was applied for unlawful activities, ranging from 
storing illegal activities to computer hacking.

Forensic Training - LEIC Home

https://leic.tennessee.edu/home/training/forensic-training/

This course is designed to teach crime scene investigation techniques. This hands-on training program
offers both sworn and non-sworn crime scene investigators and technicians access to forensic evidence
identification, documentation, collection, and preservation procedures.

Forensic Accounting - Fraud Investigations

https://www.aicpa.org/membership/downloadabledocuments/forensic-accounting-fraud-
investigations-chapter1.pdf

The AICPA's Forensic and Litigation Services (FLS) Fraud Task Force revisited AICPA Practice Aid 
07-1, Forensic Accounting-Fraud Investigations and Special Report Forensic Procedures and Special-
ists: Useful Tools and Techniques to combine these resources into a single, comprehensive practice 
aid.
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The History of Forensic Science: Identifying Jack the Ripper

https://www.thegreatcoursesdaily.com/history-of-forensic-science-jack-the-ripper/

Connecting similarities like these are, in a way, just common sense. Much of forensic science analysis, 
at least within the mind of the investigator, is what our brains do every day in countless situations: 
Compare data and recognize patterns. As an example, let's look at the evidence used to connect the 
Whitechapel casualties in 1888.

Forensic science : an introduction to scientific and ...

https://archive.org/details/forensicsciencei0000unse_04ed

xiv, 600 pages : 29 cm "Covering a range of fundamental topics essential to modern forensic 
investigation, the fourth edition of the landmark text Forensic Science: An Introduction to Scientific 
and Investigative Techniques presents contributions from experts in the field who discuss case studies 
from their own personal files ...

3 Methods to Preserve Digital Evidence for Computer Forensics

https://ci.security/resources/news/article/3-methods-to-preserve-digital-evidence-for-computer-
forensics

This forensic image of all digital media helps retain evidence for the investigation. When analyzing 
the image, investigators should keep in mind that even wiped drives can retain important recoverable 
data to identify and catalogue. In the best cases, they can recover all deleted files using forensic 
techniques.

Computer forensics - Wikipedia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_forensics

Computer forensics (also known as computer forensic science) is a branch of digital forensic science 
pertaining to evidence found in computers and digital storage media.The goal of computer forensics is 
to examine digital media in a forensically sound manner with the aim of identifying, preserving, 
recovering, analyzing and presenting facts and opinions about the digital information.

Forensic Analytics in Fraud Investigations | Deloitte US

https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/advisory/articles/forensic-analytics-in-fraud-
investigations.html

Forensic analytics in fraud investigations Identifying rare events that can bring the business down 
Forensic analytics combines advanced analytics with forensic accounting and investigative techniques
to identify potential rare events of consequence—needles in the massive haystacks of data and 
information that can signal trouble in the making.

Forensic Investigation (Forensic Science Option), Bachelor ...
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https://www.bcit.ca/programs/forensic-investigation-forensic-science-option-bachelor-of-
technology-part-time-845bbtech/

During the past five to ten years, environmental forensic investigations have evolved beyond analyses 
of petroleum hydrocarbons, chlorinated solvents and environmental fate and transport modelling, to 
include a wide range of scientific investigative tools and techniques.

How Forensic Architecture Supports Journalists with ...

https://gijn.org/2020/06/29/how-forensic-architecture-is-supporting-journalists-and-civil-society-
with-complex-investigative-techniques/

Since it was founded in 2010, Forensic Architecture has "hacked into the source code" of architecture 
to produce innovative and ground-breaking investigations that use 3D modelling, data mining, 
machine learning, and audio analysis. Working like a lab for the development of new tools, the outfit 
uses many of the forensic methods of investigation that have historically been the preserve of ...

Child Forensic Interviewing: Best Practices

https://ojjdp.ojp.gov/sites/g/files/xyckuh176/files/pubs/248749.pdf

the forensic interview, each party may beneit from the information obtained during the interview 
(Jones et al., 2005). Most child abuse investigations begin with a forensic interview of the child, 
which then provides direction for other aspects of the investigation. Although forensic interviewers are
trained to conduct quality interviews, it is

Forensic | Definition of Forensic by Oxford Dictionary on ...

https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/forensic

'Death investigation and forensic pathology are also not immune to misinterpretation.' 'It was this third
option that was most easy to test for, using modern forensic techniques.' 'Looking at evidence before 
the court by a policeman and his evidence in the forensic report.'

Forensic Audit Guide - Why and How Forensic Audits are ...

https://corporatefinanceinstitute.com/resources/knowledge/accounting/what-is-a-forensic-audit/

Procedure for a forensic audit investigation. A forensic auditor is required to have special training in 
forensic audit techniques and in the legalities of accounting issues. A forensic audit has additional 
steps that need to be performed in addition to regular audit procedures.

Forensic   analytics in fraud   investigations  

https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/finance/us-forensic-analytics-in-
fraud-investigations.pdf

with forensic accounting and investigative techniques to identify potential rare events of consequence
—needles in the massive haystacks of data and information that can signal trouble in the making. 
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Urgently needed to meet growing regulatory and customer demands for fraud mitigation, forensic 
analytics can

Crime Scene Investigation vs. Forensic Science

https://www.forensicscolleges.com/blog/resources/csi-vs-forensic-science

Crime scene investigation, like forensic science, focuses on utilizing scientific and social analysis 
techniques to assist law enforcement in uncovering all information about a crime. Crime scene 
investigators work at the scene of a crime, gathering any relevant evidence for later analysis.

Forensic Accounting | Forensic Accountant Certification ...

https://www.accountingedu.org/forensic-accounting/

Forensic Accounting. Thanks to all the popular crime-investigation shows on TV, the public 
perception of forensics often revolves around the investigation of crime scenes. Forensics actually 
refers to any investigative technique that produces results that a court of law will accept as evidence.

Online Master's in Forensic Investigation | Stevenson ...

https://www.stevenson.edu/online/academics/online-graduate-programs/forensic-investigation/

Students in the Forensic Investigation degree program choose from a wide variety of courses based on
interest, some of the courses you could take include: FSCOR 603 Litigation Theory and Practice; 
FSCOR 606 Forensic Journal Research and Review FSINV 605 Investigative Techniques/Physical 
Evidence FSLAW 602 Criminology

Journal of Forensic and Investigative Accounting

https://www.nacva.com/jfia

The Journal of Forensic & Investigative Accounting (JFIA) is an open access journal that publishes 
creative and innovative studies employing research methodologies that logically and clearly identify, 
describe and illuminate important academic forensic accounting, fraud, and litigation services issues; 
tests and improves forensic accounting research skills, tools, and techniques; stimulates ...

Certified Digital Forensics Examiner (CDFE) | National ...

https://niccs.cisa.gov/training/search/mile2/certified-digital-forensics-examiner-cdfe

The Certified Digital Forensics Examiner program is designed to train Cyber Crime and Fraud 
Investigators whereby students are taught electronic discovery and advanced investigation techniques.
This course is essential to anyone encountering digital evidence while conducting an investigation. 
Benefits Of This Course:

Forensic Response — FBI - Federal Bureau of Investigation

https://www.fbi.gov/services/laboratory/forensic-response
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The FBI provides a variety of forensic services and capabilities, including crime scene documentation; 
evidence and hazardous evidence response; investigative/forensic photography and imaging ...

How to Document Digital Forensic Investigations with ...

https://www.forensicnotes.com/how-to-document-digital-forensic-investigations-with-forensic-
notes/

For most Digital Forensics investigations, we recommend the use of the "Forensic Notebook (w/ 
edits)". This notebook is forensically sound for court purposes, but also allows changes as required to 
existing Timestamped notes. Your requirements may vary depending on the legal courts in your area.

BSc (Hons) Forensic Investigation | University of South Wales

https://www.southwales.ac.uk/courses/bsc-hons-forensic-investigation/

Our Forensic Investigation degree allows students without a science background to acquire 
knowledge relating to the use of forensic techniques in a wide range of criminal investigations from 
sport and competition, consumer protection and authenticity to wildlife crime, and various forms of 
terrorism.

Forensic Accountants | FBIJOBS

https://fbijobs.gov/career-paths/forensic-accountant

Forensic Accountants in the FBI tackle complex challenges with every assignment. They work hand-
in-hand with Special Agents to keep America safe by tracing and linking funding sources to criminal 
activity and national security matters. As a core member of the investigative team, the Forensic ...

Forensic Investigation (General Criminalistics Option ...

https://www.bcit.ca/programs/forensic-investigation-general-criminalistics-option-advanced-
certificate-part-time-526bascert/

Computer crime, investigative techniques, forensic examination; and 5. Administrative computing in 
the police environment. The course will provide an overview of these areas and provide enough 
information to allow investigators to make intelligent decisions when confronted with computer 
systems, computer-based crime, proposals for new computing ...

Investigate more high profile corrupt politicians ...

https://www.transparency.org/en/press/investigate-more-high-profile-corrupt-politicians-in-malaysia

Investigation of politicians should be conducted in all aspects of anti-corruption legislation against 
those who live beyond their means and using anti-money laundering acts for money trail investigation. 
All this will deter others from being involved in corrupt practices.

Public Corruption — FBI
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https://www.fbi.gov/investigate/public-corruption

Public corruption is the FBI's top criminal investigative priority, that includes border corruption, 
election crimes, international corruption and prison corruption.

A Third of Dems Want a Special Counsel On Biden Corruption

https://pjmedia.com/news-and-politics/stacey-lennox/2020/11/21/biden-corruption-allegations-have-
32-of-democrats-asking-for-a-special-counsel-to-investigate-n1165970

According to a Just the News daily poll with Scott Rasmussen, 32% of Democrats and a majority of 
registered voters want a special counsel appointed to investigate allegations of corruption against ...

We don't trust our politicians to investigate corruption ...

https://www.thebigsmoke.com.au/2020/11/30/we-dont-trust-our-politicians-to-investigate-
corruption-study-finds/

A recent study has found that while we trust our politicians to handle COVID, we don't believe they'll 
do the right thing with instances of political corruption. Griffith University and Transparency 
International Australia have released a report that explains that while we trust our politicians to handle 
COVID, we find the opposite to be ...

Why it's wrong to investigate Democratic corruption ...

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/11/
why_its_wrong_to_investigate_democratic_corruption.html

According to Schiff, it doesn't matter if Joe Biden was bribed through his son to ensure that the 
investigation into Burisma's corruption by the Ukraine government was shut down.

Political corruption - Wikipedia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Political_corruption

Political corruption or Malpolitics is the use of powers by government officials or their network 
contacts for illegitimate private gain.. Forms of corruption vary, but can include bribery, extortion, 
cronyism, nepotism, parochialism, patronage, influence peddling, graft, and embezzlement.Corruption 
may facilitate criminal enterprise such as drug trafficking, money laundering, and human ...

Ten Most Corrupt Politicians - RealClearPolitics

https://www.realclearpolitics.com/lists/most_corrupt_politicians/#!

The Ten Most Corrupt Politicans in U.S. History. With the recent impeachment trial of Governor Rod 
Blagojevich, we thought it only fitting to take a look at politicians we found to be the most ...

Searches related to "how to investigate corrupt politicians"

Does the FBI investigate graft and corruption in local ...
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https://www.fbi.gov/about/faqs/does-the-fbi-investigate-graft-and-corruption-in-local-government-
and-in-state-and-local-police-departments

Yes. The FBI uses applicable federal laws, including the Hobbs Act, to investigate violations by public 
officials in federal, state, and local governments. A public official is any person elected ...

DOJ ethics office says Bill Barr can investigate political ...

https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/06/doj-ethics-office-william-barr-can-investigate-political-
enemies.html

This could include, say, a pre-election investigation into Joe Biden that is intended to inflict political 
damage on his candidacy, or an investigation into other companies or industries that the ...

Biden Family's Corruption Is Nothing New And Largely Legal

https://townhall.com/columnists/derekhunter/2020/10/25/biden-familys-corruption-is-nothing-new-
and-largely-legal-n2578736

Oct 25, 2020The firing of the prosecutor pursuing a corruption investigation of the company's business 
practices and owner at the insistence of Hunter's dad, the then vice president, is the unambiguous ...

The Continuing Investigation to Hillary Clinton's ...

https://www.rightwingheadlines.com/the-continuing-investigation-to-hillary-clintons-political-
corruption/

The U.S. Attorney's Move to Investigate the Alleged Political Corruption. John Durham, the U.S. 
attorney who was assigned to lead this investigation, has sought documents, interviews, and other 
pieces of evidence on how the law enforcement officials handled the investigation about the allegations
of political corruption within the Clinton ...

Why Fight Corruption - RepresentUs

https://represent.us/why-fight-corruption/

Why Fight Corruption? Fix politics, fix every issue you care about Why Is Corruption A Problem? Our 
broken political system fosters polarization, gridlock, and a lack of choices. It renders government 
unable to solve the most pressing challenges.

The Utterly Ridiculous History of Corrupt Philadelphia ...

https://www.phillymag.com/news/2020/02/04/philadelphia-corruption-kenyatta-johnson/

Kenyatta Johnson is just the latest in a long line of local pols accused of misdeeds, mischief-making 
and assorted misbehaviors. From rum runners to bribe-takers, here are 20 of our, um, favorites.

A Shockingly Long List of Corrupt Officials and Political ...
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https://www.motherjones.com/crime-justice/2020/04/a-shockingly-long-list-of-corrupt-officials-and-
political-allies-pardoned-by-trump/

Nolan, a Republican former California state legislator, pleaded guilty in 1994 in an FBI political 
corruption sting known as "Shrimpscam," in which federal agents pretending to represent a ...

The 10 Most Corrupt State Governments in the United States

https://www.therichest.com/location/the-10-most-corrupt-state-governments-in-the-united-states/

The first spot on this list of the top ten most corrupt states in the U.S. is Georgia. The state has the 
greatest levels of corruption as well as lack of accountability in the country. The biggest problem that 
the state is facing is the absence of a powerful, genuine ethics enforcement agency.

Anti-Corruption Module 6 Key Issues: Investigation of ...

https://www.unodc.org/e4j/en/anti-corruption/module-6/key-issues/investigation-of-corruption.html

The police and anti-corruption commissions have considerable powers of investigation at their 
disposal, including: seizing articles and documents, questioning witnesses, recording testimonies, etc. 
Throughout the investigation process, it is of the utmost importance that these agencies adhere to 
policies of confidentiality and any required ...

Insider Account of FBI Political Corruption Investigation ...

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/insider-account-of-fbi-political-corruption-
investigation-involving-mayors-members-of-congress-and-presidential-candidates-released-
301154905.html

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) has been executing warrants across the country connected to
the agency's multi-year political corruption investigation that focused on mayors from some of ...
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THE EXAMPLE CASE

CRIMINAL COMPLAINT - DEMAND FOR DAMAGES - DEMAND FOR AN END TO THE 
COVER-UP

 - A PUBLIC REPORT ON THE ROOTS OF MODERN CORRUPTION IN AMERICA -

=====================

Note: We filed criminal complaints about these crimes, and about our damages, with every applicable 
city, state and federal law enforcement and regulatory office, every inspector general and every 
jurisdictional politician. We now find out that many of them were profiteering in these crimes and 
owned the stock of the criminals involved. So now, any party who does not help us, who runs cover-
ups, who attacks us in reprisal for reporting their crimes and who engages in these crimes is being 
investigated (using FBI-quality resources), doxed, prosecuted, fired and addressed using the furthest 
legal means of the courts, the media and crowd-sourced forensics! We have FBI-quality forensic proof 
of everything on this page. If you have forensic FBI-quality proof that something on here is not true, 
show us (We can meet you, with the FBI staff, at the conference room at 450 Golden Gate Ave on the 
13th Floor in San Francisco and go over the HARD FACTS) and we will remove any information 
proven to be in error. This is a report to the FBI, FTC, Congress and the American Public to demand an 
end to this COVER-UP  !   - Revision #69

===================== 

WHO: 

Defendants are a RICO law and anti-trust law violating Cartel including White House executives, 
The Department of Energy, Corrupt Senators who got tech stocks as bribe payments and their 
Silicon Valley oligarch financiers.

WHAT:

Defendants defrauded the victims out of millions of dollars via their crony-corruption, insider-
trading, stock market scams and then ordered attacks on the victims when the victims told the FBI, 
Congress and FTC about the crimes. Defendants refuse to allow a jury trial, they have blockaded 
legal rights, they run reprisal attacks using government agencies and taxpayer resources and refuse 
to pay earned benefits and compensation in vendetta for getting their corruption exposed.

WHEN:

From 2005 up to today.
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WHERE: 

In California, Washington DC and across the nation

DEMAND:

Victims demand Government-provided legal counsel, a jury trial and compensation for damages, 
expenses, back-salaries and monies owed. To be paid by the Defendants.

=====================

OVERVIEW 1: 

This is about powerful and greedy people abusing the public system in order to manipulate     
TRILLIONS of government treasury and stock market dollars into their own pockets. They lie, cheat,
bribe, steal, attack, and even kill, in order to grab this money (provided from the pockets of the 
taxpayers). They create fake "political issues" in order to steer massive amounts of government money 
to "solutions" that they just happen to own the companies of. ("Follow the Money") They collude on 
cover-ups, cover-stories, pump-and-dumps, fake "Stimulus Funds" redirection and other illicit deeds. 
Famous politicians are a very big part of this crime. They are easy to spot via the tens of millions of 
dollars, in their personal bank accounts, which only appeared after they took office. They broke and 
separated America by promoting their fake causes, which divide the public, in order to benefit off of 
their exclusive stock market scams. In fact, if the, completely computer manipulated, stock market did 
not exist, political corruption in America would be reduced by 95%. 

One part of them is: The Silicon Valley Tech Cartel; an anti-trust violating organized-crime operation 
based on quid-pro-quo. They manipulated the Dept of Energy to only fund political favorites and to 
sabotage the competitors of those favorites in an epic violation of anti-trust and anti-racketeering laws. 

READ THE BOOK: 
http://american-corruption.com/public/HOW_THEY_KILLED_THE_ELECTRIC_CAR.pdf

OR AT:   http://how-they-killed-the-electric-car.com

Dept of Energy staff own the stock of Tesla and Solyndra - they work, in total conflict-of-interest, as 
slush-fund bankers for crony insiders! Steven Chu and his agency cronies defrauded all of the non-
crony applicants out of their life savings and now they are getting doxed, investigated and sued forever 
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as punishment for their corruption! the crooked senators behind this got tens of millions of dollars of 
dirty profits from it while their constituents got defrauded! 

We are seeking compensation from the perpetrators of these financial crimes and attacks that harmed 
us. Victims have already gotten over 150 of them fired from their government jobs and directly sued 
some of them for corruption! The longer this goes unresolved: the more lawsuits and political 
embarrassments these crooks can count on!

Says one victim group: " If you add up all the money the Department of Energy has spent on our 
FOIA's, lawsuits and federal investigations since 2008 you can see that the Department of Energy has 
now spent more money fighting with us than the amount they would have spent simply settling with us 
and paying our damages. You can see in the last lawsuit we got free White House and Congressional 
lawyers. Lawyers love to beat up DOE for corruption for free. All those lawyers are now looking for 
something to do. We can keep doing this for another hundred years and embarrass every politician and
their financiers forever. The Department of Energy could do the federal budget, the tax-paying public, 
the Court system, Justice and themselves a HUGE favor by simply paying us our damages and being 
done with it. We have been blockaded from getting our legal rights, from getting fair legal 
representation and from getting a jury trial because they know, in a fair un-rigged jury trial, we will 
win and they will be shamed and forced to pay up!"

A large part of the crimes involved trillions of dollars of payola involving rare earth mining schemes 
for minerals for cell phone and electric car components:
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WITNESS STATEMENT 1: 

"... this is about corruption that we experienced. it involves trillions of dollars of government monies! 
famous politicians partnered with corrupt crony-capitalist Silicon Valley bully tech oligarchs to do 
these felony dark-money crimes! if you hate injustice, collusion, monopolistic bullies and bribes then 
you will love this case! it is widely documented that famous politicians including Dianne Feinstein, 
Barack Obama, John Podesta, Nancy Pelosi and many others hire media assassins and attack 
operatives to covertly destroy those they do not like or those who compete with their stock market 
ownership. we caught the people they hired to attack us! note that in the last 2 stimulus bills, tens of 
billions of dollars, in California, disappeared in fraud matters connected to politicians. the facts 
presented here are from police and court records, congressional investigations and eye-witness 
reports..."

WITNESS STATEMENT 2: 

"...State sponsored hacking teams from Russia, China and Iran, ( Ie: Solarwinds, Supernova, Spectre, 
and hundreds of other hacks) along with thousands of bored teenagers have stolen all of the CIA, NSA 
and Fire Eye hacking tools and hacked 20 years of the bad guys emails, files, text messages and 
voicemails and sent them to the press, public-interest groups and the enemies of these oligarchs. 
Corruption has no place to hide now. All of the dirty secrets of their crimes, bribes and quid-pro-quo 
are on the table and no oligarch or crooked politician will ever be safe again! On top of the hacks and 
leaks, we have supported new open-source artificial-intelligence based software which operates 
autonomously (around-the-clock) tracking the covert cash of every politician, their family, and their 
tech oligarch bosses. When you follow the money with these bot programs the proof of the bribes and 
payola is crystal clear!  These crooks all use the same group o: 1.) dirty law firms like Wilson Sonsini, 
Perkins Coie, etc.; 2.) corrupt CPA's like Deloitte, etc., 3.) Goldman Sachs investment bankers, 4.) 
bribery-based lobbyists and Media Matters/ David Plouffe-like attack operatives. See how we are 
taking these crooks down AT THIS LINK. For example, hired attackers: Nicholas Guido Denton, Ian 
Fette, Gabby Darbyshire, John Herman, Adrian Covert, John Cook and Patrick George have been 
placed under permanent surveillance by our private investigators and federal agents for the rest of their 
lives, along with their families. Any crimes, tax evasions, drug deals, sex trafficking, money-
laundering, political manipulations, stock market holdings, revolving-door job bribes, exchange of 
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bribes and payola with Google and Youtube (we have the bank records) for search rigging, INTERPOL 
investigated cross-border transfers between the US and Eastern Europe or other additional illicit deeds 
they engage in, will be uncovered and reported...forever!..."

=====================

COUNTER-MEASURES BEING TAKEN AGAINST THE PERPETRATORS:

How YOU can use the public "Corruption Kill Box" to wipe out crooked politicians and their 
financiers: A Corruption Kill Box Procedure combines federal police investigations created by formal 
filed criminal referrals and Form 302 overview drafts, public class-action lawsuits, massive news 
media disclosure blasts, formal regulatory agency complaint filings, individual lawsuits against 
political and agency executives, documentary film production and distribution, the promotion and 
organization of Congressional hearings, crowd-sourced social media public forensics and open-source 
AI financial crimes tracking software. The procedure is an extinction-level event with a 100% success 
rate against corrupt entities. CKB's only work on the corrupt, so non corrupt parties are safe from it's 
effects. ANY member of the public can engage in these totally legal anti-corruption actions. Just do it!  
-  http://www.the-truth-about-the-dept-of-energy.com

=====================

WITNESS STATEMENT 3:

"...how corrupt are our political representatives? "we have not been able to find a single one of our 
political representatives who was not working for, paid by, sleeping with and/or profiteering off of the 
stocks and mutual funds of our competitors that attacked us! two of our senators were even caught 
financing some of the attacks!... For example, in California, they have been trying to figure out how 
tens of billions of dollars for Covid Loans, and also for housing projects, has gone missing. A series of 
recent audits has found that the much of the money was stolen and hidden by a system of duplicitous, 
on-purpose mismanagement designed to hide the thefts by saying that 'California politicians are too 
disorganized to manage anything'. In reality, the embezzlement of the federal funds are carefully 
organized by State officials (who live in multiple MANSIONS and have parties at fancy restaurants 
constantly) who are expert at theft and cover-ups..."
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=====================

VICTIM REPORT #142:

An Actual Example Of A State-Sponsored Vendetta Attack:

In the case of one victim of this corruption, let’s call him “Applicant A”, the dirty deeds of public 
officials are illuminated in all of their darkest forms. He saw, first-hand, how modern politics turns 
public servants into criminal mobsters. Here is what was in his FBI report:

In college, "Applicant A" was a criminology student on the multi-campus “Core Curriculum” which 
was offered through Stanford, SFSU and Berkeley campuses. He lived in San Francisco, with a woman
who was the best friend of Kathryn Feinstein, daughter of the future mayor of San Francisco. The 
woman’s mother, in fact, worked for Dianne Feinstein. Kathryn Feinstein often stayed at "Applicant 
A"’s home and partied there in the hot tub in the back yard and in the downstairs living room. There 
she told tales and gossip about the deep inside scoop on San Francisco politics. This led to "Applicant 
A"’s recording and production of an award-winning investigative film series about the characters in 
San Francisco politics.

Mayor George Moscone was then assassinated one day while “Applicant A” was on his way to City 
Hall for a meeting at the Mayor’s office. This assassination made Diane Feinstein the Mayor of San 
Francisco and, later, a U.S. Senator.

As further proof of the connection, Mayor Feinstein issued a large published City Hall proclamation to 
“Applicant A” for his work on a major project for the City of San Francisco, a tribute to George 
Moscone, viewed by millions of citizens and also had “Applicant A” produce many socialite events at 
City Hall for, and with, the Mayor’s friend Charlotte Maillard. 

“Applicant A” knew hundreds of top political officials, dated top officials from the White House or 
Congress and was constantly being solicited to run for office.

"Applicant A" was one of two producer’s creating a major event for The City but a rift developed 
between "Applicant A" and another group. The opposing group (Comprised of competitors to 
“Applicant A” ) were being accused of embezzling civic funds. That other group was headed by two 
personal friends of Diane Feinstein’s. The failures of the opposition group became national news as it 
was also backed by David Rockefeller’s money man, who also financed Diane Feinstein.
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At this time "Applicant A", had numerous law enforcement and intelligence credentials, 
commendations and certifications and was approached to assist with a sting operation involving some 
of those officials. The sting operation required that "Applicant A" run for a major office in San 
Francisco because only a major candidate could have access to the proper people, information and 
proximity needed for such an operation. Department of Justice, FBI, California Fair Political Practices 
Commission and other entities had an interest in these task force-type efforts. The combined efforts 
resulted in one famous City Hall official being arrested for running an underage prostitution ring for 
San Francisco public officials, co-managed by a SFPD official, and another candidate for mayor, 
associated with the old school North Beach mob, being run out of politics and having his young 
daughter removed by the police to protect her from attempted abuse. Both of the indicted officials had 
close relationships with Diane Feinstein.

"Applicant A" ran the opening ceremonies of one of David Rockefeller’s big projects in San Francisco 
which Rockefeller, Feinstein and James Bronkema were key players in. James Bronkema, The head of 
the City business council, had his mistress intermediate a potential “peace treaty” between "Applicant 
A" and his Cartel. He later sought to invite "Applicant A" into the Bay Area political Cartel he ran and 
disclosed the insider scheme to "Applicant A", hoping to entice him. Bay Area VC Tom Perkins also 
made "Applicant A" this offer and confirmed the existence, operation and scope of this Cartel which 
included famous politicians.

Subsequently, the Feinstein family became the investors, government financial agent, contractors, HR 
providers, staffing liaison, and friends for Elon Musk and managed the State and Federal gifts of 
billions of dollars of tax payer funds to Musk, which the Feinstein family profited from.

At the same time, "Applicant A" was operating a U.S. Government funded electric vehicle 
manufacturing company and an energy production company that competed with Elon Musk’s 
companies. "Applicant A" contacted the Fremont, California NUMMI plant which Elon Musk had 
publicly stated he “had no use for NUMMI”. "Applicant A" had been in negotiations and had arranged 
the first request to re-task NUMMI. A major Washington DC consulting group and CBS News 60 
Minutes Producer: Bob Simon, then had communications with Diane Feinstein’s Chief of Staff who 
threatened "Applicant A" against having anything to do with the NUMMI plant. Subsequently Elon 
Musk announced he had stepped back in and was taking over the NUMMI plant in a surprise 
announcement MC’d, in person by Diane Feinstein, whose family was managing the leasing, hiring and
contracting for the NUMMI and next door Solyndra buildings.

It turned out that a large rare earth minerals mining scam was underway to manipulate TRILLIONS of 
dollars of corrupt mining profits and federal tax dollars and that "Applicant A"’s federally funded 
technology obsoleted that plan.

Just after Russia evacuated Afghanistan, a particular set of Russian geological survey reports called: 
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“The Afghan Metals Treasure Maps” were found by CIA researchers in Kabul. They were said to show 
where many trillions of dollars worth of copper, lithium, indium and other “rare earth” technology 
minerals were hidden in the Afghan plains. 

That lithium and indium could power Elon Musk’s cars and Solyndra, Fisker’s, Abound’s Cleantech (if 
only a certain group of Silicon Valley billionaires had a way to monopolize that...hmmmm?) But; were 
those “Treasure Maps” a trick or a treat?

To this day, controversy exists across the intelligence communities, of many nations, about whether, or 
not, those maps were a scam created to “trick the American’s” or the actual locations of trillions of 
dollars of mining deals that were “antibody's for the taking”. The papers that the CIA geologists pulled 
out of that archival library in Kabul, Afghanistan still read to be a bit too convenient for what happened
next. Decades later, after an invasion or two, and vast expenditures of cash, political capitol and lives, 
very little of the promised golden mining treasure has materialized. What has materialized is epic 
corruption, political payola, campaign secrets, deaths and controversy.

Goldman Sachs, McKinsey Consulting and Deloitte helped a few rogue CIA buddies distribute a huge 
number of white papers and press releases which used the buzz words: “Trillions of dollars of lithium 
in Afghanistan” and “Afghanistan is the Saudi Arabia of Lithium”. Why would those particular 
companies put so much effort into hyping a pile of dirt on the other side of the planet? Because their 
investors (John Doerr, Elon Musk, Eric Schmidt, Larry Page, Steve Westly, etc.) had a quid pro quo 
deal with some members of The White House.

"Applicant A" had received a Congressional commendation, federal funding under contract to The 
Department of Energy and famous seminal patent awards for his work in the electric vehicle 
technologies; now used in the Honda, Toyota and Hyundai cars.

Subsequently, the FBI discovered ( confirmed via a declassified congressional report) that Daniel 
Jones, a former intelligence committee staffer for Sen. Dianne Feinstein, hired Fusion GPS and 
Christopher Steele to push the Russian story and used Fusion GPS, and other services to put hit-jobs on
people for Feinstein. Additionally, the FBI discovered that high level Chinese spies worked for 
Feinstein, including driving her around and that her husband's partner: Mart Bailey, was in China 
setting up deals that the CIA was concerned about. Fusion GPS, Media Matters, Gawker Media, 
Gizmodo Media Google and Youtube were subsequently found to have been hired by “a famous 
politician” to operate over $30M of character assassination reprisal media defamation attacks against 
"Applicant A" to punish him for helping law enforcement in these cases. It is well known that 
Feinstein, Pelosi, Harris, Reid and other Senators commonly use intelligence agency resources and 
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“dirty tricks” to attack citizens they are mad at.

"Applicant A" and his co-workers were cooperating with agency investigations at this time. In order to 
discourage, threaten and intimidate “Applicant A”, he and his peers were attacked with the 
aforementioned $30M state-sponsored reprisal attack which included the following attack tactics:

1.) Defrauding Applicants via fake government requests to invest in rigged government 
contracts;

2.) Placing moles and spying inside Applicant’s companies;

3.) Blockading legal counsel for plaintiffs;

4.) Character assassination and sophisticated contracted defamation media attacks;

5.) Offshore factory processed social media attacks;

6.) Government benefits from SSA, HUD, etc, blockades and manipulations;

7.) Jobs and venture capital funding blacklisting;

8.) FOIA obfuscation for official government FOIA filings;

9.) Arbitrary government deadline manipulation for SSA, DOE, HUD and other applications;

10.) Creation of endless fake hurdles in agency applications (ie: DOE) to protect rigged 
"winners";

11.) Toxic workplace poisonings like the Salisbury, Nalvany, Litvinenko poisonings;

12.) Workplace sabotage and obstruction of Applicant’s companies;

13.) Media defamation attacks via gawker, Gizmodo, Jalopnik, Google, Youtube, etc.;

14.) Commercial employment database "lois lerner-ing" and red-flagging;

15.) Murders of peers (ie: Rajeev Motwani, Seth Rich, Gary D. Conley and 120+ others);

16.) Revenue blockades and internet income re-direction;
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17.) Troll farm attack teams hired from Chinese attack farms;

18.) Fusion GPS, Media Matters, David Plouffe attack contracts issued targeting whistle-blowers;

19.) Manual search engine lock-in attacks on Google, YouTube, Linkedin;

20.) U.S. patent office manipulation to blockade revenue;

21.) Honey-traps sent out targeting the whistle-blowers;

22.) Fake news tabloid empires created just for defamation attacks;

23.) Housing access and financing blockades created to reprisal harass whistle-blowers;

24.) Ongoing hacking of plaintiffs devices;

25.) Tech industry black-list coordination within the National Venture Capital Association;

26.) HUD and USDA mortgage rights blockades:

27.) DNS and IP routing manipulation to prevent victims from selling anything online;

28.) Digital attacks designed to put horrific fake news about target in front of 7.5 billion people...

and more spy agency type "dirty tricks"that cost the victims their lives, life savings, income and 
other disabling losses...

The Department Of Energy (DOE) acts under White House orders to only give money to White House 
political financiers and sabotage the competitors of those political insiders. DOE says they don’t do 
what David Axelrod. Rahm Emanual, or the latest Oval Office lackey, tells them to do, but by now 
everyone knows that assertion is a complete and total lie!

Some of the people that laid siege to Congress at the start of 2021 believed they were “doing the right 
thing”, others thought they were insane. Department of Energy staff are just as ‘insane’ in that they are 
hired to lie, cheat and manipulate funding in order to help their political favorites and harm the 
competitors to those ‘favorites’ who they perceive as political ‘enemies’. Department of Energy staff 
are as devoted to cronyism as an ISIS attacker is to sawing off someone’s head with his knife. Neither 
of them perceive themselves as “crazy zealots”, both groups think they are ‘doing the right thing’, but 
those on the outside can see the truth.

When an Applicant for government funding receives a letter simply stating that their loan application 
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under the Advanced Technology Vehicles Manufacturing (ATVM), LGP, Battery funds, etc. or other 
Program, has been rejected it is because the Applicant  did not bribe the right people. Bright 
Automotive famously published a national letter about how the Dept of Energy had lied to them. XP 
sued the Dept of Energy for corruption and won. Congress has held ongoing hearings about the 
corruption and payola at the Department of Energy.

No logical reasons are ever given in the DOE letters and only after several attempts at phoning the 
Department of Energy office can you ever get the so-called “reasons” orally. You may never receive the
reasons in writing. Over a hundred Applicants like Bright, Zap, Brammo, EcoMotors, XP Vehicles, 
Elio, Lordstown and others have been lied to, led down the garden path, stone-walled, delayed and 
sabotaged in order to protect political insiders Tesla, Solyndra, Abound, Brightsource and other White 
House financiers.

One could understand a rejection if the reasons given were applicable to an Applicants actual loan 
application. However, in each case, they were not. Many reasons did not even reflect what was 
included in the Applicants submissions if the Applicant was a competitor to Elon Musk. Department of 
Energy staff simply made up data that was not even submitted in order to help Tesla and harm Bright 
Automotive, for example. In many cases a rejected electric car Applicant was told that their car “did 
not use enough gasoline” or that their windmill project used “too much sun”… or similar nonsense.

All of Steven Chu’s Department of Energy staff were friends of, investors in, or associates of Elon 
Musk’s Cartel. They stayed on, many of them even still in place in 2021, waiting for Jennifer Granholm
to get in and start the old Chu regime back up to hand out cash to the insiders from the Silicon Valley 
Mafia. In each case, after several attempts at receiving more clarification from the Dept of Energy and 
ATVM offices, no one from DOE has been in further contact with any outsider Applicant . For years, 
each Applicant is still requesting additional information about their loan applications and more 
applicable reasons for rejections. 

Most of the  competitors to Elon Musk, had cars that could go further than a Tesla, cost up to 80% less 
than a Tesla, used no gasoline, were easier to repair and build than a Tesla, saved your life better than a 
Tesla in a crash, didn’t blow up like a Tesla, did not get hacked as easy as a Tesla, were faster on 
torque-factors than a Tesla, were not about to go bankrupt like Elon Musk was at the time, did not 
require an extension cord to trip over like Tesla does, did not rely on foreign labor like Tesla did, did 
not have the horrific debt ratio that Tesla had, did not cause genocide and rape around the globe in 
corrupt lithium and cobalt child labor camps like Elon Musk did and, generally had every advantage 
over Tesla except: 1.) the Elon Musk partnership that Musk had with Dianne Feinstein’s family and the 
2.) conduit of cash between Musk and political candidates.

Most of the other Applicant's had thousands of customers lined up who wanted to buy their unique and 
very “green” cars. The public were eager to buy their products but those products were better and more 
competitive than Elon Musk’s. If you line up every Applicants merits in a spreadsheet, the “DOE 
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winners” would lose. The metrics were ignored or rigged in order to favor Tesla and Solyndra and harm
outsiders who competed with them.

One of the rejection reasons that DOE gave an Applicant was that their car “did not use E85 gasoline”. 
It was an ELECTRIC CAR which uses NO gasoline which one would think that an Obama 
Administration had as a goal our country should want to attain. Crony insiders Tesla Motors and Fisker 
also used no gasoline and they were handed the DOE funds with almost no scrutiny. At no point was 
E85 gasoline ever mentioned, discussed, commented on or requested by DOE. In fact the topic was 
particularly avoided by DOE staff.

Another reason an Applicant (XP Vehicles) was given was that that “they were not planning on making 
millions of cars.” Any intelligent auto industry expert knows you have to ramp up production from a 
few thousand cars in order to get to a few million cars. The Department of Energy was not offering 
enough money to start making millions of cars right out of the gate. No car company EVER FUNDED 
by the Dept of Energy, to this day, has ever been capable of making millions of cars from the get go. In 
fact, XP, who proposed 50,000 vehicles, turned out to be EXACTLY correct based on industry history. 
Dept of Energy reviewers turned out to be EXACTLY wrong on their comments...or they were making 
things up to protect Musk. The rejection point was that Applicants were not planning to make enough 
cars. This was a false statement by DOE. The company would like to build and sell more cars than any 
other car company. They were fully willing to produce millions of vehicles if provided with the 
appropriate funding as they quantified millions of fleet buyers for its vehicles. No DOE entity ever 
asked them to adjust, discuss or amend their numbers. They were more than willing to adjust those 
numbers if anyone had even bothered to ask. One must start out with small steps and were planned to 
ramp up to a massive number over time. To suggest that one do otherwise would demonstrate 
questionable judgment by DOE reviewers. The validity of this comment was based on either lies or 
manipulated interpretations by DOE staff designed to harm Applicant ratings over Musk.

Applicant XP, whose business plan was based on selling vehicles to the government was told they were
rejected by DOE because they were “... not planning to sell cars to the government”. That 
determination was 100% false. It was a bald faced lie by Department of Energy staff. It was clearly 
stated in XP’s application that the core sales plan of the company is based on government fleet sales. 
The Dept of Defense wanted a particular light-weight version of the XP car for air-dropped rescues. 
One cannot help but wonder if DOE even read the applications or just rubber-stamped all non-crony 
applications as “rejected”. 

In another example of a failure to read the applications, The Dept of Energy asserted that factory cost 
estimates were too low because “the metal body fabrication systems” were not calculated high enough. 
The Applicant  did not use much metal fabrication in its bodies, which Dept of Energy staff would have
known if they had even read the first page of the application.

Banks and every other business lender takes a few weeks to decide on business funding. The Dept of 
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Energy stonewalled Applicants for YEARS and received numerous write-ups from the GAO as one of 
the most screwed up organizations in Washington DC. 

DOE reviewers never even talked to the founders, inventor, engineers, project leads or primary 
contractors from non crony Applicants. Outsider Applicants were even told, over and over again, that 
everything in their application was good and that no additional information was needed. This is despite 
the fact that the reasons given for outsider rejections did not reflect the technology being used and 
therefore the ATVM reviewers did not understand our concept and product. Tesla Motors received over 
100 hours of staff meetings and attention to guide them through the DOE. Non-crony Applicant"s got 
zero help.

It was discovered that McKinsey Consulting was hired to write all of the global white-papers designed 
to promote the Cleantech investors stock market holdings. They were also hired to staff the Department
of Energy entirely with Elon Musk's and Solyndra's friends. They were also the lobbying consultants to
Google, Facebook and the Silicon Valley Cartel.

After nearly a year of waiting, accompanied by written, verbal and in-person DOE proclamations that 
“everything was fine”, “everything is on-track”, “you appear to meet every criteria”, etc. and after staff 
expended the majority of their personal funds based on these positive assertions, the applications were 
suddenly and mysteriously rejected. Why was staff at DOE during the course of the year, positive about
the outcome and never asked for additional information? It was because they all knew, from December 
2008 forward, that only those friends on a secret insiders list were ever going to be approved. Every 
other "Applicant A" was being defrauded and used as a smoke screen to make it look like things were 
“in process”. Applicant''s were promised, assured and relied on "things are looking good" statements 
from Dept of Energy staff who were lying. Dept of Energy staff knew from December of 2008 that the 
money was hard-wired for Tesla and a couple of others.

At the start of the DOE application process DOE’s Lachlan Seward, Matt Rogers, Steven Chu, Kathy 
Zoi, Carol Battershal, and ALL of the senior DOE staff told each Applicant that the review would “be 
very interactive”... but there was no interaction for non-crony outsiders while Elon Musk and Solyndra 
folks, who applied later, were reviewed earlier, had hundreds of hours of in-person hand-holding 
interaction with DOE and had already been awarded their funds. No outsiders got any of this help or 
“interaction”.

Rejection comments supplied by Chris Foster of DOE seemed to be unrelated to the business of each 
rejected company and had no foundation in fact. It was as if Dept of Energy staff would make anything 
up to keep competitors against Silicon Valley political campaign financiers from getting to market.

Rejected Applicants provided $100 million+ of asset collateral opportunity for only a $40M loan. To 
repeat, non-crony "Applicant A"s provided over TWICE the collateral of the value of the loan. How is 
this not as secure of a structure as any of the other Applicants. Elon Musk did not have any collateral 
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like this!

Tesla was in such bad trouble that they had to borrow money from the Middle East and Detroit in order 
to temporarily cook their books so that DOE could release their cash. In reality, Tesla is a book-cooking
stock market valuation manipulation operation and not a car company, as such.

The Department of Energy determined that three of the Applicant's were "most likely" to obsolete and 
put Elon Musk's company out of business because they beat the competitive metrics factors for price, 
range, safety, cost-to-produce...literally, THEY BEAT MUSK ON EVERYTHING! Department of 
Energy staff are beholden to Elon Musk and HIS political financiers so they could not let any 
competitors into the market. The Department of Energy is the gate-keeper of who gets to exist in the 
American auto industry according to Elon Musk's own marketing director: Daryl Sirry. No American 
bank or VC will finance a car company without DOE insider say-so. The Department of Energy 
blockades funding for those who directly might compete with Elon Musk because they get paid by Elon
Musk and his financiers with stock, jobs, perks, political appointments, etc. 

DOE top staff told Applicants that if they paid $50,000.00 then they could get a full review. One 
Applicant got investors to fund the $50K fee. The investors agreed if a DOE staffer would tell them 
once on the phone or email that that was the case. The (lying bastard) DOE staffer (Foster) refused to 
come to the phone or reply to any fedex or email until an hour after the deadline to wire the fee, even 
though he was recorded in his office, hiding from the calls. The staffer then sent an email saying “you 
missed the deadline to pay the fee, you are rejected”, even though he had organized the missing of the 
fee by refusing any communication that he promised, in writing, to have with the investors who were to
pay the fee. Elon Musk did not have to pay the fee until much later after Tesla got caught not paying 
the fee.

The state is wielding extraordinary power these days — power to close businesses, to directly impact 
people’s livelihoods and even lives — and so it owes it to the public to disclose how and why it makes 
those decisions that appear to only benefits campaign financiers and insiders. Hiding the identities and 
processes of the Department of Energy reviewers is a criminal act.

This secrecy is exactly the wrong approach here and will only breed further mistrust, confusion and 
contempt for the crucial role of government in bringing alternative energy vehicles to market.

Dept of Energy reviewers told non-crony Applicants that “electric motors and batteries were 
considered” by the DOE reviewers to be “too futuristic of a technology and not developed for 
commercial use even though they have been in use in over 40 industries for over 20 years, including by
NASA. By the way, Tesla, Nissan and Fisker used the same exact electric motors. What was the 
rationale for this DOE argument aside from cronyism? In the case of XP, every part of the XP car was 
to be purchased from existing commercial sources with multiple points of supply, so it is not possible to
see how a reviewer might think the vehicle had any significant technical acquisition hurdles. Over 100 
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major supplier companies, that have been building parts for the auto, aerospace and industry for 
decades) were to deliver the component parts for XP Vehicles. The U.S. Congress said that the primary 
purpose of this loan program was to develop advanced technology and further reduce U.S. dependence 
on gasoline. The non crony car "Applicant A"s used no gasoline and got over 125 miles per battery 
charge. How is the DOE claim that electric cars are not compliant not in direct conflict with the 
precepts of the Section 136 law?

DOE staff would constantly “Lois Lerner” (or lose) non-crony Applicants paperwork. A DOE staffer 
named Brent even revealed that Lachlan Seward had ordered some documents shredded for cover-up 
purposes. Congressional investigations have documented hundreds of such corruption actions at DOE.

So… we thought: “How could the U.S. Government engage in such insane criminal bull shit?”

So, we legally acquired the public Office Of Personnel Management records, social media postings, 
Linkedin records, FOIA revelations, voting and contribution records of every Department of Energy 
contractor and employee who had even the most remote contact with the funding process, from 2008 
forward...and LOOKIE, LOOKIE! We have not been able to find a single one of them who was not 
financially involved with the handful of people who got they Dept of Energy funds. They were the 
most insider-trading, conflict-of-interest based, sleeping-with-the-recipient bunch of crooks and liars 
you could ever find. Why is the Dept of Energy allowed to hire only their friends and insider trading 
associates? Why is every office at DOE not required to have a 50/50 staff mix? The deciders and 
lobbyists are connected by sexual culture and greed and defrauded each of the non-crony people who 
they induced to apply. The Department of Energy knew from Dec. 1, 2008 that nobody was ever going 
to get Dept of Energy funding except the previously hard-wired crony insiders. Each "Applicant A" 
who was not an insider lost millions of dollars and years of their lives because of the lies of the U.S. 
Department of Energy. The Department of Energy has never apologized or paid their bills for the 
damages!

"Applicant A", at this time, discovered that he had been exposed to toxic materials, possibly 
intentionally as “political poisoning” (ie: The Salisbury Poisonings and the Alexander Litvinenko 
poisoning), as a reprisal tactic, from his work with the Department of Energy and Kaiser laboratories. 
"Applicant A" filed for his benefit rights,, which he had full credits for, but political officials from 
Senate offices ordered those funds frozen and used intelligence agency dirty tricks to manipulate and 
alter government records. The “Solarwinds”, “Supernova”, “Spectre” and hundreds of other hacks 
show that the very servers that "Applicant A"’s records were on were, in fact, penetrated.

Agency staffers manipulated Applicant’s filed benefits applications with SSA, HUD and other 
agencies, in order to cut off their funds in reprisal for assistance in corruption investigations.

Congressional officials then assisted some of the whistle-blowers and their peers with a first-ever 
federal anti-corruption lawsuit. This case set many new legal precedents. The victims team won the 
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lawsuit proving that government agencies “infected by corruption” had manipulated, blockaded and 
stone-walled the Applicant's government funding.

These citizens instigated Congressional corruption investigations and hearings against the most senior 
members of the State and Federal government. These actions resulted in the termination of very famous
public officials and their crony criminal embezzlement scams and almost resulted in the President 
being forced to leave office, mid-term, based on revelations of a massive crony kick-back scheme 
which began to be exposed after the FBI raid of Solyndra. The director of the FBI was fired for 
assisting in cover-ups related to this matter.

It was revealed that White House executives ordered government agencies to harm members of the 
public and to reprisal with-hold public resources from the public. This was a violation of tort, RICO 
and anti-trust laws.

The victims fought back. 

They used 100% legal tools to interdict the corruption.

First, with a unique new kind of pioneering federal lawsuit, victims established — FOR THE FIRST 
TIME IN LEGAL HISTORY — that political cronyism is a valid basis for a claim of arbitrary-and-
capricious agency action under the Administrative Procedure Act. See: Federal Case One, (D.D.C. 
2015).

Second, they prevailed in the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit on 
their appeal of the district court’s ruling that an agency may escape judicial review of its action by 
requesting a voluntary remand but refusing to reconsider its initial denial of an application. See: Case 
Federal Two, (D.C. Cir. 2017). The Washington DC Circuit agreed with the victims that an agency may
only seek a remand if it promises to reconsider its initial decision. It is because of that victory that the 
government, under court order is now re-doing the victims applications and GAO, FBI, IG's and 
Congressional oversight offices are watching to assure effective ethics and transparency.

Third, these cases placed, on permanent public record, one of the most detailed documentation sets, 
ever assembled, about how modern political "Dark Money" conduits operate. The legal team hired ex-
FBI, CIA and SEC experts to track down covert bank accounts, revolving door bribes, insider stock 
trades and other payola between the victim's competitors and public officials. This documentation now 
prevents the use of those kinds of criminal efforts, in the future, by exposing their tactics to the public.

Fourth, the victim's team engaged in the interdiction and termination of corrupt agency executives, 
contractors and their financiers. This included some of the most well-known names in Washington, DC,
at the time. Many of them were, and are still being, investigated and surveilled by the FBI, GAO, SEC 
and Congress.
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Fifth, and most important, the effort put every corrupt political scheme on notice that they WILL be 
found out and interdicted!

The bottom line? The victims group WON on every single aspect of their public-interest goals but still 
have yet to be recompensed for their damages!

Now the "bad guys" have less options to engage in the corruption of our Democracy!

Not only did the Department of Energy engage in reprisal attacks. SSA staff and officials from the SSA 
have been shown to have runn political reprisals on "Applicant A". History has shown that some Bay 
Area SSA staff since 2007 have gone on to work for politicians in dispute with "Applicant A" or for 
ANTIFA-like political activism groups that advocate attacks. SSA has been forced to remove at least 
four officials from their SSA jobs and more are under investigation. Dianne Feinstein, Nancy Pelosi, 
Kamala Harris, Harry Reid and other Senators have the staff and power to manipulate any SSA, HUD, 
CMA, DOE and other agency decisions, files, results and benefits against any citizen they are pissed of 
at. All of those Senators own the stock market assets of all of the competitors to "Applicant A" and 
have the owners of those competing companies over to parties and home dinners on a regular basis.

Nearly a thousand public officials including White House, FBI (and other agency most senior officials) 
have been removed from their jobs for using the government for revenge, reprisal, retaliation actions 
against those they competed with. The published facts, Congressional reports, Inspector General 
investigations and testimony prove that government officials attack citizens on a regular basis.

In the event of “Applicant A”’s death an “insurance policy” of devastating encrypted files has been pre-
distributed to certain reporter and legal groups.

=====================

THE EVIDENCE PROVES:

** THAT ELON MUSK IS A MOBSTER THAT RIGS POLITICS AND THE STOCK MARKET 
AND LIES ABOUT EVERYTHING!

** THAT SILICON VALLEY OLIGARCHS RUN A MONOPOLISTIC CARTEL!
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** THAT SILICON VALLEY OLIGARCHS AND THEIR POLITICIANS RUN A SEX CULT AND 
TRANSACT BRIBES WITH SEX!

** THAT RARE EARTH MINING IS A SIX TRILLION DOLLAR POLITICAL CORRUPTION 
SCANDAL THAT CALIFORNIA POLITICIANS COVER-UP!

** THAT THE MAIN WAY POLITICAL BRIBES ARE PAID IS WITH HIDDEN STOCK MARKET 
ASSETS!

** THAT LITHIUM BATTERIES ARE DEADLY, EXPLOSIVE, TOXIC FUME CAUSING, 
GENOCIDE CAUSING, CHILD LABOR CAUSING, DEVICES OWNED, IN PART, BY 
CALIFORNIA POLITICIANS!

** THAT AN EXTRAORDINARY NUMBER OF SUSPICIOUS DEATHS HAVE HAPPENED TO 
PEOPLE INVOLVED IN THIS CASE

** THAT TECH OLIGARCHS AND CALIFORNIA SENATORS HIRE CHARACTER ASSASSINS 
AND HIT JOB ATTACKERS TO HARM CITIZENS WHO SPEAK OUT!

** SILICON VALLEY SPIES ON EVERYTHING YOU TOUCH THAT HAS  A BATTERY OR A 
POWER CORD AND USES THE DATA TO MANIPULATE POLITICS!

PER:  http://www.the-truth-about-the-dept-of-energy.com

=====================

WITNESS STATEMENT #4: 

"   ...  the 2008 and 2020 "stimulus funds" are quid pro quo scams to pay off political      insiders  . We 
reported these crimes (with FBI-class evidence) to every law enforcement agency in writing ( FBI, 
DOJ, SEC, IG, FTC, OSC, FEC, etc.). apparently, citizens are ignored if the crimes involve politicians 
and their billionaires. the cover-ups are off-the-charts!these mobsters (Google, Tesla, Facebook, 
Linkedin, Netflix, In-q-tel, Kleiner Perkins, Greylock, etc; acting in a coordinated, collusion-based, 
operation) are paying billions of dollars of political bribes (...via cash, real estate, sex trafficking, 
pacs, search engine rigging, crony jobs, biased censoring, campaign funds, stock market 
manipulations, ukrainian money laundering, etc.) to delay justice and blockade our, and your, rights! 
There can be no question about the fact that Google, Facebook, Netflix, Tesla and the Silicon Valley 
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Cartel control the Obama and Biden White House.   For example: Elon Musk ordered the politicians   
who are his bitches to sabotage his competitors. He gave those political insiders: cash, stock in his 
cartel, revolving-door jobs, campaign funding, sex workers, off-shore money laundering, and other 
quid pro quo. Eric Schmidt, Larry Page, Mark Zuckerberg, and the rest of the tech mob, all worked 
together on these crimes. The hacks and leaks of their documents prove it. Government agency bosses 
are covering up these crimes to protect their jobs and their corrupt stock market holdings. Musk and 
Goldman Sachs have gotten over FIFTEEN BILLION DOLLARS of free taxpayer cash and 
monopolized exclusives to pay for Musk's drugs, sex parties and mansions. This is one of the largest 
violations of anti-trust laws in history. The politicians and agencies that are supposed to stop him are 
getting money from him. Musk exists entirely from quid pro quo bribes! Musk's banks, including 
Deutsche Bank, have had to pay more than $100 million to settle charges related to violating anti-
bribery laws and engaging in money laundering. While the Musk-controlled media bloviate on the god-
like image of Musk, he and his buddies are just crooks and mobsters. It is now almost impossible for 
the public to reach any media source that is not controlled by the Silicon Valley Cartel via 
synchronized talking points. Politicians who say that their only motivation is to "save" the helpless 
billionaire Elon Musk and his unicorns: 1.) sabotage any companies who are not making Tesla's, 2.) 
have sex with Tesla lobbyists and bankers, 3.) own the stock in Tesla Motors, 4.) are venture capital 
partners in Kleiner Perkins (ie: Gore) and Greylock capital insiders, 5.) trade revolving door jobs with
the Elon Musk cartel, 6.) gave Musk over $15B of free taxpayer money, 7.) get campaign financing 
from Musk, 8.) order government agencies to freeze funding for Musk's competitors, 9.) and engage in 
a vast number of other corruption and anti-trust crimes.

Politicians talk a big game about coming down on the Silicon Valley Cartel but they never really seem 
to move on their threats or declarations because they are receiving bribes FROM the Silicon Valley 
Cartel. The bribes come from covert money drops via covert political manipulation groups including: 
The Sixteen Thirty Fund, Tides Advocacy, Emerson Collective, American Bridge, Think Progress, 
New America Foundation, Future Forward, Priorities USA Action, Arabella Advisors, New Venture 
Fund, Windward Fund, Hopewell Fund, Democracy Alliance, MoveOn.org, People's Action Power 
and nearly a thousand     other groups who claim to be doing goodie-two-shoes smiley happy deeds but 
who use spy-tactic dirty tricks to manipulate stock markets. These kinds of dark money groups prey on 
naive citizens, using emotional trigger pitches to rig government money into the pockets of their 
bosses. If they can control the White House and most Senators, then they can steer trillions of 
dollars of government money into their own pockets!

It has been proven that Google does indeed pick and choose what search results come up at the top of 
every search in order to help Google's friends and harm Google's enemies. Google, Facebook, Netflix 
and Tesla covertly spend billions of dollars influencing Congress.

The monopoly of the Silicon Valley Cartel is distinct and different from somebody like the New York 
Times, for example, or any major media platform that does not have legal immunity because they are 
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publishers. All other publishers do pick and choose what news stories they publish, what letters to the 
editor’s are printed, what kind of op-eds are put on their platform, and they make those decisions 
knowing they are legally liable. Google bribed the 230 law into existence as an exclusive law just for 
Google to get away with crimes.

Via agreements to collude, the Silicon Valley Cartel platforms are acting as publishers as they are 
making editorial decisions while maintaining a legal immunity under section 230 which allows them to
attack others without consequences. Google has parties and members of congress will go and pick up 
their checks. Facebook will have a big reception and Congress members go and say "hey, where’s my 

check?'”. That is outright bribery! READ THIS LINK: How Silicon Valley, in a Show of 
Monopolistic Force, Destroys Competitors.pdf The reason no one is acting on big tech is that 
the companies are inviting our elected members of congress into their very deep pockets. This is a 
massive abuse of power on several levels and if our elected officials can’t resist the temptation of extra 
money in their pockets, then they need to be removed by recall elections, lawsuits and doxing...."

=====================

WITNESS STATEMENT #5:

"...they stole our lives - now we are taking their entire cartel down...without breaking a single law! 
Hndreds of public officials, at famous government agencies, and dozens of sociopath billionaires are 
profiteering in these crimes. they are blocking our requests for justice. they are running felony cover-
ups to protect their sinister dark money scams. the public is sick and tired of their criminal corruption. 
attached to this site you will find millions of pages of evidence from federal investigators and top 
reporters proving each assertion herein. (ie:   HTTP://WWW.THE-TRUTH-ABOUT-THE-DEPT-OF-  
ENERGY.COM )

These felony crimes affect every citizen in the nation. The public must demand new laws to make 
bribery via stock market securities and 'revolving doors' have a mandatory and severe prison sentence 
with no more loop-holes for politicians!  these tech oligarchs and dirty senators need to be arrested by 
the fbi and by citizen arrest! none of these scum-bags should ever be allowed to be "white house 
advisors" again! 98% of the politicians,  and their family members, that own stock, use it as payment 
for bribes, payola and corruption. how can you trust any politician whose family makes most of their 
money off of stocks they are making the laws for? forbid any politicians from owning stock! Each 
voter should sue each politician that engages in corruption! That will solve the problem!..."
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=====================

DEMANDS:

OUR PERSONAL DEMAND TO THE PRESIDENT, THE ATTORNEY GENERAL, THE FBI 
DIRECTOR, THE INSPECTOR GENERAL AND CONGRESS:

"...WE DEMAND PAYMENT FROM THE U.S. GOVERNMENT AND THE STATE OF 
CALIFORNIA FOR OUR DAMAGES, FEES, BACK-PAY AND STATE-CAUSED LOSSES FROM 
THIS POLITICAL CORRUPTION AND THE RELATED COVER-UPS AND PROVEN HIT-JOBS 
THAT GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS OPERATED. POLITICIANS DEFRAUDED US OUT OF OUR 
LIFE SAVINGS THROUGH THEIR ORGANIZED CRIME SCAMS USING GOVERNMENT 
RESOURCES. 

Financial investigator Jim Mintz, GAO and FBI forensic analysts and hundreds of others have proven 
that Senators and White House bosses gave their friends Eric Schmidt, Larry Page, Mark Zuckerberg, 
Elon Musk and their other political financiers over $45 BILLION dollars of free taxpayer-funded cash. 
The politicians owned profits in those oligarch's companies and put over $200M of dirty profits in their
covert family bank accounts. Those politicians (ie; Feinstein, Harris, Reid, Pelosi, etc.) cut off our 
funds, benefits and human rights, and ran media attacks on us (we are the competitors of those 
oligarchs), to protect their corrupt profiteering scams. Their companies had crappier products, that 
killed or abused more Americans, that cost more, that avoided giving Americans jobs, that had racist 
and sex abusing cultures and that relied on payola and quid-pro-quo...they got the money because they 
paid bribes and for no other reason... " Schmidt, Page, Zuckerberg, Musk, etc. each spend over $500M 
per election to manipulate elections! How much does the average citizen get to spend to steer election 
results? How much do you spend to rig elections? Is it right, or fair, that a crooked billionaire gets to 
buy elections with covert money while you, the public, languishes? 

Every politician who was supposed to be helping us was an owner of our competitors, having sex with 
our competitors, running a Dark Money payola scam with our competitors and attacking us using 
taxpayer money. Their leaked emails and financial records prove it!

The victims were specifically and illegally excluded from participation in funding, benefits, jobs and 
income by major political figures, including U.S. Senators and White House executives who they knew,
and those politician's corrupt Silicon Valley oligarch financiers. The tech Cartel and politicians attacked
the victims because they would not cooperate with the crooked: sex trafficking, tax evasion, off-shore 
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money laundering, political bribery quid-pro-quo, revolving door payola scams, foreign nation-
sponsored domestic manipulations, stock market rigging, internet censorship and search engine 
manipulation and other crimes. They attacked the victims because they reported the crimes to federal 
police. They attacked the victims because their products obsoleted the products the Senators owned the 
stock of (ie: Tesla, Google, Facebook, Netflix are covertly owned by California politicians). They 
attacked the victims using taxpayer-funded state resources. That is a felony violation of the law. The 
ongoing cover-up of these crimes and attacks is also a felony violation of the law. The victims their are 
owed damages compensation, witness fees and back-pay. Multiple Inspector General hearings, 
Congressional hearings and undercover videos have proven, beyond a doubt, that public officials order 
reprisal hit-jobs on citizens funding, SSA benefits, housing, permits, government applications and other
things in order to harm them as political revenge for speaking out!

Federal investigators have proven (via records-tracking, financial data, surveillance, insider tips, leaks, 
etc.) that White House executives, government agency executives (SSA, LSC, DOE, USPTO, etc.) and 
California political bosses, including California U.S. Senators, owned interests in the victims 
competitors worth many billions of dollars. Any citizen can confirm these assertions via public records 
and the evidence in this report. The FBI has been arresting major political figures in this organized 
crime ring in San Francisco City Hall. Those government officials ordered, financed and executed 
whistle-blower reprisals and anti-trust violating attacks on the victims using state-sponsored, taxpayer-
funded resources. Using government resources, they engaged in the illegal reprisal attacks on the 
victims. Those harms are listed in detail in the claim section of the filed Victim Demand entitled: “The 
Specific Attacks And Harms Undertaken Against Plaintiffs”.

Corrupt government officials manipulated SSA, HHS, DOE, USPTO, DOJ, and other agency, 
payments, funds, benefits and rights in order to harm and economically damage the victims. They 
produced and financed a massive media defamation campaign using their Paypal Mafia-based “Silicon 
Valley Cartel”. This ‘Cartel’: 1.) finances the political campaigns of the Senators and the other 
politicians that own stock in their Silicon Valley dirty tech companies, 2.) is the competitor of the 
victims, 3.) shared staff with the named politicians, 4.) is the nearly exclusive beneficiary of policy 
actions by those politicians, and 5.) has a massive number of conflict-of-interest relationships with each
of the charged politicians. The victims reported the attackers crimes to the FBI, DOJ, IG and other 
officials and got attacked for reporting the crimes, for busting up the organized crime effort and for 
running companies whose product technologies obsoleted those of the tech Cartel. The victims are 
claiming their rights to their damages and fee compensation, but those same public figures have 
blocked them from an equitable jury trial to address the matter. The government has provided the 
attacker/political campaign financiers/competitors of the victims with tens of billions of dollars of free 
government cash yet the victims have gotten nothing but grief from the public officials who are 
supposed to help them because a criminal cover-up is in process. The politicians who got those “bad 
guys” that free taxpayer-provided money, own the stock of those criminal’s companies, are best friends 
with those oligarchs and are politically financed by those corrupt players. This organized crime cartel 
operates the most audacious and corrupt scheme in American political history.
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No public official should hire, and seek to replicate, the entire crony corruption payola staff from the 
Obama Administration. Nobody who owns stock in, or has revolving door payola from, Silicon Valley 
tech weasels should EVER be allowed to work in our government. Those officials only made policy 
that put cash in their stock market accounts and were extremely corrupt; at the expense of every 
member of the public!

In addition to the above, agency bosses changed federal criteria from "first-to-apply/first-come-first-
served" to "who-are-friends-are" in order to let their friends in line for funding ahead of everyone that 
applied first.

In order to manipulate the stock market and create a monopoly, Google/YouTube hyped Google insider 
Elon Musk and hid all of his competitors. Google/YouTube also accepted payments in order to run 
attack videos and character assassinations on his competitors, some of which were paid for by 
politicians who owned Google/Tesla stock. Those politicians got Musk and Larry Page government 
cash hand-outs! Google/Youtube manually manipulates servers to help friends and destroy competitors.

=====================

NOTICE TO THE UNITED STATES CONGRESS:

JENNIFER GRANHOLM: FIX THE CORRUPT CRONY CAPITALISM QUID-PRO-QUO PAYOLA 
AT THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY. DON'T BE PART OF IT AGAIN!

Part of the staff at the U.S. Department of Energy are political fan-girl zealots who will lie, stone-wall, 
cheat, shred, manipulate  and defraud in order to exploit their political cause and advance their careers. 
They will do anything to help their "girlfriends": Elon Musk, Eric Schmidt, Mark Zuckerberg, George 
Soros and their brethren. They will do anything they can to harm the competitors of those insiders. 
Nothing that happens at the D.O.E. is not based in bribery and payola!

EVERY new Department of Energy staff has said: "We won't do those bad things the last guys did"; but
they have each been found to have lied! Jennifer must be ordered to pay the damages of the past 
victims and eliminate all of the programs that have been proven to have been corrupt.

Even if you spend years providing data for a Dept of Energy funding application, even though you get 
approved, at the last minute the White House will covertly whisper orders to cancel your funding 
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because you compete with a financier of The President.

The lying sycophant scumbags at the Department of Energy are covering up these crimes because they 
own stock in, and get contracts and revolving door jobs from, Elon Musk, Google, et al. The 
Department of Energy is a deep, dark, smug abyss of crony payola, kick-backs, market monopolization,
bribes and insider corruption beholden to the tech cartel. Google, Facebook and Silicon Valley are a 
private government that is more powerful than the U.S. Government. They use the U.S. Government as
their bitch! These people put mobster-like 'hit-jobs' on the victims and operated state-sponsored attacks 
against them because they reported the crimes to law enforcement. 

Don't be a SUCKER and fall for the lies that the Department of Energy dishes up. The Advanced 
Technology Vehicle Manufacturing and loan programs are insider controlled, quid pro quo, payola 
scams to pay off friends and campaign financiers. NO NON-POLITUCAL INSIDER HAS EVER 
GOTTEN MONEY FROM THE DEPT OF ENERGY! No Secretary of Energy in the last 20 years was 
not a political lackey. No non-insider has ever gotten the DOE funds. Every outsider who competed 
with an insider was sabotaged, stone-walled, lied to and shut down by the DOE stooges.

If you don't believe that Silicon Valley is operated by an organized crime cartel of sociopath frat boys 
that are protected by famous Senators and public officials, who own their stock and get their campaign 
cash, then here is absolute proof of the crimes and the cover-ups that go all the way to the White 
House. We conducted an exhaustive, decades-long, investigation deep into the roots of modern political
corruption and here is how it works and how to destroy it!

Have you noticed that all of the "stimulus" money always goes to the politicians friends and benefits 
their stock market accounts but almost none of the cash goes to the voting citizens? That is the kind of 
BS we are stopping here!

These tech kleptocrats have tried to hide all their dirty cash all over the world but distinct, AI computer-
tracked patterns have emerged that have caught them! The moves and tricks they like to use each 
contain the seeds of their own destruction. We have been catching them at every stage and those 
patterns reveal how California politicians and dirty Google/Facebook/Tesla crooks hide their dirty 
money.

In all these corruption cases, these corrupt people took the same steps to conceal their assets. They each
took the money in secret ways. The main ways are 1.) via Dark Money stealth political funds; 2.) bribes
paid via insider trading ( notice that most of these crooks marry an investment banker to run their dirty 
schemes) and 3.) getting government contracts, loans and grants for their friends that they get kick-
backs from. They then had their dirty law firms and CPA’s shove the money into their standardized 
covert financial structure to hide it. They use family members to run the operation. Their dirty family 
members and lawyer/CPA teams cover up their tracks. They then have intermediaries spend the money 
to get them islands, yachts, mansions, hookers, Tesla’s, etc.
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They use Switzerland, The Ukraine, The Cayman Islands, Mexico, China, Cyprus, Russia and New 
Zealand as money laundering centers. They create a tsunami of offshore shell companies on islands and
crazy places that few could find on a map. It is all a sham.

They keep moving the money around and buying sham real estate. These Senators and tech oligarchs 
will just lie and lie and lie because no major law enforcement agency ever has the will to arrest them. If
public officials won’t do their jobs then the public must do it for them!

=====================

NEWS COVERAGE OF THIS MATTER:

Videos

14:41

How to Get Rich Bribing Politicians

8:31

Politicians Are Making Corrupt Investments Knowing They'll Get Away With It

14:29

Here's How Lobbyists Legally Bribe Politicians

10:15

Did Politicians Get Rich From Bank Bailouts?

7:27

Politicians Getting Away With Insider Trading

13:12

How to Get Rich as a Corrupt Politician
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YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_HSL6sAP9fg
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V_Mw71HEQZo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=as7GTNlGUWM
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7:52

Who Has NRA Given Most Bribes?

7:40

Who Has NRA Given Most Bribes?

4:51

Politics n Texas

3:15

JPMorgan's $264M Settlement For Bribery In China | Closing Bell | CNBC

More Videos 
Are these links helpful?Yes  No  

Think Obama Administration Wasn't Corrupt? Think Again ...

https://www.investors.com/politics/editorials/think-obama-administration-wasnt-corrupt-think-again/

Get market updates, educational videos, webinars, and stock analysis. Get Started Learn how you can 
make more money with IBD's investing tools, top-performing stock lists, and educational content.

Who Owns Congress? A Campaign Cash Seating Chart - Mother ...

https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2010/10/congress-corporate-sponsors/

If you value what you get from Mother Jones, please join us with a tax-deductible donation today so we
can keep on doing the type of journalism 2021 demands. Donate. More about: Congress; Money in ...

Politicians Admitting the Obvious Fact that Money Controls ...

https://theintercept.com/2015/07/30/politicians-admitting-obvious-fact-money-affects-vote/

"Now [the United States is] just an oligarchy, with unlimited political bribery being the essence 
of getting the nominations for president or to elect the president. And the same thing applies to...

How Did Members of Congress Get So Wealthy? - The Atlantic

https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2014/09/how-did-members-of-congress-get-so-wealthy/379848/

Members of Congress are way wealthier than average Americans. For the second year in a row, 
Representative Darrell Issa tops the lot with a net worth of $357.25 million, largely the result of his ...

List of American federal politicians convicted of crimes ...

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_American_federal_politicians_convicted_of_crimes
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This list consists of American politicians convicted of crimes either committed or prosecuted while 
holding office in the federal government.It includes politicians who were convicted or pleaded guilty in
a court of law; and does not include politicians involved in unprosecuted scandals (which may or may 
not have been illegal in nature), or politicians who have only been arrested or indicted.

Former FBI official pleads guilty to receiving bribes and ...

https://www.eastidahonews.com/2020/12/former-fbi-official-pleads-guilty-to-receiving-bribes-and-falsifying-tax-
return/

The charge of receiving a bribe by a public official is punishable by up to 15 years in federal prison, a 
$250,000 fine or not more than three times the monetary equivalent of the thing of value ...

Understanding Bribery vs. Lobbying - Investopedia

https://www.investopedia.com/financial-edge/0912/the-differences-between-bribery-and-lobbying.aspx

Bribes may seem like small amounts compared to lobbying contributions, but therein lies the problem: 
They often cannot be accounted for. Bribery is the first step of subversion of the economic system.

The rich take bribes, too, and ethics rules don't deter ...

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/the-rich-take-bribes-too-and-ethics-rules-dont-deter-them-experts-say-2017-
01-05

Wealthy politicians take bribes as often as their less well-off peers, even if some supporters of 
President-elect Trump believe the rich are better able to resist temptation.

Abscam — Fbi

https://www.fbi.gov/history/famous-cases/abscam

On February 2, 1980, the world learned of our high-level investigation into public corruption and 
organized crime, infamously code-named ABSCAM.

Throw Them All Out: How Politicians and Their Friends Get ...

https://www.amazon.com/Throw-Them-All-Out-Politicians/dp/0547573146

Throw Them All Out: How Politicians and Their Friends Get Rich Off Insider Stock Tips, Land Deals, 
and Cronyism That Would Send the Rest of Us to Prison [Schweizer, Peter] on Amazon.com. *FREE* 
shipping on qualifying offers. Throw Them All Out: How Politicians and Their Friends Get Rich Off 
Insider Stock Tips, Land Deals, and Cronyism That Would Send the Rest of Us to Prisoneds Say 
Cincinnati Councilmen Sought Bribes to Support Project Tied to Sports Betting. Posted on: November 
22, 2020, 03:04h. 

Ohio bribery case: Larry Householder, others charged by ...
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https://www.cincinnati.com/story/news/2020/07/21/ohio-bribery-case-state-official-charged-federal-prosecutors/
5477862002/

FirstEnergy, which spun off FirstEnergy Solutions in bankruptcy proceedings, gave more than $1.1 
million to Ohio politicians, including Householder, between 2017 and 2019. FirstEnergy Solutions ...

Bribery - Wikipedia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bribery

Bribery is defined by Black's Law Dictionary as the offering, giving, receiving, or soliciting of any 
item of value to influence the actions of an official, or other person, in charge of a public or legal duty. 
With regard to governmental operations, essentially, bribery is "Corrupt solicitation, acceptance, or 
transfer of value in exchange for official action."

ADDITIONALLY, hundreds of thousands of other news reports about this corruption case are provided
at the links below...

=====================

HERE IS ONE OF THE FILED DEMAND-FOR-JUSTICE CLAIMS SENT TO THE DOJ, FBI, 
CONGRESS AND THE WHITE HOUSE:

LINK TO THE VICTIM DEMAND FOR JUSTICE DOCUMENT

=====================

HERE IS THE PLAN-OF-DEPLOYMENT FOR FEDERAL INVESTIGATIONS, LAWSUITS, 
CONGRESSIONAL HEARINGS, DOXINGS AND TAKE-DOWNS, ALREADY UNDERWAY, 
AGAINST THE BAD GUYS. EVERY CITIZEN CAN HELP WITH THESE COUNTER-
MEASURES. THESE TACTICS HAVE ALREADY BEEN OPERATIONAL AND FULLY 
EFFECTIVE:

LINK TO THE CORRUPTION DISRUPTION MANUAL DOCUMENT
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=====================

NOT CONVINCED YET?, THEN READ THESE BOOKS AND SOURCES THAT ALSO PROVE 
THE CHARGES: 

DELETED By Allum Bohkari

THE DIRTY DEEDS OF SILICON VALLEY - VOLUME ONE By Westin Parker

THE DIRTY DEEDS OF SILICON VALLEY - VOLUME TWO By Westin Parker And The Wiki 
Team

NEWS ARTICLE ARCHIVES ABOUT THIS CASE at http://www.focus-book.com

The Age of Surveillance Capitalism By Shoshana Zuboff'

Catch and Kill     By Ronan Farrow, 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catch_and_Kill:_Lies,_Spies,_and_a_Conspiracy_to_Protect_Predators

Permanent Record By Edward Snowden, https://www.amazon.com/Permanent-Record-Edward-
Snowden/dp/1250237238

Brotopia By Emily Chang, http://brotopiabook.com/

Throw Them All Out By Peter Schweizer, http://peterschweizer.com/books/throw-them-all-out/
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The Circle By David Eggers, https://archive.org/details/circle00dave

   Companies Targeted For Bankruptcy For Their Crimes Against The Public By The Internet Research   
Group

World Without Mind By Franklin Foer, https://www.amazon.com/World-Without-Mind-Existential-
Threat/dp/1101981113

A Journey into the Savage Heart of Silicon Valley By Corey Pein, 
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/35684687-live-work-work-work-die

Disrupted By Dan Lyons, https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/26030703-disrupted

Chaos Monkeys By Antonio García Martínez, https://www.antoniogarciamartinez.com/chaos-monkeys/

The Creepy Line By Matthew Taylor, https://www.thecreepyline.com/

The Cleantech Crash By Leslie Stahl, https://www.cbsnews.com/news/cleantech-crash-60-minutes/

Congress: Trading stoc  k   By Steve Kroft, https://www.cbsnews.com/news/congress-trading-stock-on-
inside-information/

=====================

HERE IS THE MOVIE ABOUT THIS CORRUPTION AND THE BRIBES:

https://rumble.com/vafiyj-omerta-the-anti-corruption-film.html

OR: 
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https://newsplus007.com/public/OMERTA_Small.m4v

=====================

SEE ALL OF THE BROADCAST NEWS COVERAGE OF THE SCANDAL AT

http://american-corruption.com/AAA_VIDEOS/

OR:

http://www.testimony111.com/AAA_VIDEOS

http://newsplus007.com/DOCUMENTS

and at:

http://www.federal-report.com

and at:

http://newsplus007.com/DOCUMENTS/KEY_EVIDENCE

and at:

http://www.majestic111.com

and on a massive number of other auto-replicating mirrors.

There are millions of pages, and hours of video, of additional proof that have been given to the FBI, 
DOJ, SEC, FTC, FCC, OSC, IG and Congress. Ask the authorities to arrest the tech oligarchs and their 
crooked Senators TODAY! 
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We witnessed the bribes! We saw the corruption! We documented the organized criminal activities by 
famous politicians and tech oligarchs. We suffered from the reprisal and vendetta attacks. Now YOU 
can help end it all with the largest corruption exposure project in history!

http://www.how-political-corruption-actually-works.com

http://www.excoriating-the-oligarchs.com

http://federal-report.com

http://silicon-valley-mobsters.com

GOOGLE - The Lies Of The Google Cartel - https://www.thecreepyline.com

MUSK - Bribes Frauds Safety Cover ups And Stock Manipulations - http://www.the-elon-musk-
problem.com

TECH-THEFT - Silicon Valley Oligarchs Rig The USPTO - https://www.usinventor.org

MEET US - Top Investigators - http://www.ICIJ.org

SECURITY - How To Secure Your Devices From The Theiving Tech Oligarchs - http://privacytools.io

VC'S - The Mobsters Of Silicon Valley Tech - https://vcracket.weebly.com
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FORENSICS - Checking The Banking Of The Corrupt  -   https://www.openthebooks.com

PRESS CLIPPINGS - News Coverage Of These Investigations - 
http://www.webco22.com/public/public

NEWS VIDEOS - TV News About The Investigations  - 
http://www.webco22.com/public/AAA_VIDEOS      

MORE EVIDENCE - Images From The Biggest Shockers - 
http://www.webco22.com/public/AAA_IMAGES      

CASE PHOTOS - Insider News Images - http://www.webco22.com/public/AAA_MORE_IMAGES

LATEST PHOTO EVIDENCE - Reader Submitted Case Photos - 
http://www.webco22.com/public/AAA_MORE_IMAGES_THREE

CASE 1  - A Key Case Example Of Political Corruption - http://testimony111.com

ATTACKERS - The Hired Hit-Job Assassins - https://gawker-media-attacks.weebly.com/
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SAN FRANCISCO'S TECH MOBSTER NIGHTMARE - The Hell Of Living There - 
http://sanfrancisco.newsplus007.com

BIG TECH MANIPULATION OF SOCIAL MEDIA - http://www.webco22.com/public/social

WALL STREET   - The Most Rigged Game In The World   https://taibbi.substack.com/p/suck-it-wall-
street

DIRTY DEEDS TECH REPORT Part 1: - The Evil Of Silicon Valley - 
https://webco22.com/public/THE_DIRTY_DEEDS_OF_SILICON_VALLEY.pdf

DIRTY DEEDS TECH REPORT Part 2: - 
https://webco22.com/public/THE_DIRTY_DEEDS_OF_SILICON_VALLEY_VOLUME_TWO.pdf

STOPPING CORRUPTION - How To Wipe Out The Corrupt

http://american-corruption.com/public/How%20To%20Take%20Down%20Corrupt%20California
%20Politicians%20And%20Dirty%20Government%20Agency%20Executives.pdf

CORRUPTION BLOCKING  - How To Recognize Political Corruption-  
http://focus-book.com/PUBLIC_REPORTS/HOW_CORRUPTION_ACTUALLY_WORKS.pdf

MUSKRAT - The World's Biggest Scammer-  https://newsplus007.com/public/THE%20ELON
%20MUSK%20SCAM.pdf

FREE DOCUMENTARY FILM ON THIS CASE -  
https://newsplus007.com/public/OMERTA_Small.m4v
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TARGETS - Which Companies Deserve To Be Bankrupted-  
https://newsplus007.com/public/Companies_Targeted_For_Bankruptcy_For_Their_Crimes_Against_T
he_Public.pdf

TECH SEX CRIMES CULT  - The Sick Cult In Silicon Valley -  
http://lifebooks.net/TECH_OLIGARCH_AND_SENATOR_SEX_CULT.html

AFGHANISCAM - The Rare Earth Mining Corruption - http://lifebooks.net/6_trillion.png

STIMULUS - The Scams In The Stimulus Funds -  
http://lifebooks.net/The_Dirty_Core_Of_The_Corrupt_Stimulus Cash.html

TECH CENSORING  - The Coordinated Manipulations Of Big Tech = 
http://evidencevideos.com/The_Sick_Dystopian_Reality_of_Silicon_Valley_Big_Tech.html

TECH MURDERS - The Killing Of The Witnesses - 
http://evidencevideos.com/THE_MURDERS_AND_SUSPICIOUS_DEATHS IN_THIS_CASE.html

CORRUPTION FILM  - A Documentary Of Quid Pro Quo -  https://rumble.com/vafiyj-omerta-the-
anti-corruption-film.html

ENERGY SCAM - Using Taxpayer Cash For Payola -  
http://focus-book.com/PUBLIC_REPORTS/FINAL_DOE_Loan_Guarantees_Report.pdf
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KILLING CORRUPTION - The Tactics To End Corruption - https://webco22.com/public/THE
%20CORRUPTION%20DISRUPTION%20MANUAL%202.3.pdf

RIGGING STOCKS - How One Company Cooks The Books And The Truth   
http://topinfo.us/public/MUSK_CRIMES

HOW TO RIG A NATIONAL ELECTION - The Psychological Manipulation Tools - http://corruption-
fighter.com/The_Secret_History_of_the_Shadow_Campaign.html

=====================

GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS ARE BLOCKADING VICTIMS RIGHTS TO A TRIAL AND TO 
LEGAL COUNSEL:

"Government staff and contractors have told us: “just sue us”. This was their response to trying to 
resolve this issue.

That response, by government officials, is a felony violation of Constitutional law, human rights law, 
State and Federal public policy directives, the expectations of the national citizenry and the principles 
of Democracy.

The government response is, thus legally “non-responsive” and a threat to every voter and citizen.

Our previously filed demand, attached hereto as a PDF document under the title: “VICTIM DEMAND 
Jan 12 2020.pdf” proves that no care or attention was paid to Plaintiffs previously filed complaint by 
your office except to operate a cover-up campaign. Any cover-up campaign of this felony organized 
crime matter subjects each, and every, government employee and contractor involved in said cover-up 
to felony arrest and prosecution.

You have blocked Plaintiffs from getting a lawyer or getting any legal help. That is a felony violation of
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the law and an abhorrent violation of U.S. and State Constitutional and human rights.

The current tactics being used to prevent Plaintiffs from their legal rights include:

A. Plaintiffs have been “black-listed”. Even though the law in California (Cal. Lab. Code § § 1050 to 
1053) says that an entity can't prevent or attempt to prevent former workers from getting work or 
representation through misrepresentation, knowingly permitting or failing to take reasonable steps to 
prevent blacklisting, or make a statement about why an employee was discharged or left employment, 
implying something other than what is explicitly said, or providing information that was not requested: 
It is done every day in Silicon Valley. The "Silicon Valley No Poaching Black-List" class-action lawsuit
was about this issue. Federal FAR Section 9.104-1 (d), and related laws, apply. Blacklisting is a key 
part of the IC Vendetta Cycle attacks. The victims also suffered damage to their rights under the Age 
Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA) (29 USC Sec. 621, et seq.); the Americans with 
Disabilities Act (42 USC Sec. 12181, et seq.); the Civil Rights Acts - (42 USC Sec. 2000, et seq.); the 
Davis-Bacon Act (40 USC Sec. 276a, et seq.); the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) 
(29 USC Sec. 1001, et seq.); the Equal Pay Act (29 USC Sec. 206[d]) and other violations.

B. Each and every law firm capable of handling Plaintiffs case has been contracted, paid and/or 
influenced so that they are “conflicted out” from representing Plaintiffs. Law firm Mofo was threatened
if they helped Plaintiffs. Lawyer Amy Anderson was threatened and lost her license for attempting to 
help Plaintiffs. Every lawyer or law firm who attempts to help Plaintiffs is hired by Defendants, or their
agents and threatened or compromised in order to prevent them from helping Plaintiffs because this 
case affects trillions of dollars of energy industry profits, the White House, billionaire oligarchs and 
multi millionaire corrupt Senators. In fact, this issue lies at the root of this entire corruption case. 
Sociopath over-moneyed Silicon Valley oligarchs have hire Morrison Foerster, Wilson Sonsini, Perkins 
Coie, Covington Burling and every other major law firm and lobbyist and told them to “kill everyone 
and destroy everything that I don’t like…”. These law firms (controlled by Mark Zuckerberg, Elon 
Musk, Larry Page, Eric Schmidt, Steve Westly, Vinod Khosla, Laurene Powell Jobs, Nancy Pelosi, etc. 
All of whom have nearly a trillion dollars of funds at their disposal) have carte blanche and unlimited 
payments to run coups, character assassination campaigns, money laundering and other crimes for the 
oligarchs. They have the staffing to do these things and zero incentive to not do crimes. These law 
firms are the dirty deeds teams for the mobster-like suspects and there is no law enforcement body with
the will nor resources to stop them. It is a violation of the U.S. Constitution to tell Plaintiffs to “go get a
law firm” when EVERY possible, equitable, law firm works for, and is massively compensated by, the 
criminals that need to be sued. Both the politicians AND the tech oligarchs charged with these crimes 
have hired the very law firms that government agencies have told Plaintiffs to go out and hire.

C. There is a precedent that was set in the US Supreme Court case: Gideon v. Wainwright, (1963) that 
clarifies that you have a right to a lawyer even if you don't have money for one. The Sixth Amendment,
as applied to the states through the Fourteenth Amendment Due Process Clause gives one their Due 
Process rights. One needs to kill someone, though, to most easily get your free lawyer, since the court-
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appointed lawyer is rarely ever appointed, on citizens behalf, in a case like this. Even if a defendant is 
represented by an attorney of his or her choosing, he or she may be entitled to relief on appeal if the 
attorney did not provide adequate representation. A defendant must demonstrate that the attorney’s 
performance “fell below an objective standard of reasonableness” and that this was prejudicial to the 
case. See: Strickland v. Washington ( https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/466/668/case.html ) , 
466 U.S. 668, 688-92 (1984). A few “free lawyers”, that victims had tried, turned out to be working for 
the opposition side.

D. The federal organization: https://www.lsc.gov is required to help but has refused because it’s 
administrators were friends with, and appointed by, the public officials charged with corruption in this 
case.

E. Plaintiffs have personally asked the Attorney General, The Director of the FBI and the U.S. 
Attorney’s office for representation but they have been told not to respond because the case is 
politically embarrassing to major public officials and their corrupt Silicon Valley financiers.

F. The government agencies who have told Plaintiffs that Plaintiffs should “hire a law firm and sue 
them”, in order to resolve this matter, are the same government agencies that have cut-off, or blockaded
Plaintiffs income sources in order to prevent Plaintiffs from being able to afford to hire a law firm to 
sue them.

G. A federal agency provided Plaintiffs with a list of “free lawyers”. Upon FBI-level investigation of 
every “free lawyer” on the list, (via their financial contributions, voting records, leaked emails, social 
media postings, event attendance, public records, social connections lists online and other surveillance 
data) they all worked for, or with the opposition interests and could not have possibly provided 
unbiased services. In fact, multiple lawyers have contacted Plaintiffs who turned out to be working for 
the opposition. They were sent in to delay, or redirect, Plaintiffs in order to keep the cases from being 
filed or properly prosecuted in order to protect the suspects. This is a common infiltration procedure 
widely documented in CIA, British secret service, Russian FSB and Snowden leaks documents on IC 
dirty tricks tactics.

The government is, at the same time, telling us to sue the government, yet blockading us from getting a 
lawyer per our Constitutional rights.

Agency staff were ordered to harm Applicants by manipulating their benefits in order to deny, delay, 
obfuscate and reduce their income as reprisal for their assistance to law enforcement in a political 
corruption and money laundering matter. Agency staff, ranging from the lowest level staff and up to the
director headquarters offices, participated in this reprisal-vendetta-revenge action to harm Applicants.
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Applicant’s peers have filed DOJ and FBI criminal referrals, launched federal investigations and the 
assertions have been proven in numerous IG, FBI, Congressional and major news media investigations.
Agency offices have failed to provide responsive FOIA requested data, hearing investigation data and 
fair responses because some of their staff are STILL operating a criminal cover-up which has now been
update-reported to the FBI, Congress, the IG, the AG and investigative reporters.

Other federal agencies have complied, verified and provided the requested deliverables. SSA and DOE 
have pointed the searchlight of suspicion on themselves, laser-like, by their overt failure to comply, 
unlike every other agency. Ironically, the political financing of their executives and their personal 
relationships “happens” to be with the exact same Silicon Valley oligarchs under felony criminal 
investigations. The stock market brokerage records, family trust accounts, PAC trace-routing, Interpol 
records and SEC investigation records proves it!

Unfortunately for the crooked agency staff, some Applicants have the authority, law enforcement 
credentials and training to arrest any person at their home or office and remand them to the FBI, DOJ 
or Sheriff. For example: Every “unsigned” SSA email is tracked to the individual author by their IP 
address, device IMEI, web camera, building key card, door camera, parking lot use chart, building 
camera, vehicle tracking circuits, text dba records, keyboard UI/UX patterns, motherboard ID #, DNS 
routing, stingray read-outs and a vast number of other metrics. Applicant investigation peers know the 
exact person that wrote every SSA email or document or file request. There is no such thing as an 
anonymous SSA email. Transparency is the Applicants middle name. The FBI and CIA people that SSA
and DOE insiders think are their “buddies” may actually be the APPLICANTS buddies!

You will either give the Applicant his money and damages compensation, or suffer the consequences of
the rapid acceleration of one of the largest investigations in modern history, supported by millions of 
voters with a shared peer-to-peer forensics social media network, the FBI and Congress. With the push 
of a single button, our latest info can be in the inbox of every blogger and independent investigative 
journalist in the world, in minutes.

History has proven that non-corrupt portions of federal agencies and public service law and community
action firms have executed on their willingness to expend millions of dollars of resources to fight this 
injustice. Every individual involved in this at SSA and DOE are on a forensic database. No person at 
SSA or DOE who uses our government as a garage sale for corruption favors or a kill mill for political 
reprisals will avoid the 100% legally executed consequences. They will be targeted and prosecuted 
even more profoundly than the Applicants were targeted with IC-type hit jobs.

This felony criminal investigation case, is documented on thousands of websites and in dozens of 
federal court case records in which Applicant won the case or was vindicated in the case and in 
thousands of news websites.

Applicants researchers and investigators disagree with any decision by any agency which causes a 
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delay in response which puts the applicants in jeopardy for their life and safety.

Testifying, and/or reporting about this crime has resulted in the death, potentially by murder, of the 
following individuals who reported to the authorities about this crime matter:

Rajeev Motwani; Gary D. Conley; Seth Rich; Philip Haney; David Bird; Doug Bourn; Misti Epstein; 
Joshua Brown; Kenneth Bellando; Moritz Erhardt; Imran Aliev; Kate Matrosova; David Drye; Vincent 
Foster; Kathy Ferguson; Duane Garrett; Eric S. Fox; Judi Gibbs; Berta Caceres; Suzanne Coleman; L.J.
Davis; John Hillyer; Stanley Huggins; Sandy Hume; Shawn Lucas; Gary Johnson; John Jones; John F. 
Kennedy, Jr.; Stephen Ivens; Mary 'Caity' Mahoney; Eric Butera; Danny Casolara; John Ashe; Tony 
Moser; Larry Nichols; Joseph Rago; Ron Brown; Bob Simon; Don Adams; Peter Smith; Victor Thorn; 
Lori Klausutis; Gareth Williams; Daphne Caruana Galizia; James D Johnston; Dave Goldberg; Loretta 
Fuddy; Paul Wilcher; Gary Webb; Beranton J. Whisenant Jr; Stanley Meyer; Jon Parnell Walker; Tyler 
Drumheller; Barnaby Jack; Dominic Di-Natale; Barbara Wise; Ilya Zhitomirskiy; Jeff Joe Black; Robin
Copeland; John Wheeler; Ashley Turton; Michael Hastings; Antonin Scalia; David Koschman; David 
Werner; Alex Okrent; Kam Kuwata; Larry Frankel; And hundreds more connected to this case who 
suddenly, and strangely, turned up dead in this case and, ironically, their deaths all benefit the suspects 
in this case. Applicants are also whistle-blowers who have been previously attacked in reprisal and who
have been threatened with continued harm and death.

Any delay, obfuscation, cover-up, FOIA refusal or other obscuring tactic by each and every member of 
an agency employee or contracting entity will be prosecuted on a person-by-person basis. Each 
employee or official who causes, by their action, further harm to the Applicants will be sued personally,
have their assets garnished and will have a formal criminal referral authored and submitted to the FBI, 
DOJ, FTC, Congress and the news media. Applicants have sued the highest level personnel in the 
government for corruption, launched FBI and Congressional investigations against them and had them 
removed from their jobs and placed under permanent surveillance. The court and news records prove 
this fact. Do not imagine that any reprisal action by a public agency staffer will go unnoticed or 
unpunished by federal law enforcement, public forensics and major independent news media 
investigations.

The suggestion, by certain agency bosses, that one should "just file an IG report" is like telling 
someone to file a complaint against Hitler at the suggestion box at Nazi SS headquarters. You won't 
make it through the night! IG reports seem to accomplish nothing more than painting a target on your 
own back. Court records and news headlines prove that almost every citizen who reported similar 
political corruption through "official channels" was targeted with hit-jobs and economic 
blockades....ask Snowden!
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Pay the Plaintiffs their damages compensation, whistle-blower fees, back-fees and offset monies NOW!
Millions of citizens, around the globe, have all of the same evidence you now have and each day of 
delay only hurts YOUR agencies position in the eyes of the world and in the eyes of the voting 
population of the nation!"

=====================

THE SILICON VALLEY TECH CARTEL IS A RACKETEERING CRIME MOB:

We are fighting the battle to save the internet and now you are part of it! 

( ie: http://silicon-valley-mobsters.com)

(Please share this with your peers and friends and post it on your social media)

What would you do if you found out that your politicians (ie: Dianne Feinstein, Nancy Pelosi, Harry 
Reid, Kamala Harris) had put over one hundred million dollars in their covert family bank accounts 
which they got from sabotaging your business, because it competed with them, and from blockading 
your money because their tech oligarch insiders told them to? Our forensic investigators can 'swear, 
warrant and certify' that the politicians did the asserted crimes and corruption.

Like a social Terminex(c) pest control service, we are eliminating every single tech asshole in Silicon 
Valley (like the roaches that they are) using 100% legal, law enforcement approved, resources.

You are probably asking: "How Did Palo Alto, California Became Populated Entirely By Assholes"?

Why is the Tesla THE OFFICIAL CAR OF TONE-DEAF ARROGANT PRICK ASSHOLES!?

A glut of recent feature films ( ie: The feature film: Assholes: A Theory ) have excoriated the likes of 
Sand Hill Road and University Avenue scumbags...but pointing them out is not enough. They must be 
exterminated. You can verify the following facts, yourself, via court records, police records, FBI 
reports, FOIA and Congressional records.

As U.S. Marshal Raylan Givens (Timothy Olyphant) famously opined on the TV show "Justified", 
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“You run into an asshole in the morning, you run into an asshole at lunch. You run into assholes all 
day”; America on the precipice of the fallout of a monumental presidential election, it seems that 
assholes are not only everywhere you turn—in newspapers, on cable TV, at political rallies and 
protests, and all over social media—but that they, and their behavior, has been normalized because they
own the media. Silicon Valley has a tsunami of "assholery” underway. This reality is covered in the 
philosophy of professor Aaron James’ non-fiction book and new documentary aimed at both 1.) 
precisely defining the term “asshole,” and 2.) investigating how those who fit that bill have 
increasingly come to dominate key spheres of modern public life.

Stanford University graduates are inspired by the likes of corrupt Elon Musk and corrupt Italian Prime 
Minister Silvio Berlusconi—the forerunner of the media-manipulating populist-criminal-strongman 
trend that’s recently swept through Western nations—or passages discussing Facebook, Twitter and 
Google’s prioritization of profit over their responsibility to safeguard democracy from hate speech and 
disinformation. Stanford and Yale have proven to be the key training grounds for beginner assholes. 
Eric Schmidt, Larry Page, Elon Musk, Jack Dorsey, Reid Hoffman, John Doerr, Vinod Khosla and 
Mark Zuckerberg are the embodiment of this problem. They flout all of the rules and standards of 
common decency. They have made it appear acceptable, and in fact rewarding, to act in the worst 
possible manner as a means of achieving one’s selfish ends. Their Silicon Valley is the pit of American 
assholery. You can spot an asshole, easily, when they are driving the official car of assholes: A Tesla, 
but what about the ones that are more under-cover?

Most people that have been tech raped by a Palo Alto Sandhill Road scumbag feel the same way as Mr. 
Sun, who says: " Silicon Valley Oligarchs must be punished. Without breaking a single law and WITH 
the help of the largest law enforcement and investigative resources on the planet, my task force has 
killed off every single motherfucker that has come after me with their anti-trust violating schemes, 
including some of the largest entities in the world! My peers and I use lawsuits, federal investigations, 
news reports, whistle-blowers, new public regulations, anti-trust filings, tens of millions of crowd-
sourced voters and unique AI-based forensics. Our private investigators have found my every person 
and organization on the globe that hates the oligarchs. We gathered them together and aimed them all at
the tech assholes! My rule is that Anyone who attacks me stays on the shit list for the rest of their lives 
plus the next 100+ years of internet time. When you Zuckerbergs, Larry Page;'s Elon Musk's, John 
Doerr's, Reid Hoffman's, etc., come for me, prepare to suffer. Every stock you buy is a notice to my 
team to bankrupt the company that you invested in. Even if I am dead, your punishment will be carried 
out by a legacy team of public volunteers. It may happen to you tomorrow or it may be a slow-drip 
over the next 15 years. Never stop looking over your shoulder. If you decided to cheat against our 
businesses rather than fairly compete against us, then start carving your tombstone. If you hired media 
attackers, expect 100 times what you did to us to come back at you and your family forever! We are 
fine with "forgive-and-forget", except when it comes to criminal bullies: They are terminated! 

He has pledged millions of dollars, from his family trust, to the effort. His AI database lists every 
investor, VC and executive in Silicon Valley, their family data and their "asshole ranking". Most of the 
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people attacked and ripped off by the tech oligarchs feel the same way. None of the victims have the 
monopolized control of the big tech law firms like the tech oligarchs do. None of the victims can afford
to have an army of crooked law firms (ie: Mofo, Covington & Burling, Perkins Coie, Wilson Sonsini, 
etc.) working around the clock to enable financial crimes, corruption and Democracy abuses.

To grasp the argument that these people are assholes, one need only listen to the Silicon Valley 
Assholes's basic description. As many state, “The asshole is the guy who allows himself special 
advantages in Bay Area cooperative life out of an entrenched sense of entitlement that immunizes him 
against the complaints of other people.” In other words, he’s the individual—generally male, although 
as John Cleese candidly admits, his mother probably was one too—who thinks the general rules don’t 
apply to them because they’re somehow smarter, better, or more special than their fellow citizens. 
James’ example is a surfer who violates the right-of-way customs in the ocean. Yet the type is 
universal, whether in line at the grocery store, on the road in traffic, or at work. They’re the arrogant 
creeps convinced they’re fundamentally superior, and thus free to conduct themselves in whatever way 
they see fit. That IS the essence of scumbag megalomaniacs: Eric Schmidt, Larry Page, Elon Musk, 
Jack Dorsey, Reid Hoffman, John Doerr, Vinod Khosla and Mark Zuckerberg!!!

The way "they see fit", of course, is often hateful, perverse and idiotic.  The Assholes thrive in a bubble
of trophy wives, rent boys and superficial TED conferences. In the midst of ongoing protests and 
debate over America’s own domestic culture, which has long had a tradition of closing ranks and 
demonizing critics, every Silicon Valley employee ordeal sounds eerily familiar among every worker at
Google and Facebook.

Such attitudes, according to the Silicon Valley Assholes are created by Stanford University Fraternities 
which are breeding grounds for horrid group-think mindsets about women and sex. The tech financial 
sector encourages greed, ruthlessness, and vulgarity as the best way to get ahead. Google executives 
champion initiation-ritual abuse in service of its own greater good. You can see the movies: Animal 
House, The Wolf of Wall Street and Full Metal Jacket to see the underscore of the notion that these 
milieus are all rife with a similar brand of assholery in which arrogance and entitlement justify all 
manner of despicable ideas and deeds. Every major rape fraternity in the USA eventually sent those 
abusive boys to run Sandhill Road venture capital companies and Google or Facebook departments.

Every executive at Google knows that they are doing crimes, lying to Congress and the public and 
operating the biggest scam in history. That is why they will come up with any lie, re-interpretation of 
the facts or denial to hide the truth!

Any Presidential Administration that puts sociopath, Epstein-like Eric Schmidt, Larry Page or ANY 
Google executive IN their Administration is either proving their tone-deaf lack of awareness of the 
facts or that their President is such a bitch to Google’s campaign cash that they could not possibly be 
trusted by any world leader or any citizen. ( See: https://therevolvingdoorproject.org/letter-to-oppose-
eric-schmidt/ ) ( https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2013/07/eric-schimdt-penthouse-new-york-photos-
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apartment.html )

The Silicon Valley Assholes Process proves that real Silicon Valley VC and tech assholes probably 
don’t know they are one; central to this condition is the certainty that all bad behavior is actually OK.

This is detectable in the media posts of workers from Greylock, Kleiner, Andressen and other tech 
asshole firms. Many of the tech interns freely admit that that they only pay attention to other social 
media users if there’s a personal benefit to connecting with them. That type of me-first worldview is 
crucial to Palo Alto Sandhill Road's conception of twisted reality. Asshole-rich Silicon Valley America 
(where “exceptionalism” is ingrained from an early age) lives in contrast to asshole-light Canada 
(where folks tend to be more agreeable and accommodating)(Justin, though, is a novel kind of asshole).

The most compelling—and enraging—realities concerns Silicon Valley, where Mark Zuckerberg and 
like-minded CEOs have bred a culture of trampling on competitors, laws, historical norms, and the 
bedrock tenets of democracy in pursuit of additional eyeballs, clicks, and revenue streams. In a place 
where young men team up in a desperate quest to develop the innovative next big thing that’ll turn 
them into tech moguls (“bro-gramming”), nothing matters but the self-centered end goal. And though 
Facebook, Twitter, Google, Kleiner Perkins, Greylock and their ilk could alter this landscape by simply
cracking down on the horridness that permeates their platforms, they choose not to because of the 
negative financial consequences and their lust for hookers, private jets and cocaine.

To travel through Silicon Valley is to take a gravely depressing survey of a 21st century in thrall—in 
several crucial arenas—to humanity’s worst impulses.

So what is being done about this crisis of society?

We have hired the best investigators who used to work with the FBI, CIA, FTC, DOJ, SEC, GAO, IG 
and Interpol.

We have also been teaching every voter in the world how to be a top notch criminal investigator and 
how to use digital forensic AI tools to "follow-the-money" and bust these crooks. Imagine the entire 
resources of Palantir, XKEYSCORE, Splunk, Axciom, Fusion GPS and Taleo aimed at people like 
Zuckerberg, Hoffman, Musk and Schmidt. They will never survive it!

Every single asshole in Silicon Valley can expect to have accurate, highly professional, criminal 
charges and referrals filed against them with every federal law enforcement and regulatory agency. 
Those reports are being BCC'd to the news media and the public.

When you see reports like these, you can clearly see that: Every Tech CEO And Investor In Silicon 
Valley Is A Predatory, Parasitic, Sex Trafficking, Misogynist, Money Laundering, Politician Bribing, 
Exclusionary, Black-Listing Criminal:
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- Kleiner Perkins Insider Spills The Dirt On Outright Criminal Culture In Palo Alto

Why Silicon Valley has a bro culture problem — and how to ...

https://www.vox.com/2018/2/5/16972096/emily-chang-brotopia-book-bloomberg-technology-
culture-silicon-valley-kara-swisher-decode-podcast

When Emily Chang interviewed venture capitalist Michael Moritz in 2015, she wasn't trying to "trap" 
him. But when the Sequoia Capital then-chairman suggested that hiring more women might ...

The Universal Bro Code: The Bro Code Rules

https://valenciabrocode.blogspot.com/p/bro-code-rules.html

The Bro Code Rules The Bro Code 1) You must always have your bro's back. No exceptions. 2) When 
your bro's girlfriend inquires about his whereabouts you know nothing, always. 3) You are only 
obligated to wingman for one bro per social event, after that the bro is on his own.

Emily Chang on the 'Brotopia' of Silicon Valley, and how ...

https://www.geekwire.com/2018/emily-chang-brotopia-silicon-valley-companies-can-tackle-toxic-
culture/

Emily Chang: Brotopia, in my mind, perfectly encapsulates this idea of Silicon Valley as a modern 
utopia where anyone can change the world, make their own rules — if they're a man. But if you ...

"Oh My God, This Is So F---ed Up": Inside Silicon Valley's ...

https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2018/01/brotopia-silicon-valley-secretive-orgiastic-inner-sanctum

Adapted from Brotopia: Breaking Up the Boys' Club of Silicon Valley, by Emily Chang, to be 
published on February 6, 2018, by Portfolio, an imprint of Penguin Publishing Group, a division of ...

Today's Tech Oligarchs Are Worse Than the Robber Barons

https://www.thedailybeast.com/todays-tech-oligarchs-are-worse-than-the-robber-barons

Today's Tech Oligarchs Are Worse Than the Robber Barons. Our Silicon Valley Robber Barons. ... "If 
you think Silicon Valley is going to fuel growing prosperity, you are likely to be ...

Silicon Valley Billionaires Are the New Robber Barons
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https://townhall.com/columnists/victordavishanson/2017/08/17/silicon-valley-billionaires-are-the-
new-robber-barons-n2369394

Aug 17, 2017Silicon Valley Billionaires Are the New Robber Barons ... Silicon Valley Billionaires Are 
the New Robber Barons. Victor Davis Hanson ... Yet most of the computers and smartphones sold by 
Silicon ...

Hanson: Silicon Valley billionaires are modern robber barons

https://www.mercurynews.com/2017/08/17/hanson-silicon-valley-billionaires-are-the-new-robber-
barons/

Aug 17, 2017Hanson: Silicon Valley billionaires are the new robber barons ... Yet most of the 
computers and smartphones sold by Silicon Valley companies are still being built abroad — to mostly 
silence from ...

Brotopia: Breaking Up the Boys' Club of Silicon Valley by ...

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/36288143-brotopia

Brotopia by Emily Chang is a decent, but very surface level, examination of Silicon Valleys misogynist
culture. Considering the significance of the topic, Brotopia feels like a missed opportunity to expose 
and critique the tech industry in a productive way; instead, I felt that only summaries were given on 
most topics.

Silicon Valley's Giants Are Just Gilded Age Tycoons in ...

https://www.thedailybeast.com/silicon-valleys-giants-are-just-gilded-age-tycoons-in-techno-utopian-
clothes

Silicon Valley's Giants Are Just Gilded Age Tycoons in Techno-Utopian Clothes . ... but the truth is 
they are a lot like the old robber barons. ... Silicon Valley executives were not just about ...

The anonymous Silicon Valley satire that has stumped tech ...

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/morning-mix/wp/2015/12/02/the-anonymous-silicon-valley-
satire-that-has-stumped-tech-world-insiders/

Dec 2, 2015The plot follows Crooks, an ex-tech industry employee who finds spiritual deliverance in 
meditating on Silicon Valley's philosophies far, far away from the digital mecca itself. AD One 
passage ...

Silicon Valley Wants To Read Your Mind - Crooks and Liars
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https://crooksandliars.com/2019/09/silicon-valley-wants-read-your

But Silicon Valley should not be able to dictate the way these technologies are developed and deployed.
If they do, it may radically reshape the way we identify as human. Garfield Benjamin, Postdoctoral 
Researcher, School of Media Arts and Technology, Solent University. This article is republished from 
The Conversation under a Creative Commons ...

Silicon Valley's cocaine problem shaped our racist tech ...

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/jan/30/silicon-valleys-cocaine-problem-shaped-
our-racist-tech

Jan 30, 2020Silicon Valley in the 1980s was the hub of an international drug trafficking network that 
fueled technological innovation and criminalized black people Charlton D McIlwain Thu 30 Jan 2020 
06.00 ... 

Sex Scandal Toppled a Silicon Valley Chief. Investors Say ...

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/27/technology/sexual-misconduct-silicon-valley.html

Jul 27, 2018Sex Scandal Toppled a Silicon Valley Chief. Investors Say, So What? Mike Cagney was 
ousted as chief executive of Social Finance last year after questions about sexual misconduct. He has 
since ...

Week in Tech: Sex Scandals and Silicon ...

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/01/technology/farhad-and-mikes-week-in-tech-sex-scandals-and-
silicon-valley.html

Dec 1, 2017Silicon Valley's Sex Scandals. Farhad: O.K., let's talk about the tech industry.Let's start 
with this week's episode of Problematic Men. A report by The Information found that Andy Rubin ...

The history of sexual harassment scandals in Silicon ...

https://www.businessinsider.com/sexual-harassment-scandals-tech-industry-2017-7?op=1

Here is a rundown of the current sexual harassment scandals rocking Silicon Valley, along with the long
history of how the tech industry got here. ... 07/16/how-silicon-valley-silences-sexual ...

Silicon Valley Star Lands New Job a Month After Sex Scandal

https://www.wired.com/2013/02/keith-rabois-khosla-ventures/

A little more than one month after a sexual harassment scandal threatened to sink a Silicon Valley 
superangel, Keith Rabois has landed a new gig that puts him not too far from his old one.. A ...
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Silicon Valley's Not-So-Hidden Secret: Sex Parties

https://www.newser.com/story/253597/silicon-valleys-not-so-hidden-secret-sex-parties.html

Silicon Valley's Not-So-Hidden Secret: Sex Parties ... "These sex parties happen so often among the 
premier V.C. and founder crowd that this isn't a scandal or even really a secret, I've been ...

Scandal cost Silicon Valley Community Foundation $1.5 M

https://www.mercurynews.com/2020/01/17/silicon-valley-community-foundation-reveals-price-of-
ousting-toxic-leadership/

Jan 17, 2020The leaders ousted for fostering a toxic workplace at the Silicon Valley Community 
Foundation walked away with tens of thousands of dollars in severance pay, tax filings show, revealing 
the cost ...

Sexual harassment in Silicon Valley: have we reached a ...

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/jul/09/silicon-valley-sexual-harassment-women-
speak-up

Jul 9, 2017The last week has seen women in Silicon Valley share stories of sexual harassment, assault 
and discrimination, prompting a backlash and high-profile resignations.

The big lesson Silicon Valley can learn from the Theranos ...

https://fortune.com/2018/03/15/elizabeth-holmes-theranos-fraud-secrecy/

Theranos CEO Elizabeth Holmes and former president Ramesh "Sunny" Balwani were charged with an
"elaborate, years-long fraud."

A viral thread has busted the MYTH about "Famous Billionaires Starting Out “Poor”. Jonas 
Grinevičius and Justinas Keturka have revealed that we all love stories about scrappy underdogs who 
overcome the odds and make it big through relentless hard work, unwavering grit, and sheer force of 
will. However, the stories about how some of the richest and most powerful people made their millions 
(and billions) are too romanticized and gloss over some very important details.That’s the point that 
Aidan Smith made in a viral Twitter thread where he explained how Jeff Bezos and others had a huge 
leg-up when it came to helping lay the foundations of their business empires. Namely—having families
with lots of money. Google used taxpayer funds to start its monopoly per  https://medium.com/insurge-
intelligence/how-the-cia-made-google-e836451a959e   and   https://qz.com/1145669/googles-true-
origin-partly-lies-in-cia-and-nsa-research-grants-for-mass-surveillance/        Not only does Google not pay 
tens of billions of dollars of its taxes to sponsor firemen and teachers but Google used public resources 
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to start its company! Billions of dollars of citizen funds were used by Google to create it's evil empire. 
Google gets away with this crap because it bribes major U.S. politicians from California!

Aidan told Bored Panda that the US isn’t the only country where a lot of people believe myths about 
businessmen while the truth is a Google search away. “It’s far from a U.S.-exclusive phenomenon, but 
in America, it’s easier for most people to imagine becoming a billionaire themselves than it is to 
imagine an economic order in which a handful of people own half the world’s wealth. Social mobility 
from working-class to middle-class is increasingly out of reach and the illusion that one can 
conceivably amass a net worth of over a billion dollars is a comforting fantasy for many people.”

The indisputable facts are the assertions that the Silicon Valley oligarchs:

1. Control business and politics like a crime Cartel

2. Are a white male fraternity who attack outsiders in organized manners

3. Come from dynastic families that systematically ran them through Stanford, Harvard and Yale 
sociopath-in-training men's clubs

4. Were socially trained and programmed to operate in a closed, tribal, exclusionary manner

5. Operated the "Angelgate" collusion scandal and most every other financial crime in America.

6. Operated the "Silicon Valley High Tech Employee Collusion" for which they were sued in a famous 
class-action case

7. Controlled the White House and traded most of the key staff with the Administration.

8. Have been sued, indicted and charged in divorce proceedings with an unusually massive amount of 
sex trafficking matters

9. Use the same 10 law-firms who have been charged with public policy manipulation

10. Control internet news, media and information

11. "Own" certain U.S. Senators by virtue of direct bribe payments and securities/stock payola 
payments

12. Use a variety of tools like GUST, Private Google Docs sites, covert Facebook pages and similar, to 
secret conspire and plan collusion and organized monopolistic practices
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13. Have their venture capitalists spy on entrepreneurs and copy their technology to be deployed by 
Google, or Facebook under a new name

14. Are a Mafia-like criminal organization.

Who are some of the biggest, elitist, self-aggrandizing, entitled, tone-deaf assholes in Silicon Valley?

The Tech Crunch Silicon Valley database-of-assholes provides that answer. They include: David Krane,
Brian Bendett, Brendan Bulik-Sullivan, Terri Burns, Blake Byers, Tim Draper, Steve Jurvetson, Elon 
Musk, Steve Westly, Steve Spinner, Tyson Clark, Frederique Dame, Tom Perkins, Scott Davis, Reid 
Hoffman, Eric Schmidt, Larry Page, Jared Cohen, David Drummond, Karim Faris, Tom Hulme, Joe 
Kraus, John Lyman, Vinod Khosla, Laura Melahn, Dave Munichiello, Erik Nordlander, Anthony 
Philippakis, Sridhar Ramaswamy, David Reshef, Ben Robbins, Issi Rozen, David Schenkein, Vidu 
Shanmugarajah, M.G. Siegler, Graham Spencer, Bethany Tsui, Jessica Verrilli, Andy Wheeler, Krishna 
Yeshwant, Asheem Chandna, Jerry Chen, Mike Duboe, Sarah Guo, Christine Kim, Josh McFarland, 
Saam Motamedi, Sridhar Ramaswamy, Corinne Riley, Jason Risch, Seth Rosenberg, David Sze, David 
Thacker, David Wadhwani, Manuel Bernal, Allie Dalglish, Don Sullivan, Yasmin Green, Kent Walker, 
Matt Rogers, Steven Chu, David Plouffe, Sergy Brin, Andy Rubin, Ian Fette, Travis Kalanick, 
Elizabeth Holmes, Dustin Moskovitz, Laurene Powell Jobs, Andy Bechtolsheim, Brian Goncher, 
Cheryl Sandberg, Gilman Louie, Ira Ehrenpreis, Tim Cook, James Breyer, Joe Lonsdale, Keith Rabois, 
Marc Andreesen, George Soros, Mario Rosatti, Martin LaGod, Michael Moritz, Viktor Vekselberg, 
Larry Summers, Pierre Omidyar, Tom Steyer, RoseAnn Rotando, Larry Birenbaum, Judy Estrin, Steven
Goldby, Terry Kramer, Helen Raiser, John Scully, Sandi Thompson, Ann Wojcicki and their ilk...

You can see that most of them have the same facial deformities that make them all look like yuppie frat 
or sorority clones with Moonie/Scientology dead eyes and fake smiles that broadcast their blind 
zealotry and sports bar fakery to the world. Every email, phone call, text, condo, office and brothel that 
these people use should be bugged by the FBI. These scammers built an insider-trading bubble of TED 
conferences and tech parties in which they mutually promote their Elizabeth Holmesian fantasies of 
holier-than-thou idiocracy. Emily Chang's book: "Brotopia" covers these scum-bags in great length.

The Silicon Valley cartel propagandizes climate issues because they own all the companies that will get
government cash for climate issues. Are climate issues a bigger deal than: CANCER, SEX 
TRAFFICKING, POOR EDUCATION SYSTEMS, POLICE BRUTALITY, RACISM, HOUSING 
PRICES, PANDEMICS, MEDICAL COVERAGES, WARS, DRUG TRAFFICKING, CARTELS, 
STD’S, MONOPOLIES, POLITICAL BRIBERY, THE SPACE RACE, TOXIC FOODS, SEX ABUSE 
AT WORK, AND THOUSANDS OF OTHER ISSUES…????. The Silicon Valley Cartel says “It Is”, 
but that is only because they own all of the companies that will get free government cash to “fix” 
climate issues. They do not care one tiny bit about the climate. They care about CASH!

As a Hoover Fellow puts it: "...Elite arrogant asshole dynasties send their kids to Stanford University. 
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Stanford puts the kids in asshole frat houses to train them to get away with rape and run monopolies. 
When they graduate they either go up the hill to Sandhill Road and start a venture capital clone 
operation or they get their frat friends on Sandhill Road to racketeer-fund their start-up or political 
campaign using money scammed from your parents pension funds. They only work with their frat 
buddies and insiders in a tribal 'old boys club' manner.They steal all the technology and markets they 
want because they control all of the tech lawyers and politicians via bribes and revolving doors. Most 
of the money in Stanford University bank accounts is from Foreign and Hollywood oligarchs delivered 
as bribes meant to get their snot-nosed brats into Stanford. Stanford bosses keep all of this covered-up 
and covertly fund political campaigns to grease the wheels of political corruption. They then sexually 
extort some Standford interns in Rosewood Hotel rooms, get the most 'trophy wife' ones pregnant, and 
start the cycle all over again. Alas, Stanford is the training ground for abuse, corruption and 'Bro-
Crime"..."

Everyone asks: " How Does Elon Musk Maintain His Corrupt Empire Of Lies Without Getting Shut 
Down By The Government?"

Elon Musk has spent more money creating fake fame for his narcissist personality disorder than any 
other person in history! Musk is obsessed with buying troll farm outputs, Chinese click-bait processing 
service orders, fake Facebook likes, fake Twitter follows, Reddit self-glory lie-blogger services and PR 
hype media articles about himself. Musk can't stand to go a single day without trying to make people 
think he is a god-like deity when he is just a scamming tech mobster!

Elon Musk runs a RICO-violating, stock market-manipulating, anti-trust-violating organized crime 
cartel! He is the high tech Godfather of financial crime and he is many times more “untouchable” than 
Al Capone! Public officials should be embarrassed to death that Musk waltzes around with such 
impunity. Musk maintains his immunity with BRIBES to Congress, bribes to the DOT, bribes to the 
NHTSA, and other political agencies. He acts as a conduit to pass free government cash he scams from 
politicians through his organization and back out, covertly, to those same politicians like Harris, Pelosi, 
Feinstein, et al.

HOW THE SILICON VALLEY SCAMS WORK:

Elon Musk,  and the Silicon Valley Cartel, have over 1000 people at Goldman Sachs that are dedicated 
to keeping this corrupt empire operating on smoke and mirrors in order to hype up the stock via dirty 
tricks such as these:

** The Silicon Valley Stock Scam Called: "Pools"

Agreements, often written, among a group of traders to delegate authority to a single manager to trade 
in a specific stock for a specific period of time and then to share in the resulting profits or losses."[5] In
Australia section 1041B prohibits pooling. ( 
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** The Silicon Valley Stock Scam Called: "Churning"

When a trader places both buy and sell orders at about the same price. The increase in activity is 
intended to attract additional investors, and increase the price.

** The Silicon Valley Stock Scam Called: "Stock bashing"

This scheme is usually orchestrated by savvy online message board posters (a.k.a. "Bashers") who 
make up false and/or misleading information about the target company in an attempt to get shares for a 
cheaper price. This activity, in most cases, is conducted by posting libelous posts on multiple public 
forums. The perpetrators sometimes work directly for unscrupulous Investor Relations firms who have 
convertible notes that convert for more shares the lower the bid or ask price is; thus the lower these 
Bashers can drive a stock price down by trying to convince shareholders they have bought a worthless 
security, the more shares the Investor Relations firm receives as compensation. Immediately after the 
stock conversion is complete and shares are issued to the Investor Relations firm, consultant, attorney 
or similar party, the basher/s then become friends of the company and move quickly to ensure they 
profit on a classic Pump & Dump scheme to liquidate their ill-gotten shares. (see P&D)

** The Silicon Valley Stock Scam Called: "Pump and dump"

A pump and dump scheme is generally part of a more complex grand plan of market manipulation on 
the targeted security. The Perpetrators (Usually stock promoters) convince company affiliates and large 
position non-affiliates to release shares into a free trading status as "Payment" for services for 
promoting the security. Instead of putting out legitimate information about a company the promoter 
sends out bogus e-mails (the "Pump") to millions of unsophisticated investors (Sometimes called 
"Retail Investors") in an attempt to drive the price of the stock and volume to higher points. After they 
accomplish both, the promoter sells their shares (the "Dump") and the stock price falls, taking all the 
duped investors' money with it.

** The Silicon Valley Stock Scam Called: "Runs"

When a group of traders create activity or rumours in order to drive the price of a security up. An 
example is the Guinness share-trading fraud of the 1980s. In the US, this activity is usually referred to 
as painting the tape.[6] Runs may also occur when trader(s) are attempting to drive the price of a 
certain share down, although this is rare. (see Stock Bashing) ( 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guinness_share-trading_fraud )

** The Silicon Valley Stock Scam Called: "Ramping (the market)"
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Actions designed to artificially raise the market price of listed securities and give the impression of 
voluminous trading in order to make a quick profit.[7] ( 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Market_manipulation#cite_note-7 )

** The Silicon Valley Stock Scam Called: "Wash trade"

In a wash trade the manipulator sells and repurchases the same or substantially the same security for 
the purpose of generating activity and increasing the price.

** The Silicon Valley Stock Scam Called: "Bear raid"

In a bear raid there is an attempt to push the price of a stock down by heavy selling or short selling.[8] (
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Market_manipulation#cite_note-8 ) 

** The Silicon Valley Stock Scam Called: "Lure and Squeeze"

This works with a company that is very distressed on paper, with impossibly high debt, consistently 
high annual losses but very few assets, making it look as if bankruptcy must be imminent. The stock 
price gradually falls as people new to the stock short it on the basis of the poor outlook for the 
company, until the number of shorted shares greatly exceeds the total number of shares that are not held
by those aware of the lure and squeeze scheme (call them "people in the know"). In the meantime, 
people in the know increasingly purchase the stock as it drops to lower and lower prices. When the 
short interest has reached a maximum, the company announces it has made a deal with its creditors to 
settle its loans in exchange for shares of stock (or some similar kind of arrangement that leverages the 
stock price to benefit the company), knowing that those who have short positions will be squeezed as 
the price of the stock sky-rockets. Near its peak price, people in the know start to sell, and the price 
gradually falls back down again for the cycle to repeat.

** The Silicon Valley Stock Scam Called: "Quote stuffing"

Quote stuffing is made possible by high-frequency trading programs that can execute market actions 
with incredible speed. However, high-frequency trading in and of itself is not illegal. The tactic 
involves using specialized, high-bandwidth hardware to quickly enter and withdraw large quantities of 
orders in an attempt to flood the market, thereby gaining an advantage over slower market participants.
[9] ( https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Market_manipulation#cite_note-9 )

** The Silicon Valley Stock Scam Called: "Cross-Product Manipulation"

A type of manipulation possible when financial instruments are settled based on benchmarks set by the 
trading of physical commodities, for example in United States Natural Gas Markets. The manipulator 
takes a large long (short) financial position that will benefit from the benchmark settling at a higher 
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(lower) price, then trades in the physical commodity markets at such a large volume as to influence the 
benchmark price in the direction that will benefit their financial position.

** The Silicon Valley Stock Scam Called: "Spoofing (finance)"

Spoofing is a disruptive algorithmic trading entity employed by traders to outpace other market 
participants and to manipulate commodity markets. Spoofers feign interest in trading futures, stocks 
and other products in financial markets creating an illusion of exchange pessimism in the futures 
market when many offers are being cancelled or withdrawn, or false optimism or demand when many 
offers are being placed in bad faith. Spoofers bid or offer with intent to cancel before the orders are 
filled. The flurry of activity around the buy or sell orders is intended to attract other high-frequency 
traders (HFT) to induce a particular market reaction such as manipulating the market price of a 
security. Spoofing can be a factor in the rise and fall of the price of shares and can be very profitable to 
the spoofer who can time buying and selling based on this manipulation. 

** The Silicon Valley Stock Scam Called: "Price-Fixing"

A very simple type of fraud where the principles who publish a price or indicator conspire to set it 
falsely and benefit their own interests. The Libor scandal for example, involved bankers setting the 
Libor rate to benefit their trader's portfolios or to make certain entities appear more creditworthy than 
they were. 

** The Silicon Valley Stock Scam Called: "High Closing (finance)"

High closing is an attempt to manipulate the price of a security at the end of trading day to ensure that 
it closes higher than it should. This is usually achieved by putting in manipulative trades close to 
closing.

** The Silicon Valley Stock Scam Called: "Cornering the market"

In cornering the market the manipulators buy sufficiently large amount of a commodity so they can 
control the price creating in effect a monopoly. For example, the brothers Nelson Bunker Hunt and 
William Herbert Hunt attempted to corner the world silver markets in the late 1970s and early 1980s, at
one stage holding the rights to more than half of the world's deliverable silver.[10] ( 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Market_manipulation#cite_note-TEXAS-10 ) During the Hunts' 
accumulation of the precious metal, silver prices rose from $11 an ounce in September 1979 to nearly 
$50 an ounce in January 1980.[11] ( https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Market_manipulation#cite_note-
NYT-11 ) Silver prices ultimately collapsed to below $11 an ounce two months later,[11] much of the 
fall occurring on a single day now known as Silver Thursday, due to changes made to exchange rules 
regarding the purchase of commodities on margin.[12] ( 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Market_manipulation#cite_note-TimeBubble-12 )
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** The Silicon Valley Stock Scam Called: "The Political Campaign Conduit Double Blind"

In this scam, government money is given to a Tesla, Solyndra, etc. who then money launder the cash 
through executive-held 501 c3 and c4 charities; and company assets and then provide DARK MONEY 
cash and services to political campaigns like Obama and Clinton election funds. In the case of Tesla, 
Google (an investor and boyfriend of Musk) supplied billions of dollars of web search rigging. Stock 
ownership in the companies and deals is traded for campaign funds. David Brock is a master of this 
kind of Dark Money money-laundering for political campaigns using PACS and pass-through spoofing.

Tesla and Solyndra investors have used ALL of the above tactics and more. Goldman Sachs and JP 
Morgan have thousands of staff who PROVIDE these stock market manipulation tricks to people like 
Elon Musk, Larry Page, Eric Schmidt, et al. These kinds of financial crimes and corruption account for 
the manipulation of over ONE TRILLION DOLLARS of ill-gotten profits annually!

They all run a constant shell game and ponzi scheme using shell corporations, fake family trusts, 
hookers, facade real estate, dirty CPA's, dirty corporate law firms, David Plouffe and James 
Halderman-type dirty operatives, lobbyists who are just bribery bag men, crooked CIA and FBI insiders
and other criminal tools.

THE PUBLIC CAN NOW HUNT THESE CORRUPT PIGS DOWN LIKE DOGS:

Given the massive stimulus packages that are in force today and expected to be implemented going 
forward, regulators need to set clear guidelines for how and when such privileged information can be 
disclosed, and impose rigorous trading restrictions for investors with access to private information. 
Failure to do so always gives unfair advantage to some and damages the level playing field in financial 
markets.

To avoid providing such unfair advantage to selected executives, the SEC and the Department of 
Justice need to develop new procedures to incorporate potential illegal transactions derived from 
information about government intervention through diverse channels. Plaintiffs advocate for a more 
transparent and consistent protocol on information disclosure regarding government’s loan programs to 
prevent similar events from recurring. For example, the government could channel the release of news 
about COVID-19-related stimulus interventions through a common platform to prevent leakage from 
diverse sources and reduce information asymmetry among investors.

The corrupt DFC loan to Kodak is the first of its kind under the Defense Production Act but not the first
ever because DOE already created the pump-and-dump scheme for tech oligarchs. Nobody should be 
surprised by Kodak trying a proven corruption scam. Since we are in unprecedented times, government
agencies and regulators need to make changes to adapt to the current situation and fulfill their mission 
to ensure a level playing field for investors even during this difficult period. Regulation never happens 
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in theses scams because most California Senators and their families profit from these crimes and 
corruption.

In addition to Musk’s insidious army of corruption douche-bag enablers at Goldman Sachs, there are 
also:

- An army of worker-bee financial scam artist operatives at corrupt Welles Fargo and Deutsche Bank. 
There are about 120 people in that set of insider operatives

- Jared Birchall, the head of Elon Musk's family office Excession LLC is a front man and bag man for 
the outside layer of Musk’s public-facing scams

- Deloitte Consulting has 17 financial advisors dedicated to ponzi scheming the appearance of liquidity 
in the Musk Empire

- Law firm Wilson Sonsini has 42 lawyers and admins dedicated to delaying, deferring and holding off 
law-suits and anti-trust filings against Musk.

- McKinsey Consulting has 120 staff dedicated to authoring and distributing bullshit hype ‘white 
papers” to Congress that sell budget ideas to the government that exclusively benefit Elon Musk. 
McKinsey is also in charge of getting people appointed or hired by the government who will provide 
payola and quid pro quo back to the Musk empire.

- Corrupt law firm Covington and Burling has 27 people dedicated to influencing and changing laws 
and public policy that will exclusively protect Musk. They put Eric Holder, Steven Chu and other top 
officials into the Obama Administration based on promises by those officials to protect and fund Musk.

- James Howard is one of over 56 private investigators that Musk has hired to dig up dirt on people that
Musk does not like and to run attacks on them.

- In-Q-Tel is a rogue off-shoot of the CIA. Musk has hired a large number of In-Q-Tel staff to engage in
CIA-class dirty tricks against competitors and former employees who expose Musk’s lies.

- Gawker Media, AKA Gizmodo Media are a tabloid character-assassination-for-hire operation which 
Musk contracts and owns interest in. They are mission-ed to to destroy the lives of others, in 
cooperation with Google’s servers. Payments for attack services, between all of the parties, have been 
uncovered.

- Google is an investor in Musk’s operations and the bosses of Google are bro-mance boyfriends of 
Musk. Google controls most perceptions on the internet using psychological manipulation tactics 
taught to them by their investor: In-Q-Tel. In-Q-Tel also works for and with Musk. Larry Page, of 
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Google, and Musk got an apartment together and plan political schemes together.

- Elon Musk, or his associates have hired every hight tech law firm that could go after him in order to 
conflict-out and law firms that might get hired to go after him. His top corrupt manipulator partners-in-
legal crime include: Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan, Fenwick & West, Connolly & Williams, 
Perkins Coie, Steven Farina, Raol Campos and hundreds of others. In fact, a competitor of Musk’s was 
seeking a law firm to sue Musk and was told by Law firm Wilson Sonsini: “You can’t sue Elon Musk 
because he and his Sandhill road Cartel control every high tech law firm in America...” In some cases, 
Musk has sent some of his lawyers to smaller business entities that want to sue Musk. Musk's lawyers 
pretend to be lawyers who are "offering to help" the opposition company but they are really there to 
covertly sabotage their legal efforts in order to protect Musk.

Tesla and CEO Elon Musk are facing dozens of lawsuits and investigations, according to public filings.

The costs of defense and settlements burden the car maker financially at a time when Tesla is already 
cutting headcount, closing stores and delaying loan repayments. 

Among Tesla’s most recent legal woes, the Securities and Exchange Commission has filed a motion to 
hold Musk in contempt of court. The financial regulators argue that Musk violated the agreement they 
finalized with him and Tesla in October 2018 requiring the CEO to submit his tweets for review by the 
company’s in-house counsel if they contained material business information and could potentially 
affect the company’s stock price.

Musk is represented in this matter by John C. Hueston, formerly the lead prosecutor for the federal trial
of Enron’s Jeffrey Skilling.

Beyond the contempt case, here are some of the other cases and investigations Tesla and Musk are 
facing that could most impact the company.

•

NHTSA and NTSB regularly investigate crashes involving Tesla vehicles and the use of 
“Autopilot” features. These agencies initiated new investigations in March 2019, after another 
Tesla-involved incident proved fatal for a Model 3 driver who collided with a semi-trailer in 
Delray Beach, Florida.

•

According to a Department of Justice statement, a former Tesla employee named Salil Parulekar
was indicted in November 2018 for allegedly embezzling $9.3 million from Tesla by diverting 
payments from one supplier to another. The potential case, which hasn’t moved past the 
indictment, could reveal more about troubles with Tesla’s supply chain.
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•

Two former Tesla security employees, Karl Hansen and Sean Gouthro, filed whistleblower 
complaints via the law firm Meissner Associates to the SEC. They claim, among other things, 
that Tesla spied on workers, and covered up theft and narcotics trafficking at its battery plant in 
Sparks, Nevada.

•

A former employee, Marcus Vaughn, is pursuing a class-action lawsuit against Tesla in 
California alleging that the company ignored black employees’ reports of rampant racism. Tesla 
is trying to compel arbitration, and the plaintiff’s lawyers say they are fighting Tesla’s motions.

•

The National Labor Relations Board filed a complaint in August 2018 accusing Musk of 
violating labor laws with a tweet on May 20 that employees wouldn’t have stock options if they 
formed a union.

•

Tesla-owned SolarCity has been the subject of multiple SEC investigations dating back to 2012,
according to Probes Reporter, a firm that publishes FOIA research for investors. (As of May 
2108, SolarCity was still under at least one SEC investigation, said Probes Reporter CEO John 
P. Gavin.)

•

Musk is being sued by spelunker Verne Unsworth, whom Musk claimed without evidence was a
pedophile and child rapist. Musk lobbed those dramatic accusations at Unsworth after the cave 
diver questioned the Musk’s attempts to aid in the rescue of a Thai boys’ soccer team. Unsworth
was part of the successful rescue effort and was critical of Musk’s approach.

•

In a Delaware Chancery Court, shareholders are suing Tesla alleging that the company’s 
acquisition of SolarCity in 2016 was improperly handled by the board, benefitted six out of 
seven of Tesla’s then-board members, and was ultimately a detriment to the company and its 
minority shareholders.

Analysis by legal research firm Plainsite found at least 38 securities actions filed against Tesla or Elon 
Musk (or both) since 2010, the year the company went public. Plainsite – which founder Aaron 
Greenspan describes as a “legal transparency initiative” – scans public records across the US legal 
system to document the volume and types of litigation effecting major U.S. corporations. (Greenspan 
personally holds puts in Tesla today.)

By way of comparison, Greenspan says he found only 1 securities lawsuit against Ford Motor 
Company filed since 2016, and only 4 since 1996, although this does not include all Ford subsidiaries.
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Along with the securities litigation, Plainsite also found 43 workers’ rights cases, 14 deposit theft cases,
and 20 vendor and government non-payment cases filed against Tesla since it went public in 2010. Of 
the 20 non-payment cases, 6 were from tax agencies in different states, Greenspan said.

Tesla also faces dozens of lawsuits around specific car-related issues, including allegations that 
Bluetooth doesn’t work, that Autopilot has caused Tesla cars to swerve into the wrong lanes and more. 
Most car-specific lawsuits against Tesla focus on the Model X. But Greenspan expects Model 3-related 
lawsuits to grow as the company sells more of these electric sedans. Even with all of these lawsuits, 
Musk has the taxpayer provided cash to buy off any judge, any court, any politician and any influence 
dynamic. 

- Steve Davis runs operations to manipulate actual intent for Musk’s The Boring Company.

- The pretend CFO’s in Musk’s cartel including Zachary Kirkhorn, Vaibhav Taneja, Deepak Ahuja, Eric
Branderiz, etc., are fully aware of the lies and financial crimes that Musk’s shell game is based. They 
need to be in prison too.

- Above and beyond the army of over 3000 corruption implementation employees and contractors, 
Musk #1 protection scheme is lobbyists and political intermediaries who pay bribes and produce quid 
pro quo and revolving door payola. Podesta Group, Roberti Global, David Plouffe, Jeff Burton, and 
over 150 other groups and individuals transfer the cash, PAC omerta funds, jobs, real estate, sex and 
other goodies to politicians. Senator Dianne Feinstein’s go from working for Feinstein to working for 
Musk like a political conveyor belt. Bribes hidden via family trust funds and elaborate shell game 
corporations and off-shore snake holes are the bread-and-butter of the Musk existence.

These facts are known, they are documented in FBI, SEC, FTC, FEC and Congressional records. It is 
pathetic that Musk can operate and that he is not sitting in a federal prison cell! Elon Musk is a 
scammer, mobster, liar, pervert, drug abusing, narcissist, Senator-bribing sociopath! Musk can run and 
try to hide in Texas but there is now no place he can hide!

NOTICE: To the editors allowing idiot child "reporters" to support Elon Musk's BS:

We file complaints against each one of your writers who has accepted compensation in order to use 
your publication to promote falsehoods, lies and contrived public relations tripe for Elon Musk's 
narcissist self-aggrandizement campaign designed to cover-up his crimes, scams and corruptions. Your 
writers have full knowledge of the proven facts in investigative documents such as:

How The Sociopath Venture Capitalists of Silicon Valley Prop Up Elon Musk And His Failed Tesla 
Motors.pdf
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http://american-corruption.com/public/How%20The%20Sociopath%20Venture%20Capitalists%20of%20Silicon%20Valley%20Prop%20Up%20Elon%20Musk%20And%20His%20Failed%20Tesla%20Motors.pdf
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http://lifebooks.net/TECH_OLIGARCH_AND_SENATOR_SEX_CULT.html
https://www.plainsite.org/tags/tesla-model-x/


How Does Elon Musk Maintain His Corrupt Empire Of Lies Without Getting Shut Down By The 
Government?.pdf

TESLA MOTORS UPDATE #3.pdf

MUSK REPORTER.pdf

http://www.the-elon-musk-problem.com

THE SICK CORRUPT EMPIRE OF ELON MUSK - THE MOVIE

THE BOOK OF TESLA EDIT ODT V.2.7.pdf

THE DIRTY DEEDS OF SILICON VALLEY.pdf

and hundreds of thousands of previous news reports, FBI and SEC reports. These facts are easily found
online by anyone of, at least, grade-school intelligence level. (ie: http://american-corruption.com/public
or Reddit or Voat..or pretty much anywhere...). If your reporters ignore these facts then your 
publication will suffer revenue loss, stock market hits, devaluation, reports of your sex abuses and other
sadness!

We file formal complaints against each one of these shills with industry associations, your investors 
and on public forums.

Your writers who selectively author fake-news hype instead of investigative journalism will be exposed
and punished. Your publication's market value and credibility will be greatly diminished by this 
information manipulation. (ie, You WILL LOSE YOUR MONEY!) Such fake news articles should be 
removed and accurate counter-point should be published. Without the proper correction, it is impossible
to see how your publication could not follow Gawker, San Diego Magazine, The Outline, and the rest 
into the spiral of bankruptcy and termination.

Thank you for your kind attention to this matter.
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=====================

THE CRONY CAPITALISM THAT POWERS THE U.S. DEPT OF ENERGY

White House Staff including Rahm Emanual, Bill Daley, Jay Carney, David Plouffe, Robert Gibbs, 
Steve Rattner, David Axelrod, John Podesta, et al; and The Secretary of Energy Steven Chu and the 
Chief Counsel for the United States Department of Energy Daniel Cohen and Bill Cooper were, (from 
2007 forward), either financed by, friends, with, sleeping with, dating the staff of, holding stock market
assets in, promised a revolving door job or government service contracts from, partying with, personal 
friends with, photographed at private events with, exchanging emails with, business associates of or 
directed by; our business adversaries, or the Senators and Department of Energy politicians that those 
business adversaries pay campaign finances to, or supply political digital search manipulation services 
to. Criminal U.S. Senators coordinated and profited in these schemes. Their own family members have 
now supplied evidence against them. Elon Musk and his frat boys display their self-aggrandizing vanity
in sociopath glory because nobody tells them "no". Now we are calling them out! 

From 2007 forward, The White House and The Department Of Energy were controlled by the Silicon 
Valley tech oligarchs for monopolistic profiteering! That is a violation of the law, the Constitution and 
the American Way. The named person's we have presented to the FBI, DOJ, SEC and other agencies, 
engaged in crimes to personally profit in the stock market and political venues. At the same time they 
operated the command and control of millions of dollars of defamation, character assassination and 
black-list attacks against us for reporting their crimes. These perpetrators are now being exposed, 
arrested, indicted and drained of their ill-gotten profits. We are owed our damages compensation and 
we will not rest until we get it! Every member of the public is invited to help crowd-source the 
termination of these corrupt crooks.

We worked for, with, in and around the White House and The Department of Energy. We were at the 
homes of the most famous people in government and their Silicon Valley financiers. We have 
cooperated with top law enforcement and Congressional investigators. Additional whistle-blowers have
provided our effort with even more evidence. Ourselves, and investigating agencies, have absolute 
proof of the crimes, corruption and illicit activities and the ongoing cover-ups.

=====================

STATE SPONSORED REVENGE AND REPRISAL PROGRAMS ARE OPERATED BY PUBLIC 
OFFICIALS

Agency staff were ordered to harm Applicants by manipulating their benefits in order to deny, delay, 
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obfuscate and reduce their income as reprisal for their assistance to law enforcement in a political 
corruption and money laundering matter. Agency staff, ranging from the lowest level staff at the San 
Francisco, San Mateo, Los Angeles and Marin offices, and up to the director headquarters offices, 
participated in this reprisal-vendetta-revenge action to harm Applicants. Applicant’s peers have filed 
DOJ and FBI criminal referrals, launched federal investigations and the assertions have been proven in 
numerous IG, FBI, Congressional and major news media investigations. Agency offices have failed to 
provide responsive FOIA requested data, hearing investigation data and fair responses because some of 
their staff are STILL operating a criminal cover-up which has now been update-reported to the FBI, 
Congress, the IG, the AG and investigative reporters.

Other federal agencies have complied, verified and provided the requested deliverables. SSA and DOE 
have pointed the searchlight of suspicion on themselves, laser-like, by their overt failure to comply, 
unlike every other agency. Ironically, the political financing of their executives and their personal 
relationships “happens” to be with the exact same Silicon Valley oligarchs under felony criminal 
investigations. The stock market brokerage records, family trust accounts, PAC trace-routing, Interpol 
records and SEC investigation records proves it! 

Unfortunately for the crooked agency staff, some Applicants have the authority, law enforcement 
credentials and training to arrest any person at their home or office and remand them to the FBI, DOJ 
or Sheriff. SSA and DOE staff should not longer screw around! For example: Every “unsigned” SSA 
email is tracked to the individual author by their IP address, device IMEI, web camera, building key 
card, door camera, parking lot use chart, building camera, vehicle tracking circuits, text dba records, 
keyboard UI/UX patterns, motherboard ID #, DNS routing, stingray read-outs and a vast number of 
other metrics. Applicant investigation peers know the exact person that wrote every SSA email or 
document or file request. There is no such thing as an anonymous SSA email. Transparency is the 
Applicants middle name. The FBI and CIA people that SSA and DOE insiders think are their “buddies”
may actually be the APPLICANTS buddies!

You will either give the Applicant his money and damages compensation, from his 2007 benefits 
filings, forward, or suffer the consequences of the rapid acceleration of one of the largest investigations
in modern history, supported by millions of voters with a shared peer-to-peer forensics social media 
network, the FBI and Congress. With the push of a single button, our latest info can be in the inbox of 
every blogger and independent investigative journalist in the world, in minutes.

History has proven that non-corrupt portions of federal agencies and public service law and community
action firms have executed on their willingness to expend millions of dollars of resources to fight this 
injustice. Every individual involved in this at SSA and DOE are on a forensic database. No person at 
SSA or DOE who uses our government as a garage sale for corruption favors or a kill mill for political 
reprisals will avoid the 100% legally executed consequences. They will be targeted and prosecuted 
even more profoundly than the Applicants waere targeted with IC-type hit jobs.
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This felony criminal investigation case, is documented on thousands of websites and in dozens of 
federal court case records in which Applicant won the case or was vindicated in the case and in 
thousands of news websites. Applicants researchers and investigators disagree with any decision by any
agency which causes a delay in response which puts the applicants in jeopardy for their life and safety. 
Testifying, and/or reporting about this crime has resulted in the death, potentially by murder, of the 
following individuals who reported to the authorities about this crime matter: Rajeev Motwani; Gary D.
Conley; Seth Rich; Philip Haney; David Bird; Doug Bourn; Misti Epstein; Joshua Brown; Kenneth 
Bellando; Moritz Erhardt; Imran Aliev; Kate Matrosova; David Drye; Vincent Foster; Kathy Ferguson; 
Duane Garrett; Eric S. Fox; Judi Gibbs; Berta Caceres; Suzanne Coleman; L.J. Davis; John Hillyer; 
Stanley Huggins; Sandy Hume; Shawn Lucas; Gary Johnson; John Jones; John F. Kennedy, Jr.; Stephen
Ivens; Mary 'Caity' Mahoney; Eric Butera; Danny Casolara; John Ashe; Tony Moser; Larry Nichols; 
Joseph Rago; Ron Brown; Bob Simon; Don Adams; Peter Smith; Victor Thorn; Lori Klausutis; Gareth 
Williams; Daphne Caruana Galizia; James D Johnston; Dave Goldberg; Loretta Fuddy; Paul Wilcher; 
Gary Webb; Beranton J. Whisenant Jr; Stanley Meyer; Jon Parnell Walker; Tyler Drumheller; Barnaby 
Jack; Dominic Di-Natale; Barbara Wise; Ilya Zhitomirskiy; Jeff Joe Black; Robin Copeland; John 
Wheeler; Ashley Turton; Michael Hastings; Antonin Scalia; David Koschman; David Werner; Alex 
Okrent; Kam Kuwata; Larry Frankel; And hundreds more connected to this case who suddenly, and 
strangely, turned up dead in this case and, ironically, their deaths all benefit the suspects in this case. 
Applicants are also whistle-blowers who have been previously attacked in reprisal and who have been 
threatened with continued harm and death.

Because this case involves a huge number of deaths, spies, trillions of dollars of energy industry funds, 
hit-jobs and epic political dirty tricks contracts there is a warning in effect to every suspect on "the list".
"If any other principle whistle-blower in this case is killed, within 24 hours of their death, every person 
on "the list" will experience the worst possible outcome!"

Any delay, obfuscation, cover-up, FOIA refusal or other obscuring tactic by each and every member of 
an agency employee or contracting entity will be prosecuted on a person-by-person basis. Each 
employee or official who causes, by their action, further harm to the Applicants will be sued personally,
have their assets garnished and will have a formal criminal referral authored and submitted to the FBI, 
DOJ, FTC, Congress and the news media. Applicants have sued the highest level personnel in the 
government for corruption, launched FBI and Congressional investigations against them and had them 
removed from their jobs and placed under permanent surveillance. The court and news records prove 
this fact. Do not imagine that any reprisal action by a public agency staffer will go unnoticed or 
unpunished by federal law enforcement, public forensics and major independent news media 
investigations.

Pay the Applicants their damages compensation, whistle-blower fees, back-fees and offset monies 
NOW!
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=====================

RELATED COURT CASES:

Case No. 1:20-cv-03010 ( Google monopoly and competitor attacks case)

Case No. 11-CV-2509  ( https://www.cand.uscourts.gov/judges/koh-lucy-h-lhk/in-re-high-tech-
employee-antitrust-litigation/  )

Task force Case No. 20-xyz2020a  ( http://www.case-xyz2020a.com/ )

Case No. 20-03664 (  https://www.insurancejournal.com/app/uploads/2020/06/brown-v-google.pdf )

Case No. 1:12-CV-00774-mms and related cases. ( https://thehill.com/blogs/congress-blog/the-
administration/250109-a-case-study-in-pay-to-play-cronyism. Criminal referrals against the attackers 
have been filed with the FBI, DOJ, SEC, FEC, FTC )

Case No. 18-cv-8865 (S.D.N.Y.)(SEC v. Elon Musk for lies and scams )

Case No. 18-cv-8947 (S.D.N.Y.)( SEC v. Tesla, Inc. for lies and scams )

Case No. 1:14-cv-270143 ( Google racketeering charges - 
https://artistrightswatch.com/2017/10/08/googles-racketeering-challenge/ )

Case No. 1:19-cr-00490 ( United States v. Epstein - Big tech sex cult crimes case )

Case No. 129 So.3d 1196 (Fla. 2d DCA 2014); 170 So.3d 125 (Fla. 2d DCA 2015) ( Gawker Media, 
LLC v. Bollea in which Gawker, Deadspin, Gizmodo, Jalopnik, Jezebel, Kotaku and Lifehacker were 
exposed as character assassination and money-laundering fronts working for notorious third parties)

Case No. 19-cv-343672 James Martin (on behalf of ALPHABET INC) v Larry Page et al (Sex Cults In
Silicon Valley )

Case No. CGC-11-508414, California Superior Court, San Francisco (Plaintiff v Google )

Case No. 3:16-cv-03061 U.S. DISTRICT COURT, NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA, San 
Francisco Division ( Plaintiff V. Google/Alphabet/YouTube)

Case No. 18-CIV05380 Rubin Vs. Rubin (Google sex cult and sex slave charges )
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Case No. : 1:17 - cv - 06404  Vs. Rubin (Organized crime sex trafficking by stock market manipulators
)

Case No. D.C. No. 3:17-cv-05369 - VC (Big tech harassment of outsiders)

Case No. 3:21-cv-00077  (Another of many lawsuits proving that the Silicon Valley Cartel conspires to
manipulate media and markets)

And 200+ other cases related to the same Cartel members including many lawsuits against Google for 
corruption, sex trafficking, racketeering and other forms of their usual crimes. Google's financier, 
political manipulation partner and spying command-and-control operative: In-Q-tel, was also sued for 
running dirty tricks campaigns against the Whistle-blowers. In-Q-Tel was forced to come to court in 
San Francisco and watch the Corbett Report's expose on them ( https://www.corbettreport.com/meet-in-
q-tel-the-cias-venture-capital-firm-preview/   and   https://www.corbettreport.com/siliconvalley/  ) and 
then try to explain to the judge why they are a "non-profit charity" when they run dirty tricks 
campaigns for politicians and were caught with tons of cocaine on their airplanes.

Related Precedents -

See-  Founding Church of Scientology v. Bell , 603 F.2d 945, 949 (D.C. Cir. 1979)

See - King v. U.S. Dep't of Justice , 830 F.2d 210, 223-24 (D.C. Cir. 1987) (emphasis in original)

See - Mead Data Central, Inc. v. U.S. Dep't of the Air Force , 566 F.2d 242, 251 (D.C. Cir. 1977

See - Competitive Enter. Inst. v. Office of Sci. & Tech. Policy , 827 F.3d 145, 149-50 (D.C. Cir. 2016); 
cf. 

See - Judicial Watch, Inc. v. Kerry , 844 F.3d 952, 955-56 (D.C. Cir. 2016)  Id. at 8 

See -  Al-Fayed v. Central Intelligence Agency, 254 F.3d 300, 306 (D.C. Cir. 2001) (Al-Fayed) Id. at 
308. 

See - : Wadelton v. Department of State, 13-0412 ESH, 2013 WL 1760853 (D.D. Cir. 2013) (Wadelton

See -  Id. Document 10, Filed 04/25/13, Page 6 of 8 (citing ACLU-NC v.DOD , 2006 WL 1469418, at 
*1-2;  Amer. Civil Liberties Union of N. Cal. v. Dep't of Justice , No. C 04-4447, 2005 WL 588354, at 
*5-7 (N.D. Cal Mar. 11, 2005))

See - Edmonds v. FBI , CIV.A. 02-1294 (ESH), 2002 WL 32539613 (D.D.C. Dec. 3, 2002)
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See - U.S.C. § 552(a)(6)(E)(v)(II

=====================

ADDITIONAL PROOF OF THE ASSERTIONS:

ADDITIONAL PRESS CLIPPINGS, MEMES AND NEWS REPORTS ON THIS CASE CAN ALSO 
BE FOUND AT:

(MIRROR 1 )

(MIRROR 2 )

(MIRROR 4 )

(MIRROR 6 )

And thousands of other torrents and mirror sites around the globe... 

ADDITIONAL VIDEO OF NEWS COVERAGE AND DOCUMENTARIES ABOUT THIS CASE 
CAN ALSO BE FOUND AT:

(MIRROR 2 )

(MIRROR 3 )

And thousands of other torrents and mirror sites around the globe... 
KEY PUBLIC REPORTS AND POLICE REPORTS ABOUT THIS CASE CAN ALSO BE FOUND 
AT:

(MIRROR 2 )

And thousands of other torrents and mirror sites around the globe...
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KEY REPORTS ABOUT THE CORRUPTION CARTEL, BASED OUT OF SAN FRANCISCO 
CITY HALL, THAT STARTED ALL THIS, CAN BE FOUND AT:

San Francisco Corruption Reports

Ongoing FBI Corruption Probe

San Francisco City Hall Corruption

FBI San Francisco Announces New Charges

CORRUPTION CENTRAL

SAN FRANCISCO CORRUPTION: City Hall, Pacific Heights And Silicon Valley Scum

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/San_Francisco_graft_trials

https://www.searchingsanfrancisco.org/ - You Can't Swing A Cat In San Francisco City Hall Without 
Hitting A Mobster

PUC boss Harlan Kelly arrested by Feds, charged in bribery ...

https://missionlocal.org/2020/11/puc-boss-harlan-kelly-arested-by-feds-charged-in-bribery-scheme/

PUC boss Harlan Kelly arrested by Feds, charged in bribery scheme, resigns ... the Zelig-like avatar of 
San Francisco institutional corruption, ... The stench of corruption at SF City Hall exceeds even the 
stench of human feces on City streets. Where was the District Attorney and City Attorney with their 
squads of highly paid staff while the ...

SFPUC chief charged with accepting bribes in alleged City ...

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/crime/sfpuc-chief-charged-with-accepting-bribes-in-alleged-city-
hall-corruption-scheme/ar-BB1bv5ri

Federal prosecutors have charged San Francisco Public Utilities Commission chief Harlan Kelly for 
allegedly accepting bribes from a contractor — taking international trips, free meals and ...

Head of SFPUC charged in public corruption probe - San ...

https://www.bizjournals.com/sanfrancisco/news/2020/11/30/head-of-sfpuc-charged-in-public-
corruption-probe.html
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https://www.fbi.gov/contact-us/field-offices/sanfrancisco/news/press-releases/fbi-san-francisco-announces-new-charges-plea-deals-in-san-francisco-city-hall-corruption-investigation
https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2020/06/11/san-francisco-corruption-scandal-mayor-breed-fires-indicted-city-fix-it-program-director/
https://sfist.com/2020/07/15/ongoing-fbi-corruption-probe-hits-three-more-sf-city-departments-with-subpoenas/
http://sanfrancisco.newsplus007.com/
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=san%20francisco%20city%20hall%20boss%20arrested%20for%20bribes+site:missionlocal.org&t=h_
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Kelly, 58, was charged with one count of honest services wire fraud for allegedly engaging in a bribery 
scheme and corrupt partnership with Walter Wong, a San Francisco permit expeditor and ...

San Francisco Recology Exec Accused of Paying Off DPW Head ...

https://www.nbcbayarea.com/news/local/san-francisco/san-francisco-recology-exec-accused-of-
paying-off-dpw-head-charged-with-bribery-money-laundering/2402801/

San Francisco Recology Exec Accused of Paying Off DPW Head Charged With Bribery, Money 
Laundering By Bay City News • Published November 18, 2020 • Updated on November 18, 2020 at 
9:45 pm Getty ...

New charges in Nuru scandal accuse former Recology manager ...

https://sfbayca.com/2020/11/18/new-charges-in-nuru-scandal-accuse-former-recology-manager-of-
bribery-money-laundering/

Bovis was arrested back in January along with Nuru in connection with an unsuccessful scheme to 
bribe a San Francisco International Airport commissioner to aid Bovis in obtaining a restaurant 
concession in 2018. Bovis was charged with two counts of fraud, while Nuru was charged with fraud 
and lying to the FBI.

San Francisco Official Charged With Corruption in FBI ...

https://www.nbcbayarea.com/news/local/san-francisco/san-francisco-public-works-director-arrested-
on-suspicion-of-public-corruption/2222125/

A top San Francisco public official and go-to bureaucrat to mayors over two decades was charged with 
public corruption Tuesday, upending City Hall as elected leaders scrambled to reassure the ...

San Francisco Utilities Chief Faces Bribery Charge in ...

https://www.courthousenews.com/san-francisco-utilities-chief-faces-bribery-charge-in-corruption-
probe/

"Bribery scams undermine our faith in city government," said David Anderson, U.S. Attorney for the 
Northern District of California, in a statement Monday. "Our investigation into City Hall corruption 
will continue." San Francisco Mayor London Breed announced that she has accepted Kelly's 
resignation.

Recology exec accused of paying off SF DPW head charged ...
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https://www.ktvu.com/news/recology-exec-accused-of-paying-off-sf-dpw-head-charged-with-
bribery-money-laundering

A former manager for San Francisco's garbage collection agency Recology has been charged with 
bribery and money laundering in connection to the SF DPW corruption scandal.

S.F. City Administrator Naomi Kelly takes leave of absence ...

https://darkweb-sites.com/?p=68372

City Administrator Naomi Kelly took a voluntary six-week leave of absence Wednesday, two days after
federal prosecutors revealed a bribery case against her husband, former San Francisco Public Utilities 
Commission chief Harlan Kelly.. Naomi Kelly has not been charged with a crime. But the criminal 
complaint against her husband alleges she attended a 2016 family vacation that federal ...

City Hall corruption case: What's next for S.F. City ...

https://www.sfchronicle.com/crime/article/City-Hall-corruption-case-What-s-next-for-15767978.php

San Francisco City Commissioner Naomi Kelly officiates the wedding of Heather Lee and Andrew 
Lindgren of San Francisco while on the Mayor's Balcony in San Francisco City Hall in San 
Francisco ...

The solipsistic self-aggrandizing corrupt pigs in San Francisco's City Hall and Pacific Heights are 
being hunted down (100% legally) and eviscerated by the FBI, public task forces like ours, the news 
media, private citizens and the biggest email leaks in history. Hundreds of people will be taken down. 
The few arrests you have read about in the media are only the beginning.We are all starting at the 
bottom of the cesspool and working our way up, all the way through Elon Musk, Eric Schmidt, Larry 
Page, et al, and up to the White House. They will not escape, even in death. Roger Boas, Jeffrey 
Epstein, et al, may not still be lurking around but the truth about them will live on FOREVER!

=====================

THE KEY PERPETRATORS:

The Organized Crime Bosses And Their Assassin Operatives That Are Being Terminated. 
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These are the people known as "The Deep State", "The Silicon Valley Cartel", "The Tech Mafia", et al:

“To date, every single one of the targets that attacked us: 1.) have been sued; 2.) investigated by the 
government and our private investigators; 3.) had case files opened on them by the IRS, DOJ, GAO, 
FBI, FEC, SEC, FTC and others; 4.) placed under surveillance; 5.) had whistle-blowers and ex-staff 
expose them; 6.) been tracked across every social media post that has ever been made about them; 7.) 
had all of their illicit campaign funding and covert PAC cash exposed; 8.) had all of their family trust 
and shell corporation hiding places tracked and exposed by AI forensic software that works around-the-
clock and 9.) placed on law enforcement watch-lists. Even the “untouchables” like Musk, Tesla, 
Google, Facebook, et al, now have nut-crunching law-suits filed against them, with more coming. 
There is no place to hide! You tried to kill us and we killed you back you criminal scum-bags!”

The following Parties participated in the scam, thought they were “untouchable” and found out that the 
arm of the law is very long, the hatred of the public for corruption is profound and that hundreds of 
public service groups have identified, tracked and assisted in their termination. This is the current list of
the primary political mobster-scammers in this corruption who are all connected by financial, email and
forensic FBI, SEC, FTC and CIA-class evidence. It is well known that every significant hacking and 
surveillance tool from the CIA, NSA, Fire-Eye and the FSB has been leaked on to the internet. Every 
teenage hacker is now exposing the last 20 years of these crooks crimes.They are all under deep 
investiagtion, surveillance and targeted for 100% legal termination using all the info found freely on 
the web and whistle-blower tips:

The Mob Bosses That Colluded, Organized and Planned These Srock Market Schemes Together:

• Google/Alphabet/YouTube – Hiding under the guise of "Alphabet"; Charged with 
manipulation by multiple nations and national organizations; charged with crimes; charged with 
privacy harvesting frauds against the public; raided for tax fraud; loss of public trust; charged 
with campaign rigging by TV shows, presidential candidates, federal investigators and news 
media; under investigation for stock market pumping;

• Steven Chu – Secretary of Energy (Sent packing/fired/forced to resign. Sued for corruption, 
publicly shamed by news media and Congress. Under ongoing investigation and surveillance)

• The NVCA, AKA National Venture Capital Association, is the lobbyist and Cartel organizer 
behind much of the misdeeds of this group, they bribe politicians, organize anti-patent 
campaigns and promote a RICO-violating anti-trust law violating set of tactics to protect their 
members and to harm competitors, most of the women and blacks that have worked at the 
NVCA have said they experienced abuse. The NVCA has set-up a tactical program to put a 
global funding blockade on any group, CEO or inventor who competes with their existing 
companies.
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• SpaceX and their Star Link Web satellites are a domestic spying operation. They send all of the 
data that goes over their links to privacy abusers, data harvesters, and political spying 
operations. Friends don't let friends use Star Link. Any 14 year old hacker can hack into Star 
Links web streams. Star Link is a danger to global privacy on an epic scale.

• Lachlan Seward – Manager to Steven Chu (Sent packing/fired/forced to resign. Sued for 
corruption. publicly shamed by news media and Congress. Under ongoing investigation and 
surveillance))

• Rahm Emanual – White House strong-arm (Sent packing/fired/forced to resign and his 
Chicago finance head was indicted for Corruption)(Under ongoing investigation and 
surveillance)

• Robert Gibbs – White House press secretary (Sent packing/fired/forced to resign)(Under 
ongoing investigation and surveillance))(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax 
evasion, and more…)

• David Axelrod – White House strategist (Sent packing/fired/forced to resign)(Under ongoing 
investigation and surveillance))(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and 
more…)

• Barack Obama – White House leader (Under investigation. Universally disdained in the press. 
shunned by his own party)

• Larry Summers – White House finance head (Fired)(Under ongoing investigation and 
surveillance))(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…)

• Bill Daley – White House strong-arm (Sent packing/fired/forced to resign)(Under ongoing 
investigation and surveillance))

• Steve Rattner- White House Car Deals Director working in the West Wing and then with In-Q-
Tel (Fired- Indicted in NY State for SEC Fraud/Corruption)(Under ongoing investigation and 
surveillance))

• Eric Holder – Attorney General- DOJ. Eric Holder was nominated and appointed by the very 
individuals who ran the scam, created the marching orders, got the insider cash and ordered the 
hit jobs on their competitors. He ran the cover-up and halted any investigations into the crimes 
in order to protect his corrupt backers and business partners. He has been financially connected 
to every person, group and business who is charged with organizing and operating the scam.  
(Forced to resign) (Charged with staff & VC Protections and blockade of FBI and Special 
Prosecutor deployments in order to run the cover-up)(Under ongoing investigation and 
surveillance)

• Larry Page – Owner- Google (Under ongoing investigation and surveillance)(accused of 
political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…)
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• Eric Schmidt – Owner- Google (Under ongoing investigation and surveillance)(accused of 
political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more, a national coalition is actively exposing 
his sexual perversions, sex penthouses, etc…)

• John Doerr – Owner – Kleiner Perkins. “Godfather” – Silicon Valley Cartel (Under ongoing 
investigation and surveillance))(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and 
more…)( All of his personal assets, investments and portfolio holdings are under investigation 
and targeted for extinction)

• Steve Westly – Campaign Bundler (Under ongoing investigation and surveillance))(accused of 
political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…)( All of his personal assets, 
investments and portfolio holdings are under investigation and targeted for extinction)

• Richard Blum – Senator Feinsteins Husband (He is now under investigation. Has had contracts
interdicted by Congressional action)(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, 
and more…)

• Ray Lane – VC (Charged with Federal Tax Fraud)(Under ongoing investigation and 
surveillance))(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…)

• Elon Musk – CEO – Tesla (Under ongoing investigation and surveillance) & in multiple 
lawsuits for fraud)( Now uncovered as largest individual recipient of government payola in 
history)(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…) ( All of his 
personal assets, investments and portfolio holdings are under investigation and targeted for 
extinction) He cuts up and tortures animals for his Nueralink, spies on citizens with his SpaceX 
and runs an EV monopoly and causes genocide with his cobalt and lithium mines with his 
corrupt Tesla cars. His life is devoted to weird sex, drugs, political bribes and stock market 
manipulations.

• Andy Bechtolsheim – VC- Insider campaign backer (He is now under investigation)(accused of
political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…)

• Vinod Khosla – VC Campaign backer (Under ongoing investigation and surveillance)( in 
multiple lawsuits)(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…Exposed 
in 60 Minutes and CNN news coverage)

• Martin LaGod – VC Campaign backer from Firelake (Under ongoing investigation and 
surveillance)(assets, investments and stock portfolio tracked and targeted)( All of his personal 
assets, investments and portfolio holdings are under investigation and targeted for extinction)

• Latham and Watkins - Extremist law firm known for rigging public policy decisions, running 
attacks on candidates and manipulating the law to the advantage of Silicon Valley oligarchs

• Ira Ehrenpreis – VC Campaign backer (He is now under investigation)(accused of political 
bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…) ( All of his personal assets, investments and 
portfolio holdings are under investigation and targeted for extinction)
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• Eric Strickland – Head of Auto Safety agency (Sent packing/fired/forced to resign)(he is now 
under investigation. Charged with cover-up of Tesla and GM auto dangers he had known about)

• Tom Perkins – VC Campaign backer (He is now under investigation, slammed by public and 
media)(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…)

• In-Q-Tel, Inc. – CIA off-shoot associated with Eric Schmidt, Google, Elon Musk and the Cartel
leaders. Ran “hit-jobs” on Silicon Valley VC adversaries and reporters (Sued, under 
investigation, exposed in multiple documentaries, under investigation for Cocaine trafficking) 
They claim to be a "charity" but they are a dirty tricks spy operation.

• Tim Draper – VC Campaign backer (Under ongoing investigation and surveillance))(accused 
of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…)( All of his personal assets, 
investments and portfolio holdings are under investigation and targeted for extinction)

• Lloyd Craig Blankfein – Head of Goldman Sachs and liaison in almost every single CleanTech
company scam (Under ongoing investigation and surveillance))(accused of political bribery and
kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…) ( All of his personal assets, investments and portfolio 
holdings are under investigation and targeted for extinction)

• Raj Gupta – McKinsey Fixer (Indicted, Jailed)(he is now under investigation)

• Jacque Littlefield - Ran a private army out of Woodside, California (Dead)

• Roger Boas – Ran San Francisco Child sex ring brothels, for SF City Hall officials, with 
crooked San Francisco Cops and embezzled money from San Francisco City Hall

• Brian Goncher – Deloitte VC intermediary (Under ongoing investigation and surveillance)) 
(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…)

• John Molinari – Old school San Francisco North Beach Mobster. Ran for Mayor. Lied about 
district. Daughter removed from him due to abuse.

• Goldman Sachs – Financial packager (Suspected of staging most of the TARP/DOE deals for 
personal gain & insider payouts)(Under ongoing investigation and surveillance). Elon Musk's 
Go-To Book Cookers and stock manipulators

• Kleiner Perkins – Campaign funding VC who (Received massive windfalls from Russian 
mining & tech start-up rigging. Sued. Under ongoing investigation and surveillance)(Offices 
broken into by federal investigators) All assets being tracked and terminated.)

• Draper Fisher – VC firm (Campaign funder who received massive windfalls from Russian 
mining & tech start-up rigging)(Under ongoing investigation and surveillance)

• Mckinsey Consulting – Government services contractor (Supplied DOE manipulation staff, 
manipulated white-papers to Congress and lobbying manipulation for the scam)(Under ongoing 
investigation and surveillance)
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• John Denniston – Kleiner Perkins stock market manipulation boss

• Dianne Feinstein – Senator (He is now under investigation) Wife of Silicon Valley Cartel 
Member Richard Blum(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…) 
(Underongoing investigation and surveillance)

• Harry Reid – Senator- Solar factory guru, Congress lead (Accused of political bribery and 
kickbacks; tax evasion, and more, ran scams with Elon Musk…Forced out of Congress in 
shame) (Under ongoing investigation and surveillance)

• Senator Calderone – Senator (Indicted & charged with corruption)

• Leland Yee – Senator (Indicted & charged with corruption)

• Lois Lerner – IRS head charged with running political hit-jobs (Sent packing/fired/forced to 
resign)(She is now under investigation. Shamed in news media)(Under ongoing investigation 
and surveillance)

• James Brown Jr – Obama HHS Programming lead in California (Arrested for corruption)

• Daniel Cohen – DOE Legal counsel (Sent packing/fired/forced to resign)(Under ongoing 
investigation and surveillance)

• Perkins Coi – Law firm who sold lobby manipulation services (Under federal investigation)

• Jonathan Silver – DOE VC (Sent packing/fired/forced to resign)((Under ongoing investigation
and surveillance)( Shamed in media for epic failures)

• Bill Lockyer – Calif State finance head ((Under ongoing investigation and surveillance) and 
charged with corruption by media. Assets and ownerships under investigation)

• Steve Jurvetson – VC who manipulated Senate staff for Tesla cash ((Under ongoing 
investigation and surveillance) All assets being tracked and terminated.)

• Matt Rogers – Mckinsey corruption operator reporting to Steven Chu (Under ongoing 
investigation and surveillance)(All assets being tracked and terminated.)

• Steve Spinner and Alison Spinner- Mckinsey corruption operator reporting to Steven Chu 
with secret connection inside Solyndra (Under ongoing investigation and surveillance) All 
assets being tracked and terminated.) 

Their Assassin Operatives That Run The Hit Jobs And Attacks For Them: 

• Gawker Media (Jezebel, Gizmodo, Jalopnik, Gawker) – Sued; Bankrupt; under investigation
for tax fraud and campaign finance disclosure evasion

• Jay Carney – White House press lead (Forced to resign) (Under ongoing investigation and
surveillance)
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• David Plouffe – White House money packager. Arranged deals between VC campaign Donors 
(Forced to Resign. Under ongoing investigation and surveillance)

• John Cook – Nicholas Guido Denton’s character assassination expert

• Nicholas Guido Denton – Defamation-for hire boss of tabloid empire also charged with abuse 
of young boys

• John Herrman - Nicholas Guido Denton’s character assassin

• Adrian Covert - Nicholas Guido Denton’s character assassin

• Patrick George - Nicholas Guido Denton’s character assassin

• Gabrielle Darbyshire - Nicholas Guido Denton’s character assassin

• Investigations have also revealed that the White House and California Senators hired the 
character assassination and defamation attack services: Cardinal & Pine; Pacronym, 
Acronym;   The Americano; Investing in US; Shadow Inc; Courier Newsroom; IN-Q-Tel; 
Gawker Media; Jalopnik; Gizmodo Media; K2 Intelligence; WikiStrat; Podesta Group; 
Fusion GPS; Google; YouTube; Alphabet; Facebook; Twitter; Think Progress; Media 
Matters); Black Cube; Correct The Record; Orbis Business Intelligence, Undercover Global 
Ltd; Stratfor; Jigsaw; ShareBlue/Acronym; Versa LLC; American Ledger; Supermajority 
News; New Venture Fund; Sixteen Thirty Fund; Cambridge Analytica; Sid Blumenthal; 
States Newsroom; Hopewell Fund;   Open Society.; David Brock; AmpliFire News; American
Bridge; Plouffe Consulting; Pantsuit Nation; MotiveAI; American Bridge 21st Century 
Foundation; Priorities USA; PR Firm Sunshine Sachs; The American Independent 
Foundation; Covington and Burling; Buzzfeed; The American Independent; Perkins Coie; 
Secondary Infektion; Wilson Sonsini and thousands more to run hit-jobs, character 
assassinations, dirty tricks and economic reprisal attacks on any applicants who reported the 
crimes. Each of those companies are now under federal and civil investigation. Most of these 
businesses offer the service of manipulating elections and news coverage in order to steer stock 
market profits into the pockets of billionaire clients at the expense of the taxpayer and 
Democracy. They hide their transactions via money-laundering. All of these services, when 
focused on individual citizens, are lethal. 

• A.J. Delaurio, as well as through its pseudonymous authors, including: Adam Dachis, Adam 
Weinstein, Adrien Chen, Alan Henry, Albert Burneko, Alex Balk, Alexander Pareene, 
Alexandra Philippides, Allison Wentz, Andrew Collins, Andrew Magary, Andrew Orin, 
Angelica Alzona, Anna Merlan, Ariana Cohen, Ashley Feinberg, Ava Gyurina, Barry 
Petchesky, Brendan I. Koerner, Brendan O’Connor, Brent Rose, Brian Hickey, Camila 
Cabrer, Choire Sicha, Chris Mohney, Clover Hope, Daniel Morgan, David Matthews, 
Diana Moskovitz, Eleanor Shechet, Elizabeth Spiers, Elizabeth Starkey, Emily Gould, 
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Emily Herzig, Emma Carmichael, Erin Ryan, Ethan Sommer, Eyal Ebel, Gabrielle, 
Bluestone, Gabrielle Darbyshire, Georgina K. Faircloth, Gregory Howard, Hamilton, 
Nolan, Hannah Keyser, Hudson Hongo. Heather Deitrich, Hugo Schwyzer, Hunter Slaton, 
Ian Fette, Irin Carmon, James J. Cooke, James King, Jennifer Ouellette, Jesse Oxfeld, 
Jessica Cohen, Jesus Diaz, Jillian Schulz, Joanna Rothkopf, Jordan Sargent, Joseph 
Keenan Trotter, Josh Stein, Julia Allison, Julianne E. Shepherd, Justin Hyde, Kate Dries, 
Katharine Trendacosta, Katherine Drummond, Kelly Stout, Kerrie Uthoff, Kevin Draper, 
Lacey Donohue, Lucy Haller, Luke Malone, Madeleine Davies, Madeline Davis, Mario 
Aguilar, Matt Hardigree, Matt Novak, Michael Ballaban, Michael Dobbs, Michael 
Spinelli, Neal Ungerleider, Nicholas Aster, Omar Kardoudi, Pierre Omidyar, Owen 
Thomas, Patrick George, Patrick Laffoon, Patrick Redford, Rich Juzwiak, Richard 
Blakely, Richard Rushfield, Robert Finger, Robert Sorokanich, Rory Waltzer, Rosa 
Golijan, Ryan Brown, Ryan Goldberg, Sam Faulkner Bidle, Sam Woolley, Samar Kalaf, 
Sarah Ramey, Shannon Marie Donnelly, Shep McAllister, Sophie Kleeman, Stephen 
Totilo, Tamar Winberg, Taryn Schweitzer, TaylorMcKnight, Thorin Klosowski, Tim 
Marchman, Timothy Burke, Tobey Grumet Segal, Tom Ley, Tom Scocca, Veronica de 
Souza, Wes Siler, William Haisley, William Turton and others writing under pseudonyms

•

Please report your complaints about Tesla, Google, Match.com, OK Cupid, Netflix, Facebook, Kleiner 
Perkins, Sony Pictures (and the other tech cartel members) for the active investigations and federal 
lawsuits now in progress. By filing a complaint and telling your story, you can help identify trends and 
patterns of questionable business practices that will contribute to law enforcement and consumer 
protection efforts. You can be certain that these particular cases will get driven hard and pushed before 
Congress. The more reports we can get filed on these bad guys, the bigger the cases we can get 
processed. File your complaint at http://www.ftc.gov/complaint

Are you wondering why you don't see any of the true facts on the "mainstream" internet or "news" 
sites. The tech Taliban of the internet have colluded to become an information and ideological control 
empire. If they can make you think, act and vote like they want then they can put their candidates in 
office who will give them trillions of dollars of government contracts. It has already worked. They all: 
sleep with each other;  go to each other's parties; hire the same lobbyists, lawyers, Goldman Sachs fund
managers; marry and date only people from the same frat houses and sororities; have the same 
homosexual agenda; finance the same PAC's; hide their money in the same off-shore bolt holes; instruct
their HR departments to only hire young, naive, easily brainwashed, radical dyed-hair hippie-types; 
have bank accounts that have received CIA or In-Q-Tel cash; control the National Venture Capital 
Association so that nobody who competes with them can get funded; practice exclusionary culture, ie: 
while screaming about women's rights and BLM they never hire women or blacks; buy off the U.S. 
Patent Office to keep from having to pay for stealing most of their technology; own the servers and 
control equipment that operates 90% of the internet; etc. The Tech Taliban are: Netflix, Google, 
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Alphabet, Youtube, Linkedin, Amazon, AWS, CNN, Facebook, Tesla, SpaceX, Survey Monkey, etc.

They do what they do to get profits from politicians they put in office.

=====================

TAKING THEM DOWN:

The greatest success in shutting down their efforts has come from two tactics:

1.) Forcing government agencies to sue them with RICO and Anti-trust lawsuits and by gathering 
groups of people to sue them with Class Action lawsuits. Lawyers will do Class Actions at no cost to 
you if you get enough people together.

2.) Using a CKB Procedure on each one. How the "Corruption Kill Box" (CKB) works: A CKB 
Procedure combines federal police investigations created by formal filed criminal referrals (which any 
member of the public can submit) and Form 302 overview drafts, public class-action lawsuits, massive 
news media disclosure blasts, formal regulatory agency complaint filings, individual lawsuits against 
political and agency executives, documentary film production and distribution, crash the crooks stocks, 
the promotion and organization of Congressional hearings, crowd-sourced social media public 
forensics and open-source AI financial crimes tracking software. The procedure is an extinction-level 
event with a 100% success rate against corrupt entities. CKB's only work on the corrupt, so non corrupt
parties are safe from it's effects. 

ANY member of the public can engage in these totally legal anti-corruption actions. Don't sit around 
and complain about these criminals. They own parts of the government.

YOU have to do something!

Just do it!

http://www.the-truth-about-the-dept-of-energy.com

http://american-corruption.com/public/HOW_THEY_KILLED_THE_ELECTRIC_CAR.pdf
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http://how-they-killed-the-electric-car.com

(Pass this along to others who might partner up and take action)

Every public figure we file a complaint with that does nothing or that runs a cover-up is listed on 
a document and in a dossier that they will have to answer for later!

DAILY UPDATES TO THESE CASE DOCUMENTS ARE PROVIDED BY PUBLIC TASK FORCE 
MEMBERS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
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